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ABSTRACT

This thesis introduces techniques to build novel ES systems. The main 
contributions are the microwave phase neuron and the fuzzy classifiers.

Unlike most of the work available in literature, which present future ES by the 
sight of traditional methods, this thesis discusses two novel proposals. The first 
chapters formalise some theoretical points, while the last chapters describe and analyse 
the proposed novel designs.

Chapter 1 introduces Electronic Warfare (EW). It also analyses the 
electromagnetic environment faced by a naval platform and the traditional ES systems.

Chapter 2 makes use of fuzzy theory to provide a formal theoretical study of 
signal classification in EW.

Chapter 3 analyses the heuristics applying fuzzy logics, fuzzy numbers and 
fuzzy aggregation connectives.

Chapter 4 presents the microwave phase neurons. It describes the basic 
mathematical formulation and the evolution of this concept from its early stages. It 
also presents the results obtained from simulation of several phase-neuron topologies. 
The phase neuron is a completely new artificial neural network paradigm.

Chapter 5 models fuzzy inference engines. It indicates how these systems work 
in several different situations and analyse the results of several simulations. It 
investigates data-fiision techniques and the demands of automatic target recognitors 
(ATR). This chapter introduces the fuzzy classifiers and the fuzzy identification filters 
(FIF). Each FIF combines the outputs of the several classifiers to calculate the degree 
of belief of each possible outcome. This new architecture is another main contribution 
of this work.

Chapter 6 presents the work being presently conducted with microwave 
classifiers. The results from the simulation of some possible system architectures are 
commented.

Chapter 7 presents the final conclusions and provides suggestions for further 
research.
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CHAPTER 1 

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC 
ENVIRONMENT AND ES

The subject of this thesis is to examine the application of two non-conventional 
techniques to classify radar signals by Electronic Warfare Support systems (ES): 
Fuzzy logics and phase neural networks. There are many advantages in such approach. 
First, it provides the ES system with the capacity of using circumstantial data, which 
may be a fundamental characteristic in modem scenarios. Second, the classification 
may be done partially by the receiver, which avoids saturation of the digital processing 
stages. Finally, fuzzy methods take into account the typical uncertainties of the ES 
problem, and thus are able to infer the environment in a much more natural way. The 
combination of these characteristics may lead to simpler, and therefore, more 
economical systems. This is a major advantage in today’s world in which the cold war 
no longer exists and elections are won by promising heavy cuts in the defense budget.

Fuzzy logics has been around for many years, but its application to Electronic 
Warfare is hardly commented in open literature. However, it is an effective tool to 
implement Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods, which have been the subject of many 
recent investigations.

Unlike what happens with fuzzy theory, one can find a limited number of non
classified works describing the applications of artificial neural networks applications to 
ES. However, in spite of the philosophical fitness of such technique to the problem, 
the huge processing time and data handling demands always place it as a potential 
good solution but still waiting for its time. Here, a different approach is suggested 
using phase networks. Phase networks are a novel network paradigm in which the 
processed information is placed on the phase of the output signal instead of in its 
amplitude as usual. These networks present an important feature: they can be 
implemented by microwave hardware, and thus allow at least part of the classification 
process to be carried at the front-end.

This first chapter aim to provide an insight into the ES problem and to indicate 
how the techniques to be studied can improve the performance of such systems.

1.1 INTRODUCTION

World War H was the first conflict to see the large-scale use of electronics and 
of electronic warfare (EW). At that time, ES (electronic support) was crucial both 
strategically, to detect blind-bombing radar beacons, and tactically, to detect radar 
emissions fi’om intercept fighters and ships. Since then, many things had changed in 
what Sir Winston Churchill called “wizard war”, that is, the electronic battle fought by 
the technicians and engineers of both sides [Har.78]

Nowadays, the spectrum of threats extends from tens of megahertz for over- 
the-horizon radars (OTH) through the microwave and millimeter-wave bands (.5 to
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110 GHz), up to laser frequencies. LPI radars (low probability of intercept) attempt to 
deny information about their signals to intercept receivers. Furthermore, the role of 
intercepting receivers has evolved from the traditional passive warning, threat- 
identification, and strategic information collection to assume some roles such as 
guiding anti-radiation missiles (ARM) of a much more active nature.

All this technical evolution led to modem high-tech weapons and systems that, 
during the Gulf War, imposed severe harm to the enemy with minimal losses. The main 
military objectives were pinpointed and attacked with great precision. It became clear 
that, unlike what happened in former conflicts, ES could no longer be put in a “stand 
alone” context. Its efficient integration with the command and control system and 
other platform assets for hard-kill and soft-kill defense is absolutely essential [Wil.85].

However, the situation nowadays differs significantly fi"om the classical one in 
many other aspects. The most important peculiarity is that there is no more a neat 
separation between the system types in either sides. There may be equipments applying 
the same technology, and even coming from the same manufacturers in both 
opponents. This implies that conventional ES, with limited analytical power to 
examine only the measurable pulse parameters, are not well suited to new EW 
scenarios.

Modem ES systems must make the most of all valuable information, not 
mattering if it is incomplete, imprecise or unconfirmed. In other words, the 
classification of an emission as friend or foe is not more exclusively based on the signal 
parameters, but also on situational data. This kind of knowledge is virtually unused in 
conventional ES, and even when it is, it is done in a complete “ad hoc” fashion.

Furthermore, there are dozens of other uncertainties that are intrinsically 
related to ES classification. Weapons systems are becoming increasingly adaptive in 
order to deceive ES systems. An unknown signal may have its origin in an enemy 
“secret weapon”, in a defective system or in an old but disguised system with new 
signal parameters.

In contrast to increasing demands for more flexible and intelligent systems, the 
budget cuts for development and production programs of new ES systems are heavy 
[Ada.88 and Kap.89], Therefore, despite the limited investments, it is the time for a 
new generation of “instruments of darkness” [Pri.77], powerful enough to reason in ill- 
defined signal environments, to enter the scene. These new ES systems must include 
cognitive processors, simple enough not to exceed the scarce financial backing and 
reliable enough not to become overloaded or slowed down by the extremely high data 
rates.

According to this approach. Artificial Intelligence (AI) represents a promising 
solution to ES. Nevertheless, it is necessary to consider the use of unconventional 
techniques to ensure manageable processing. The myriad of precise rules that usual AI 
systems have to handle, makes them, as well, unsuited for many practical EW 
applications. The contribution of this thesis is to introduce methodologies for such 
simple cognitive processors: fuzzy logic inference engines and microwave phase 
neurons.

This chapter has the objective to provide an introduction to familiarize the 
reader with EW, and to introduce the concepts of unconventional processing methods 
applied to ES. It begins with an explanation of EW and its subdivisions using both old 
and new terminologies. Next, it gives an insight of the signal environment itself. 
Finally, before providing a summary of the contents of the subsequent chapters of this 
thesis, it describes the conventional ES processing scheme and indicates how cognitive 
techniques may transmute today’s architectures into fully integrated systems.
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1.2 ELECTRONIC WARFARE BASIC DEFINITIONS

Until 1994, the standard definition of Electronic Warfare was the one provided 
by the Joints Chiefs of Staff [Fit. 86] in 1969:

Electronic Warfare: is military action involving the use of electromagnetic energy to 
determine, exploit, reduce, or prevent hostile use of the electromagnetic spectrum and 
action which retains friendly use of the electromagnetic spectrum.

This definition has three logical divisions [Sch.86]: electronic support measures 
(ESM), electronic countermeasures (ECM), and electronic counter-countermeasures 
(ECCM). A fourth, and not so obvious, division is signal intelligence (SIGINT). Fig
1.1 depicts these subdivisions^

Electronic Support Measures (ESM): is that division of EW involving actions taken 
under direct control of an operational commander to search for, intercept, locate 
possible sources of radiated EM energy for the purpose of immediate threat 
recognition and tactical employment of forces. It provides a source of information 
required for immediate decisions using ECM, ECCM, avoidance, targeting and other 
tactical employment of forces.

Signal Intelligence fSIGINTI: Is that division of EW involving the collection and 
analysis of all military transmissions during both peace and conflict to provide a 
database to be used to identify transmissions during conflict. Further analysis may 
provide information about enemy capabilities and research programs. Such analysis 
includes information not obtained from intercepted EM transmissions, as photographs, 
trade journals and export models. SIGINT is split into in three subdivisions: COMINT, 
ELINT and RINT. COMINT is the intelligence derived from potentially hostile 
communications by other than the intended recipients. ELINT is the equivalent for any 
non-communication electromagnetic radiation other than nuclear detonations and 
radioactive sources. RINT is intelligence derived from unintended spurious emissions 
emanated from potentially hostile systems.

Electronic Countermeasures (ECM): is that division of EW involving actions taken to 
prevent or reduce the enemy’s effective use of the electromagnetic spectrum. It 
includes jamming and deception and both can be either active or passive. Jamming is 
the deliberate radiation or reflection of electromagnetic energy with the purpose of 
impairing the deployment of electronic systems in use by the enemy. Deception is the 
deliberate radiation, re-radiation, alteration, absorption or reflection of electromagnetic 
energy with the intention to mislead the enemy in the interpretation or use of the 
information received by his electronic systems.

Electronic Counter-Countermeasures (ECCM): is that division of EW involving 
actions taken to ensure the electromagnetic spectrum against enemy ECM. ECCM is 
mostly concerned with techniques that are embodied in the design of electronic 
equipment and not as a separate piece of equipment.

'Usually in the Soviet literature, the equivalent of EW, known as radio electronic combat (REG) 
includes the physical destruction of the enemy systems.
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Old EW Terminology

SIGINT

COMINT

ESM ECM

RINTELINT

ECCM

EW

Fig 1.1 - £W  and its subdivisions as stated by the old terminology

Recently, EW and its subdivisions [Lot.95]were re-defined as:

Electronic Warfare: is any military action involving the use of electromagnetic and 
directed energy to control the electromagnetic spectrum or to attack the enemy.

Three major subdivisions within EW are of tactical nature: Electronic Warfare 
Support, Electronic Attack and Electronic Protection.

Electronic Warfare Support (ES): is that division of EW involving actions tasked by or 
under direct control of an operational commander to search for, intercept, identify, and 
to locate sources of intentional and unintentional radiated electromagnetic energy for 
the purpose oflmmediate threat recognition.

Electronic Attack (EAT is that division of EW involving the use of electromagnetic or 
directed energy to attack personnel, facilities, or equipment with the intent of 
degrading, neutralizing or destroying enemy combat capability. EA includes:

Electronic Countermeasures (ECM): is the same as in the old terminology

Electronic Destruction (EDk is that subdivision of EA concerning to actions 
involving the employment of weapons that use either electromagnetic or 
directed energy as their primary destructive mechanism (lasers, RF weapons, 
particle beams)

Electronic Protection TEP): is that division of EW involving actions taken to protect 
personnel, facilities, and equipments from any effects of friendly or enemy employment 
of EW that degrade, neutralize or destroy friendly combat capability. It includes 
ECCM and Electronic Destruction Avoidance (EDA).

The fourth major branch of EW is strategic. It consists of SIGINT, which 
maintains its initial definition, but including extra subdivisions such as:

Foreign Instrumentation Intelligence 
telemetry and other instrumentation

(FIST intercepting and analyzing
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Radar Intelligence TRADINT): using a radar to obtain intelligence

Image Intelligence (IMINTV using photographic (PHOTINT) or optical 
sensors (OPTINT) to obtain intelligence

Human Intelligence (HUMINT): using persons to obtain intelligence (overt or 
covert)

ELINT, in turn, is now defined as:

Electronic Intelligence lELINT): is the technical andjntelligence information derived 
from foreign non-communication EM radiations emanating from other than atomic 
detonation and radioactive sources. It subdivisions are:

Technical ELINT (TechelintI: is the category of ELINT concerned with the 
signal characteristics, modes, functions, associations, capabilities, limitations, 
vulnerabilities, and technology levels of foreign non-communication emitters, 
and the electronic or weapon systems with which they are associated. In brief, 
techelint determines the capabilities and limitations of target emitters.

Operational ELINT lOpelintV is the category of ELINT concerned with the 
introduction, location, disposition, movement, employment, tactics and activity 
levels of known foreign non-communications emitters and the weapon systems 
and military units or platforms with which they are associated. In brief, opelint 
determines the locations and readiness of target emitters.

This new EW terminology indicates the concerns of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
with a complex signal environment where the fusion of different kinds of information is 
necessary to conduct ES.

New EW Terminology

IMINTRADINTRINTCOMINT FIS HUMINTELINT

Opelint OPTINTPHOTINT

ED

ESSIGINT

ECM

EP

Techelint

EA

EW

Fig 1.2 - EW and its subdivisions as stated by the new terminology

1.3 THE RADAR SIGNAL ENVIRONMENT

Before discussing the electromagnetic environment per se, there are some 
important points to remember when analyzing radar pulses for EW:

a) The main interest is to unveil the enemy systems and not to examine 
minutely a specific signal. Any pulse information is useful as long as it provides 
clues to relate the signal to a system;
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b) Only man-made sources of signals are of interest;

c) The enemy systems have integrity. In other words, the signals emitted by the 
enemy probably have a common overall objective. Each individual signal 
source is probably connected to a particular task in pursuit of that objective;

d) The enemy systems are competitive. Thus, the environment analysis should 
allow the understanding of the reasons why the enemy thinks the way he does. 
This may elucidate some of the enemy plans; and

e) Usually the systems contain a man-in-the-loop at some level. This human 
component cannot be forgotten in the analysis of a given military situation.

1.3.1 Typical Naval EW Scenarios

The operation of today’s warfare is mainly directed and controlled by means of 
radar sensors. These are mainly long range search radars, navigation radars and 
acquisition radars and weapon guidance radars (gun-fire control radar, illuminating 
track radar and missile homing radars).

Naval operational scenarios usually involve the defence of a wide area. 
Moreover, the possible threats may be either air, surface or even sub-surface 
platforms. In such a situation, there are two typical concerns; area defense against 
distant threats and point defence against close range threats. For both of these actions 
the naval fleet depends strongly on its radar equipment, either shipbome, airborne or 
submarine. The enemy’s use of radars can, however, be exploited by the fleet’s ES to 
alarm his presence, location and to discover what are his intentions. In addition, the 
data acquired by the ES equipment may help to decide which is the most appropriate 
EA against the enemy radars. It must as well indicate which EP has to be triggered to 
ensure the fnendly use of the fleets own radars.

Line-of-sight (LOS) considerations impose particularly hard geometric 
constraints to the ES detection range. This is a major factor in ES employment and 
tactics. For example, the consideration of the ES detection range relative to the target 
detection range of the hostile radar systems and lethal ranges of associated weapons 
systems is particularly important.

It is usual to think, considering only the simple radar equation parameters 
[Sko.80], that the ES detection range is much greater than radar detection ranges 
[AEL.81]. Nevertheless, the effective ES detection range can be subject to severe LOS 
constraints, which can be particularly severe for a shipboard ES against surface or low 
altitude radars. The LOS geometry also limits shipboard radar detection. Thus, radar 
LOS detection range is approximately the same as the effective ES detection range. In 
general, if shipboard ES detects the presence of a shipbome hostile radar, it may be 
assumed the hostile ship has made radar contact with the ES ship. In contrast, 
shipbome ES detection range against airbome radars at a sufficiently high altitude may 
present a considerable advantage. The same is also tme when the ES system is 
airbome and the radar is shipbome [ICH.80].

Moreover, shipbome ES systems can accomplish passive detection and 
location of airbome transmissions to provide early warning support for anti-air 
operations. For high-altitude targets, the ES detection capability may exceed the
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shipbome radar range capability for airbome target detection. Several ES systems, in 
well-known locations, can detect any transmissions from the airbome attackers and 
locate the source of the signals by triangulation.

In some situations, reaction times of the order of a few seconds may be all that 
is available between threat detection and the necessary action to avoid disaster. Thus, 
a clear understanding of the radar environment is essential for one who desires to 
study EW, and in particular ES.

1.3.1.1 The Search Radar

The purpose of the search radar is to provide accurate range and bearing of 
any air or sea target within the maximum useful range, and to designate it to the 
integrated weapon system. In naval scenarios, the search radars are, most of the times, 
located on board a ship, providing local control, or on board an aircraft or helicopter 
to cover a wider range of distances. Surveillance radars are sometimes used as well as 
search radars, but their typical function is to control a wide region of air space.

These radars must have a range of the order of hundreds of kilometres and 
cover a large spatial volume. Usually their resolution is quite high in azimuth, and 
some 3-D radars are able as well to provide accurate elevation information. Such 
radars traditionally operate at fairly low frequency bands where the atmospheric 
attenuation is not excessive and the clutter reflectivity is low [Ner.91]. Therefore, they 
are usually L or S bands radars, but some of them use UHF, and in special cases, VHP 
or even HF. Another implication of the long range requirement is that the antenna site 
for these radars must be elevated. However on board ships, there is a compromise 
between performance, weight and volume to be considered before defining the exact 
place of installation. Search radars installed on maritime aircraft or helicopters have 
their size and weight definitely limited. As a consequence X and K bands are 
commonly used for airbome applications. Because of their higher elevation, airbome 
search radars provide a much better performance in terms of range ofrsurface targets 
than shipbome radars.

Navigation radars, generally operating in X band, are in some situations used 
for searching purposes. In the case of submarine radars which are hoisted and tend to 
emit an unrepeated single string of pulses without antenna scanning, or at most a 
single scan, typically at X band.

I.3.1.2 The Fire Control Tracking Radar

Tracking radars are always a high priority threat to any ship. This class of 
radars is dedicated to provide the ships' weapon system with accurate information of 
data range, azimuth and elevation. Their objective is to direct gun fire or to keep a 
guidance beam on the target for beam riding missiles and semi-active missiles.

Such radars only start their mission after the designation of the target, usually 
done by a search radar, but sometimes done by an ES unit. When a designation, or TI, 
is received the tracking radar points its narrow beam to where the target must be and 
starts its own searching mode to acquire it. When this is accomplished and the target is 
successfully acquired, the radar switches to its tracking mode which is the time when 
the artillery is cleared to fire.

Ifx
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Several techniques are employed in tracking radars in both modes of operation 
[Ner.91];

a) Acquisition scan modes:

• raster
• palmer-raster
• spiral
• helical
• sectorial
• etc

b) Tracking scan modes

• conical
• lobe switching
• conical scan on receive only (COSRO)
• lobing on receive only (LORO)
• monopulse

These radars normally operate in X band, but some tracking radars apply dual 
frequency beams to assure continuous tracking data at very low target altitudes. In this 
cases, an accurate K band pencil beam, for example, produces a small resolution cell in 
addition to the X band wider beam [Lot.95].

1.3.1.3 Missile Homing Radars

Antiship missiles are certainly today’s highest priority threats to a ship. Fig 1.3 
outlines, as an example, the operation of a the sea-skimmer missile. First, the search 
radar of a missile carrier boat^ detects a target or it receives a target designation by a 
forward observer (aircraft or submarine). The missile platform could be as well a low 
flying aircraft or a fast patrol boat, which would make the long range defence much 
more difficult.

The sea-skimmer is launched using one or two boosters, which brings the 
missile to an altitude of a few hundred metres in 3 to 4 seconds. After booster 
separation, the missile dives to a cruise altitude of 2 to 5 metres depending on the 
missile type. A ramjet or a turbojet engine powers the cruising phase, which provides 
most of the missile useful range (from 23 to 200 km). In this phase the missile may be 
in full inertial navigation, or under control of a command link through the forward 
observer, for longer ranges. The missile may be directed in a straight course toward 
the target ship or may follow a different course. This alternative course can be toward 
the forward observer or any other suitable point, and attack the target ship after a 
course correction (indirect launch) [Oni.84]. Such technique allows multiple 
simultaneous attacks to a single ship from different directions. During this cruising 
phase a radar altimeter controls the height of the missile. Moreover, the cruising speed

 ̂The same operation could be performed by a missile carrier aircraft
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is in the liigh subsonic range, often nearing Mach 1 (the speed o f most missiles varies 
from Mach .65 to Mach 2.5)\

The last phase is the final homing. At approximately 12 km from the theoretical 
position o f the target ship, as programmed in the missile navigation system by the 
launching platform search radar, the homing radar in the missile is turned on. A search 
pattern in azimuth and range is started to detect the target and lock-on to it. The 
azimuth search normally begins with a mechanical scan o f around 15° typically. The 
range is scanned with a wide range gate around 1 km. When the target is detected, the 
antenna is stopped, and the range gate is progressively reduced to the length 
corresponding to the radar pulse width, and automatic monopulse tracking is started. 
A home-on-jam mode of operation is often included in these radars and is 
automatically selected when a noise jammer signal is recognized. If the jamming is 
interrupted, then a new search phase initiates after a short transition time. When the 
range from the target is reduced to about 300 m some missiles “pop out” . That is, they 
suddenly raise their height on the sea level before diving toward the target ship to hit it 
in the most effective and lethal angle o f 30°. Such flight profile may pose problems for 
the fire control tracking radar o f the target ship, due to the high accelerations involved. 
Other missiles proceed at a steady flight level till the fuze (proximity or impact) is 
triggered by the target [Sel.82 and Nav.80]. A proximity fuze is a small independent 
radar set in the missile itself that detonates the warhead when the missile gets close 
enough to the target.

missile
boat

target
ship'pop-out"/  app. 100 -200m \

2-5m

final
homing

booster phase 
(3 sec)

cruise phase

Fig 1.3 - Sea skimmer typical flight profile

1.3.1.4 The Tactics in the EW Scenario

The destruction of threat missiles is of overriding importance and it should take 
place sufficiently far away from the defended ship to ensure it against the missile 
debris. Medium or close range gun systems are capable o f providing a suitable 
protection, only if the missile is detected in time for it to be tracked and a fire control 
solution produced. This requires an uncluttered radar display and no interference in the 
tracking radar beam.

ECM provides a second measure o f defence against threats that have an active 
homing radar terminal as guidance systems. However, after deployed, they may deny

Mach 1 = 762 mph
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detection of the missile to own ships tracking sensors. This applies particularly to chaff 
decoys.

Thus, the basic tactics for the EW scenario rely in an effective ES system. The 
applied defence will depend in the phase of the enemy missile operation, and, on the 
defense resources at the target [Wal.82]. For example, the defense plan of a ship for 
several types of ES alarm could be:

a) The ES system detects a search radar beyond its radar horizon: the
defending ship may initiate an attack to the missile launching platform 
or perform an evasive manoeuvrer. If this last action is chosen, then it 
can be followed up by radar silence to deny ES interception by the 
enemy. Confusion chaff clouds may be deployed at distances around 2 
km from the threatened vessel, to offer a number of realistic but false 
targets to the enemy’s radar (Fig 1.4).

b) The ES system detects a search radar at a range near to its radar 
horizon: confusion chaff decoys are normally deployed around the 
ship, at a range of the order of 1 km. The ship may either manoeuvre to 
maintain protection from a decoy pattern as long as possible, or 
alternatively may proceed on course and “re-seed” the protective 
pattern. Since chaff decoys are subject to wind drift, the maximum 
duration of effective protection increases by biasing the deployed 
pattern initially to allow for this drift.

c) The ES system detects a tracking radar in search mode: distraction 
(dilution) chaff decoys (Fig 1.4b) must be rapidly fired along with EA 
measures in the attempt to make the radar acquire a false target or, in 
the worst case, delay the acquisition. Thus, the threatened vessel 
surrounds itself with decoys. Thus, if this search radar designates the 
ship to a tracking radar, it will probably select a decoy before being able 
of acquiring the real ship. Moreover, the ship must maneuver in order 
to offer the smallest radar-cross section to the tracking radar. This will 
wi^ethe decoys more attractive to the radar.

d) The ES system detects a tracking radar in tracking mode: The
defending ship must apply deception ECM at command discretion and 
concentrate attention down the threat bearing to detect a missile echo in 
order to designate “hard-kill” defences against it. In this situation, the 
ES bearing can provide a good TI to the ship’s own tracking radars.

e) The ES system detects a missile homing radar: the ship must 
immediately fire seduction decoys, either dump mode combined with 
noise jamming, or centroid mode (Figs 1.4c and d). Dump decoy mode 
blooms chaff clouds at a short range in coordination with an on-board 
jammer, denying range information to the locked on missile. The missile 
is subsequently “dumped” onto the chaff decoy. Centroid mode 
provides a large and attractive decoy in the close vicinity of the 
threatened vessel. This, together with an effective ship maneuver, draws 
the missile from the real target to the centroid of the combined chaff 
decoy and ship echo. The major disadvantage with this last technique is
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that decoying of the missile occurs in close proximity to the target. If 
the missile is actuated by a proximity fuze it will detonate probably 
within the region of about 300m o f the ship. Even at such distance, the 
blast damage from a missile will be sufficient to render the target blind. 
The shock waves and shell fragments are powerful enough to seriously 
damage delicate antennas and wave guides, essential for the operation 
o f the ship as a fighting unit [Par. 80]. Close range artillery should be 
prepared to fire at the missile.

Previous Decoy

90 deg

90 deg.

*chaff
cloud

adar  beam

*

incoming
missile

Fig 1.4 - Chaff decoy modes a) confusion; b) distraction;.
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Fig 1.4 - (cont)...c) dump mode, and d) centroid mode

O f course, it is not easy for the ES system to discover if the radar signal is 
coming from an emitter located beyond the radar horizon or its exact distance. The 
emitter range can be estimated by triangulation with other friendly platform ES bearing 
lines, or from the received signal amplitude. Unfortunately, the received signal strength 
depends not only on the distances, but also on the effective transmitted power, and o f 
several propagation effects. The amplitude level at the ES considered to be the one 
from which an specific radar starts detecting the target is called “danger level” for that 
pair ES/intercepted radar. This level is very important for ES used on board 
submarines. Su bmarines are quite vulnerable while snorkeling, thus, during that 
period the ES antennas are hoisted, and the system function as a surveillance sensor 
particularly against air threats. If an unknown or threat signal is detected, and its 
amplitude trespasses the danger level, then the submarine must submerse immediately. 
Moreover, the emitter elevation is another information that would be very useful for 
artillery aiming and identification purposes, but is quite hard to obtain with today’s 
equipments.

Therefore, the requirements of an ES system, Q, with the task o f inferring the 
signal environment env(Q) are (Fig 1.5):
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env(O )

Fig 1.5 - An ES system Q

a) high possibility of signal
interception;

c) high possibility of correct reporting;
d) high possibility of correct

identification;
d) high throughput;
e) low reporting latency; and
b) low false alarm rate;

Typically, env(Q) will have a very high 
pulse density. Here, pulse density is defined as 
the total number of pulses received above the 
receiver’s sensitivity level in a time slot of 1 
second. Very dense environments are due not 
only to the large number of emitters, but as 

well, to high duty-cycle LPI radars. These signal environments create several 
problems, such as;

a) when there are two or more emitters with similar signal characteristics at 
approximately the same bearing. This will probably cause a jumble in the 
results given by Q.

b) when coincident pulses corrupt the outcome of IFM measurements.

c) (I s main processor must be able to look-through high duty cycle pulses 
to analyze the other emissions.

d) Q must analyze critical high PRF emitters without reducing its 
effectiveness against lower PRF emitters.

The technology requirements for D are driven by its mission, and, the limiting 
factors are the available processing power and space. Moreover, such ES should 
expect a changing and adaptive enemy. Intercepted signals may be simultaneously agile 
in frequency, pulse width, and PRF. They may as well apply intrapulse modulations 
(MOP) and may suddenly change their operating mode. In addition, radars applying 
electronic scanned antennas frequently have patterns that are very complex and very 
hard to be classified in any traditional scan type. A detailed assessment of the 
environment depends on several factors: sensitivity, receiver bandwidth, friendly and 
enemy radars present at the time, the parameters of other in-band emitters, radar 
deployment details, earth’s surface masking, signal propagation conditions, available 
sensors, and, altitude of operation.

Hence, if the objective is to design a system Q able to operate in such ill- 
defined scenarios, then, it must consider all sort of available data. This knowledge can 
be useful or relevant depending on the specific circumstance. Some examples of 
potentially useful situational data are:

a) all radar platforms supposed to be present in typical situations;

b) the known and expected locations of each platform, their associated 
weapons and their expected future movements;
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c) any clue concerning the malfunction of any of these systems or their possible 
weak points,

d) possible enemy system evolution and war time changes; and

e) any information concerning the human factor in those platforms [Tan. 78]

The necessary processing rate is dependent on the number of emitters 
intercepted, the received pulse density, and the complexity of each signal. According 
to [Peo.87], which at the time, had in mind a possible Warsaw Pact threat, 
environments can be as dense as 29x10^ pulses per second around year 2000. Such 
dense environments limit the look-through of traditional ES to few percent (around 
15%) to avoid overloading the processor and to allow inter-operability with EA and 
other on-board systems.

Therefore, Q may need a great deal of information to classify all the emitters in 
env(fl). In contrast, it must not use all of it in most occasions. Instead, it must choose 
which pieces of information are necessary for each situation. Nevertheless, the enemy 
conditions are in general unknown and his emitters are beyond control, thus, being 
further sources of uncertainties. Moreover, the ES sensors may suffer from 
uncontrolled variations due to many external factors giving rise to more uncertainties. 
Finally, the knowledge base is an additional source for uncertainties, which will depend 
basically on the methods used to collect the information.

In consequence, Q needs a highly adaptive processing, which must be able to 
deal with data from several sources, and with uncertainties. It must determine what 
aspects of the current problem are critical and then devote most of its resources to 
them.

1.4 ES SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES

Fig 1.6 shows the block diagram of a conventional ES system. The key 
functions of such systems are to receive the signal, measure the pulse parameters, 
recognize the emitter and present the information to the operator [Dav.82].

Initially, the system’s antenna unit intercepts several radar pulses. Next, the 
receiver unit, that includes a combination of different receivers, measures some of the 
main pulse parameters (frequency, pulse width, amplitude, bearing, elevation, 
polarization, intrapulse modulation and time of arrival) [Wil.93 and Gra.82].

The resolution of the various parameters is a trade-off between accuracy and 
realism, bearing in mind the variation of parameters with time for a given emitter. For 
example, better resolution of pulse width would be worthless in the presence of pulse- 
stretching due to multipath propagation. Usual resolutions are 10 MHz for carrier 
frequency, a few degrees for bearing, .Ins for PW, 1 ns for time of arrival. Having 
measured the parameters for all received pulses, then the system has to segregate them 
into trains for identification, and subsequent display of the radar type. These 
parameters are digitalised to form a pulse descriptor word (PDW) which is sent to the 
processor at rates up to 100 million bps when all pulses are processed. This rate is 
proportional to the number of parameters included in the PDW (polarisation, for 
example, is seldomly measured). This high data interchange is clearly a bottleneck to
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the processor. Some very dense environments at certain receiver dwells demand many 
different signal parameters. Thus, they are likely to saturate the processing units, 
unless there is an intelligent choice of the processing parameters or the pulses 
buffering. This second solution should be avoided as it implies degrading the system 
throughput.
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.Fig 1.6 - A conventional ES system

The processor has three primary functional blocks: the pre-processor, the main 
processor and the ID-processor.

The pre-processor acts as a mapping device. Generally, this map is a 3- 
dimensional sketch combining carrier frequency, bearing and PW forming a cell, as 
shown in Fig 1.7 [And. 81 and Hat. 78]. Frequency is a particularly good sorting 
parameter because it is quite stable in most radars and can provide many distinct 
resolution cells. By its turn, bearing is also subject mostly to slow variations and is 
reasonably well behaved. After receiving a PDW, the pre-processor centers a box 
shaped cell on the unique point in the “frequency x bearing x PW” space 
corresponding to the measured parameters of that pulse. The volume of the cell 
represents its domain. Any other pulse presenting parameters falling into this domain 
will be labelled as belonging to that cell, otherwise, the pre-processor creates another 
cell. The domain of the cells are continuously up-dated to reflect the centre of the 
population of pulses belonging to it. This allows the domain of the cell to follow the 
variations in bearing for moving targets and the frequency drifts of most radars. The 
dimensions of those domains depend on where lies the measured parameters and is 
subject to the designer’s logic.
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Fig 1.7 - Pulse de-interleaving at the pre-processor

Thus, the pre-processor sorts similar PDW’s into smaller groups by means of a 
pre-programmed algorithm or fixed rules. Such action is commonly known in EW 
literature as “de-interleaving”. The pre-processor also discards unnecessary pulses 
coming from emitters of no interest by masking some areas of this cell-map.

The pre-processor will alert the main processor if there is a change in activity 
of any of the cells. This can result if;

a) an empty cell becomes occupied;
b) an occupied cell becomes empty; or
c) the level of activity in one cell increases or decreases.

Whenever a previously empty cell has just been occupied, and the main 
processor confirms that it is not caused by an old emitter, a new emitter is assumed to 
be detected. The main processor then request and takes individual clusters of data to 
analyze temporal correlation between the pulses.

The temporal correlation makes use of histograms. This technique enables the 
time of arrival parameter to aid emitter segregation. First, histograms are built for each 
cell. The analysis of the population distribution in each cell enables the value of the 
PRF and PRF type (for example whether a simple pulse train or staggered/jittered 
PRF). For example, a pulse train of stable PRI would result in a histogram comprising 
a single bar at the PRI of the radar as in Fig 1.8a. Still more complex pulse trains will 
have characteristic histograms as given in Fig 1.8 b (staggered PRF) and 1.8c (Jittered 
PRF). The PRF type information is very valuable for emitter identification

IS
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A second temporal segregation stage uses the pulse amplitudes to determine 
longer-term periodicities associated with the scan of the transmitting radar. Here the 
main difficulty is of data reduction, as many of thousands of pulses may be received 
before the scan analysis can be completed for a given cell. The data reduction is 
achieved by the use of a “hysteresis peak detector”, which reduces the incident pulse 
stream to a set of pulses which represent the peaks of the waveform as in Fig 1.9. The 
peak detector produces a single impulse output each time the pulse train for a given 
cell drops in magnitude by a predetermined hysteresis value after a peak. This 
hysteresis level is chosen based on the peak amplitude and activity ratio of that emitter. 
The activity ratio is the number of pulses received in 1 second divided by the PRF of 
the source. It is a measure of the percentage illumination of the ES receiver by the 
transmitting antenna. Judicious choice of hysteresis for circular or sector types of scan 
allows rejection of peaks in the time waveforms caused by small sidelobes. Emitters 
with high activity ratio^characterize tracking radars illuminating the receiver, and 
require a low hysteresis value to determine quickly the presence of any modulation

 ̂a conical scan emitter for example
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indicative of spatial pattern of the radar. More sophisticated ES processors use a 
similar technique to measure the radar main lobe width and secondary lobe positions 
that are very useful information for jamming purposes [Rog.82],
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Fig 1.9 - Scan Analysis

Once it identifies the temporal correlations within each cell, the main processor 
compares them with sequences of other cells of the same bearing to verify if agile 
sources were separated by mistake. This task is called merge processing.. The main 
processor then removes the request for any further data fi'om this particular emitter 
until a periodic update is requested.

If the pre-processor reports that a previously active cell is empty, then the main 
processor deletes it in case it assumes that this emitter has indeed become inactive.

When the pre-processor indicates an increase or a decrease in the amount of 
activity in a particular cell, the main processor analyses the sequences of PDWs as they 
arrive. Since such change is often caused by more than one emitter at the same cell, 
the main processor tries to refine the de-interleaving.

Finally, the main processor produces an average PDW, or PDW2 to each 
cluster assumed as an individual radar. This new pulse descriptor includes both single 
pulse parameters and temporal parameters.

The ID-processor takes PDW2 and identifies the emitters by comparing such 
descriptor with the characteristics of known emitters that are stored in a database 
usually called “radar mode library”. There are times when there will be more than one 
possible identification for an emitter. In this case, the ID-processor provides an 
identification confidence level, generally on a scale fi'om 0 to 10. The more the 
measured parameters match with the library data the higher is the confidence level. Of 
course, the system must immediately alarm particularly dangerous threats, as missile 
guidance radars in lock-on mode, and, if placed in a surface ship submarine radars, 
regardless of the confidence level. There will be also times when an intercepted emitter 
has characteristics that do not match with any of those stored in the library, and 
therefore, the ID-processor labels it as “unknown”.

In practice, the effectiveness of the ES system is determined by its ability to 
deal with problems such as coping with the nulls caused by multipath lobing, recognize 
emitters with pulses missing through coincidence of pulses from different emitters, 
analyze emitters exhibiting agility in pulse interval and frequency, handle signals
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resulting from reflected as well as direct transmissions, handle distortion of pulse width 
and amplitude caused by propagation effects.

The processing rates to accomplish such analysis rage from 100 to 250 
instructions for each pulse depending on the processor instruction set and actual 
algorithms used. Thus, it is assumed that the ES system must need to sustain 
processing rates higher than 900 million operations per second [Peo.87].There are two 
ways to solve this problem; or to increment the computational power of the processors 
or to perform part of this job at the receiver level.

Moreover, conventional ES processing is entirely algorithmic, and therefore 
does not optimize computation. Furthermore, such technique is not robust and unable 
to deal with problems exhibiting uncertainty, ambiguity, inaccuracy and missing data. 
The assignments concerned to data are not flexible and do not consider measuring 
errors and misleading pieces of information in the database. Moreover, such ES 
systems are clearly unable to process situational data that is typically symbolic.

The philosopher stone of most EW designers has been a generic system. Such 
system would be able to operate in dense signal environments, and could automatically 
receive, process, identify and categorize incoming signals regardless of their 
characteristics, and, program the appropriate countermeasures against threat emitters 
[Jac.78]. However, a more realistic insight indicates Artificial Intelligence (AX) as a 
potential solution to the new ES problem [Roe.90a,b]. The simplest definition of AI is 
any activity that is usually considered to require intelligence when performed by 
humans [Adm.84]. It includes complex manipulation of symbols and uses heuristics, or 
“rules of thumb”. These rules must represent all the interrelationships between the 
various states which can exist. Therefore, AI processors usually require an even more 
intense computational power. This is a serious drawback, as the number of rules in a 
complex problem might have as many as 100,000 rules. Moreover, even though the 
processing technique is more flexible, traditional rules retain the same formal and 
monolithic structure found in algorithmic processing. At this point, fuzzy logic appears 
to remove AI from the dullness of bivalent logic and from the “curse of dimensioml»ly” 
[Kos.93]. To turn the number of rules manageable, they must lose their strictness and 
assume vague terms as most human rules. In everyday situations, humans use their 
experience that can be translated into rules. These rules are hardly bivalent in nature: 
when it is hot a person opens the window, but when it is a little hot this same person 
opens it just a little bit. Vague or fuzzy rules are multivalued and cover all related 
cases, while each bivalent rule covers only one precise case. Human experts do not 
usually ponder with precise information, but with their experience which is usually 
better described as vague concepts [Kan.91]. Fuzzy rules are also evolutive, which 
means that they are able to adjust themselves as a situation takes its course [Cox. 93]. 
The concept of fuzzy logics is explained next.

1.5 FUZZY LOGICS FUNDAMENTALS

Fuzzy theory is a mathematical formulation that properly characterizes and 
investigates the uncertainties found in a problem. Perhaps the most significant way to 
simplify a complex problem is to allow some degree of uncertainty in its description. 
This entails an appropriate summary or aggregation of the entities within the problem. 
Statements obtained from this simplification are less precise, but, if they are correctly 
assumed, then their relevance to the original problem may remain strong. That is, the
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loss of infonnation necessary for reducing the problem complexity to a manageable 
level is expressed by different kinds of uncertainties.

Fuzzy theory was developed by Lofti A Zadeh [Zad.65] and is firmly grounded 
in the subject of multivalued logics. Its origin is in the works of logicians such as 
Lukasiewickz, Black, and Russell among others [Mai.93], and also combines elements 
of probability theory. It is a methodology that simulates human thinking by 
incorporating the imprecision inherent in all physical systems. Unlike traditional 
procedures which assumes “crisp” sets of elements, meaning that each element either 
belongs to the set or not, fuzzy logic presupposes that each elements has a degree of 
membership to each set.

Therefore, fuzzy logic works by turning the hard-edged world of binary 
variables (for example: hot/cold) into “soft” grades with different degrees of 
memberships (for the same example it could be: hot/ not so hot/ warm/ not so warm/ 
mild.. ./not so cold/cold). One cornerstone of fuzzy logics is that each element can 
belong simultaneously to more than one of these vague sets. Thus, fuzzy system 
models the inputs as linguistic variables that are tested with simpler and fewer rules 
than ordinary AI systems. The concomitant responses are weighted according to the 
confidence or degree of membership of its inputs, and the centroid of the responses is 
calculated to generate the appropriate output.

In general, fuzzy logic is best applied to non-linear time invariant, ill-defined 
problems. If a problem is precisely described, then traditional methods remain accurate 
and cost-efficient solutions. In contrast, if the problem is very complex, or cannot be 
easily represented by simple rules, then they are typical applications for fuzzy logics. 
Fuzzy systems integrate large ranges of values into a small set of membership grades, 
therefore, reducing the number of values necessary to process to solve the problem 
[Sel.90].

The EW problem is typically complex and covered with uncertainties. For the 
expected signal environments the system cannot rely in precise information or time- 
consuming techniques to depurate them. In this case, the flexibility introduced by fuzzy 
logic methods can be a decisive factor.

The next item discusses the evolution of EW systems and how unconventional 
processing techniques, like fuzzy logics and artificial neural networks, suits to the new 
philosophy of fully integrated systems.

1.6 EW SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES

The first EW systems were discrete, single-functioned systems. When the 
enemy introduced a new radar at a different band, it required the inclusion of an 
additional “black-box” to detect and characterize that emission. If there was a need to 
jam this radar then the system should incorporate one more black-box. As the enemy 
systems got more complex additional modules were plugged into the EW suite. Soon 
the volume and weight of all those modules became prohibitive. Moreover, the 
maintenance problems due to many different and independent pieces of equipment 
were very complicated.

In these primitive architectures there was virtually no communication between 
the independent systems, and thus it required a man-in-the-loop to evaluate the threat 
and to trigger the appropriate countermeasures. Fig 1.10a presents this kind of 
architecture.
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First, these systems advanced into ones in which the sensors are still discrete, 
but the data is carried via high speed busses to a centralized processor. Within this 
processor, the data is assembled and correlated to produce a fused or integrated 
output. This output is directed to the operator(s) or may initiate an automatic response 
as shown in Fig 1.10b.

Presently, the system concept is evolving to fully integrated architectures as 
presented in Fig 1.10c. The most important characteristics of such systems are 
resource redundancy, dynamic reconfigurability, enhanced availability, and simplified 
maintenance. Besides the economical benefits, they exhibit enhanced performance and 
flexibility. In integrated systems, a limited number of common modules perform 
multiple functions. Resource redundancy, unlike what happens in usual systems 
architectures, is not achieved through duplication or triplication of critical components 
but by sharing resources across subsystem boundaries. Identical common modules of 
different subsystems provide backup for one another. Dynamic reconfigurability 
signifies using the existing subsystems for new purposes. For example, a radar could 
change its characteristics to act as a jammer against an enemy radar of the same band, 
or the ES receiver could act as a multistatic radar receiver.

In a way, AI suits particularly well into such novel architectures. Integration 
must occur at all levels, therefore extending the functional modularity to within the ES 
processor. The result is an architecture based in discriminating units (du), which 
receives data from several different antennas or different sensors. In addition, these 
du’s can also control or indicate the effective employment of EA.

In such fully integrated architecture a great deal of the processing must be 
done locally in each individual du. This will reduce the data flow, speed up the 
processing and allow dynamic reconfigurability of the du’s. Moreover, part of such 
internal processing can be done close to the receiving end by microwave hardware. 
This concept is not new, since structures like the Butler Matrix [But.61], and Rotman 
lenses [Rot. 63] have been around the scene for many years. Nonetheless, microwave 
intelligent devices resembling artificial neurons are quite new, and are natural 
evolutions of those traditional microwave signal processing networks. These structures 
are typically phase-neurdns in which the processed information rests mostly in the 
phase of the output signals and not in their amplitudes. Fuzzy phase classifiers have the 
same structure of these microwave neurons but dispense in-line training. [Her.91].

1.7 SUMMARY OF THE WORK CONTAINED IN THIS THESIS

Thus, if the ES system has to manage innumerable different kinds of pieces of 
information, then, its designer should consider the issue of cognitive techniques. The 
purpose of this thesis is to study the application of the following novel processing 
techniques to ES: a) inference engines using fuzzy logics; and b) microwave phase 
neurons.

These techniques enable the ES processor to perform uncertain reasoning, 
which is somewhat similar to commonsense reasoning performed by humans. 
Therefore, they introduce flexibility to the process, therefore enhancing the 
performance of the ES in modem EW scenarios.

Besides, the concept of phase neurons is not exclusively related to microwave 
implementations and must be seen as a novel and useful computational tool. In the 
author’s opinion this new neural network paradigm is one of the major contributions 
presented in this thesis.
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The resulting ES system architectures match the requirements o f fully 
integration predicted for the next EW developments. The control of such complex 
systems ask for techniques that can deal with the basic concepts o f the entire EW 
problem without needing precise descriptions o f all the uncountable variables involved. 
Instead, it demands the sacrifice of some precise information in favour o f a vague but 
more robust response.
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CHAPTER 2 

RADAR SIGNAL CLASSIFICATION IN 
ES

This chapter introduces the concepts of signal classification. These concepts 
are very close to all of us, as they are typical to any perceptual task. Nevertheless, this 
problem has a unique peculiarity; perception is something that everyone experiences 
but no one really understands since, apparently, most perceptual processes are carried 
out below conscious level. However, in order to design machines with at least a 
limited ability of perceiving their environment, one needs to assume a mathematical 
model for such process.

The following items describe a model for ES classification. The model tries to 
formalise as much as possible the constraints of this specific problem. Unlike most 
previous works, which try to describe the typical uncertainties of ES classification by 
means of probabilistic theory, this chapter makes use of fuzzy theory.

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to provide an insight into the problem of 
classification for ES purposes. This work assumes a naval scenario, where the 
threatened vessel is a surface ship, and the most dangerous threats it has to face are 
anti-ship sea-skimmer missiles.

To react against these threats the ship has its hard-kill and soft-kill defences. 
The hard-kill defences include the ship's weapon system; and the soft-kill defences 
comprise a EW suite. The radar-EW suite of a typical surface ship includes three basic 
elements: The ES sub-system; the active EA module comprising an ECM noise and 
deception jammer; and a passive EA module consisting of a chaff / flare decoy 
launcher.

Surveillance radars seldom detect sea-skimming missiles in time, since these 
targets present a very small radar cross-section (RCS) immersed in the sea clutter. 
Moreover, the use of such high power radars is frequently inhibited by tactical 
restrictions\ In this condition, the ES is the most effective alternative means of 
detecting these threats before normal radar contact is obtained. The advantage of ES is 
that they are essentially passive systems that detect and analyse radar transmissions. 
Supplementary information that may amplify or reduce the importance of the measured 
parameters is available from radio communication and data link systems. The correct 
classification of an emission within reaction time is crucial, and it is a conditioning 
factor for the effective use of EA. When the ES system sets the designation of the

’ Emission restriction is a serious problem faced mainly fleets operating with a limited destruction 
power. In this situation, the surprise factor is fundamental, and the best way to obtain it is by suitable 
tactical manoeuvres in radar silence.
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threat to the weapon systems, it needs at least to indicate the bearing and the hostility 
level of the intercepted emission.

It was seen that in current EW scenarios there are many different kinds of 
information necessary to identify an emitter. There are so many parameters that can be 
used to describe a signal, and so many signals to describe, that it becomes a problem to 
choose the most discriminative parameters for each case. Furthermore, the previously 
collected data have several gaps and shortcomings, which are left empty or filled with 
values with considerable uncertainty about them [Wil.93]. Emitter classification must 
take into account these uncertainties, that are most of the times typically non- 
probabilistic. More information about the emission does not always mean that the 
system is capable of providing a more accurate identification of the emitter. This is 
particularly true for situational data. The intent must be to obtain not the most 
accurate response, but the best possible classification using the available evidence.

Thus, if one intends to design intelligent ES classifiers, he first needs to 
understand the process of classification itself

Classification is the act of assigning an item or an observation to one within 
several groups. Often, most of these groups have patterns incorporating the idealised 
models of their typical elements. These patterns act as templates, to which each new 
element of unknown classification must be compared. Thus, classification comprises 
pattern recognition and matching under obscure conditions. Philosophically, this 
concept is quite old. Plato, in ancient Greece, conceived that the real-world consists of 
imperfect replicas of the ideal “pure” structures [Sou.75]. The problem gets more and 
more complex as the classifier must be able to recognise not just one specific example, 
but all possible examples related to a given pattern. In most circumstances, there will 
be a soft boundary between those which fit and those which do not fit to a class.

In the same way, an ES system must have suitable templates to classify the 
pulses it intercepts. As commented before, there are two distinct processing stages in 
ES classification. Once the system receives an incoming pulse, it measures its 
appropriate parameters and clusters it with other similar pulses. This is done by 
comparing the pulse characteristics with templates extracted fi'om the previously 
received pulses. This step, known as deinterleaving, separates the different pulse 
chains from the input stream. The processor then analyses each individual sequence of 
pulses and updates the template labelled Pulse Descriptor Words (PDW2). In a second 
step, the ES processor compares PDW2 with the contents of the ELINT database in 
an attempt to identify the transmitting radar or at least find out its hostility level. A 
further extension of these procedures must lead to expert systems that merge 
measured data with contextual information as inflowing data. This would enable the 
ES to reason, and thus, to pinpoint the presence of specific platforms or fleets, or even 
to infer the tactics applied by the enemy.

This chapter begins describing the principles of pattern classification. In 
sequence, it introduces fuzzy possibilistic measures as a tool to describe the 
uncertainties met in the EW environment.
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2.2 PATTER!^ CLASSIFICATION AND PRIMITIVES

Classification is a not a simple task. Thus, it is usefiil to unfold it into a few 
well-defined topics [Ken. 73] ;̂

(a) Pattern Recognition

This topic has the objective to devise means of recognising predetermined 
patterns. It is essential to specify the limits and the tolerance of all given patterns' 
parameters.

(b) Cluster Analvsis

This topic has the objective to sort similar items into groups. Such action relies 
on the observation of a few features in each term. In this case, there are no 
predetermined patterns and some groups can be consequence or not of the processing 
results.

(c) Discriminant Analvsis

The objective of this topic is to set rules able to distribute an item, or a group 
of items, of unknown origin into the correct class from several pre-defined classes.

These are very close concepts, as shown Fig. 2.1, and thus, sometimes it is 
hard to identify exactly which process is running.

Chisto- Analysis

A

[ r j 9 ^  

0 ^

Discriminant Analysis

□ □ 
O

z ix  z i \
Patton Recognition o f Q  O  / \  and

(pre-defined classes)

Fig 2.1 - Pattern recognition

In the model above, the three basic pattern classification actions are present. 
Usually, pattern recognition first requires clustering, and then discriminant analysis of 
the cluster templates. To do such task, a recognition machine must have three main 
modules: the transducer, the feature extractor, and the classifier. The transducer is the 
element that senses the input and converts it into a form suitable for machine 
processing. The feature extractor brings out the relevant characteristics, or primitives.

For the purpose of this text a fourth topic, hierarchical classification analysis, is not considered This 
topic deals with how to break aggregate of items down into subclasses and sub-subclasses.
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from these inputs. Finally, the classifier evaluates the evidence presented and assigns 
the incoming signal to the one o f the finite number o f pre-defined classes [Dud.73].

Consider now, a pattern classification system, Q, collecting data from its 
surrounding environment, env(n), as shown in Fig. 2.2.

envjiij decisionclassifiertransducer

Fig 2.2 - Pattern classification system

Since the task of is to classify radar pulses, then it must extract several 
attribute parameters from such pulses, as for example:

a) frequency
b) polarisation
c) bearing angle
d) elevation angle
e) average amplitude
f) pulse width
g) intrapulse modulation:

h) pulse edge slope
i) etc. ...

g. 1) frequency modulation 
g.2) amplitude modulation 
g.3) phase modulation

It must be clear to the reader that these attributes are not directly available to 
the classifier. The feature extractor can only provide primitives that are the results o f  
several different measuring procedures. This set of measured parameters describing the 
signals is the primitive vector, sometimes also called parameter vector (PV) [Ste 92]. 
In traditional ES, each primitive corresponds to the measurement o f a single pulse 
parameter. Fig 2.3 a) sketches this idea, where such primitives are “parameter 
specialised” . On the other hand, the primitives are “generic” if they combine several 
different parameters at once. When, the primitives are generic they need to use 
different ways o f combining the measured parameters. Fig 2.3 b) presents this 
situation. To get such generic primitives Q correlates the parameters. This capacity, if 
correctly exploited, may enable the system to feed the classifier with fewer parameters 
without loss o f useful information, or to consider parameters that are difficult to 
measure separately, as for example, polarisation.

Traditional feature extractors provide the classifier with fundamental ELINT 
parameters such as frequency, PRI (or PRF), PW, and scan time or rate. From this 
data, the system infers other indications such as PRI modulation, mode switching and 
associate signals and usefthem as supplementary parameters to identify the emitter. It, 
then, identifies an emitter by comparing the observed parameters with those listed in
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the database known as “radar library. The system calculates the degree by which the 
observed parameters match the ones of the radar modes in the “radar library”, and 
labels it as a “confidence level”. If a given emission fits in more than one class, it 
considers the best identification to be the one with the largest confidence level. The 
identification of transmitters would be relatively straightforward if all the measured 
parameters were static. Unfortunately, this is not the case in today’s signal 
environments.

In modem EW scenarios, the ES system needs to measure several parameters 
to describe a signal (for example, polarisation, MOP, situational data, etc...). Thus, to 
keep the data rate at a manageable level, the system must reduce the amount of data it 
has to process. However, data redundancy at certain stages is useful to make the 
system robust. This peculiarity enables the feature extractor to send alternative pieces 
of information when some primitives are denied. Hence, there are two distinct 
activities for an intelligent system to perform before classification itself. The first one is 
to provide only the sufficient amount of information to the classifier; and the second 
one is to adapt its processing scheme to the environment.

In all cases, the feature extractor builds a feature space and the classifier has to 
set decision boundaries to separate the different classes. Therefore, the problem of 
classification reduces to one of partitioning the feature-space into regions, one region 
by class. The peculiarity of these decision boundaries is that they must be soft, instead 
of the usual crisp decision rules provided by algorithmic processing. Of course, the 
class of the emitter is a crisp set. The emitter is a specific radar or not. However, this 
class becomes fijzzy at the ES receiver because of the lack of available evidence. The 
representation of such uncertainties is discussed in the following items.

2.3 UNCERTAINTIES IN ES CLASSIFICATION

Unfortunately, it is impossible to achieve a situation where no classification is 
ever wrong. Conventional statistic approaches aim to minimise the probability of 
classification error. However, probability in this view is interpreted as an objective 
state of nature instead of a subjective measure of uncertainty. This is theoretically 
questionable and is matter of current and endless discussions among statisticians and 
fiizzy set theory disciples [Lav.94a, Dub.94, His.94, Kli.94, Kos.94, Wil.94, Lin.94, 
Lav. 94b].

The available information can be either formal (certain, well-known, exact), 
probabilistic (there is a probability law ruling each one) or uncertain (no probability 
law is available) [Fit.86]. Since the signal environment becomes more and more 
uncertain, unstable and non-stationary, the system needs to consider all kinds of data, 
and frequently there are non-probabilistic uncertainties that do not dissipate with 
increasing information [Kos.92]. Every assertion of event ambiguity or non-ambiguity 
is an empirical hypothesis when discussing physical reality. This is usually missed when 
one appl^probability theory.
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Fig 2.3 - ES primitives a) parameter specialised, and b) generic

Hence, the problem of ES classification is typically one of possibilistic theory 
[Dub.80 and Yag.93]. In such insight, possibility represents the degree of belief that 
someone has in a given event on basis of available evidence. Perfect evidence would 
point fiill membership of an item to a given class. In this case, the intercepted radar 
pulse would have a 100 % confidence level. This would indicate that it was sure that 
the analysed signal came fi’om given emitter. However, the available evidence is rarely, 
if ever, perfect. That means that usually some uncertainty prevails. The degree of belief 
surely depends on the knowledge the system has at its disposal, which is seldom plenty 
in detail^. It would be naive and dangerous to expect any other situation. Denying 
information to the enemy is an old war principle, and is the basic requirement of the 
so-called “secret weapon” [Scg.61]. Besides, the spread of parameters caused by 
measurement errors is a further complication to discrimination. For instance, the 
propagation path, which introduces distortions and multipath effects, the presence of 
jammers, and high pulse density environments, induces measurements that are only 
partially accurate.

Uncertainty comes from two distinct ideas; vagueness and ambiguity. 
Vagueness means the difficulty of delimiting sharp or precise boundaries, and 
ambiguity occurs in situations in which the choice between two or more alternatives is 
unspecified. Furthermore, one may face three different types of ambiguities [Kli.88]:

 ̂This is even more drastic in wartime, when most transmitters change their characteristics, and 
individual missile transmitters are in principle unknô T̂i.
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(a) Nonspecificitv in Evidence

This uncertainty is typical of interval analysis and estimated information. Its 
origin is in the actual ignorance about the true limits of the template.

(b) Dissonance in Evidence

This uncertainty is due to existing evidence focusing to disjoint classes and 
indicates a conflict in evidences.

(c) Confiision in Evidence

This uncertainty is related to the number of classes (disjoint or not) considered 
to be prospective locations of the item under consideration.

All these three modalities of uncertainties are usually present on the knowledge 
base of an ES system. In addition, there is a fourth type of uncertainty that not 
introduced by evidence and relates more to vagueness:

(d) Inaccuracv of Measurement

This uncertainty corresponds to the measurement errors caused by the 
uncontrolled variability of the transducer and the feature extractor (operator included).

The last item affirms that typically non-statistical uncertainties arise when the 
system specifications do not match to the actual signal environment. For example, 
consider that the receiver is unable to solve the frequencies of two given radars. In this 
case, statistical techniques will give the average frequency, and may provide a list of 
possible options but will not suggest there are two separate radars.

The main point is the true status of the environment is unavailable directly to 
the ES classifier module. Thus, it must infer the situation by applying inverse methods 
and combine all available information. In other words, the system has to master the 
“ars conjectandi”, that is, the art of guessing.

2.4 ENVIRONMENT ESTIMATION APPLYING INVERSE METHODS

Suppose, once more, the example presented in Fig 2.2. In most circumstances, 
n  is unable to observe env(Q) precisely due to many inherent measurement 
distortions. Besides, there is in practice an unlimited number of ways in which Q can 
sense the incoming signals. The information is seldom, if ever, complete as it comes 
from a limited number of measurable parameters distinguishable by Q and considered 
relevant.

This lack of information must be compensated by a knowledge base available 
to the classifier. In other words, although the system is unable to get the exact 
parameters from the signals, it should have sufficient knowledge about them to 
estimate and recognise correctly which are the active emitters. Fig 2.4 shows a 
conceptual model of this operation.
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Fig 2.4 - Conceptual model of the recognition process

There are three different spaces to consider [Hay.92];

(a) The Object Space fOl

This space contains the objects in observation. In the ES case, these objects are 
radar pulses.

(b) The Parameter Space

This space consists of the parameter set measured by the sensors. The radar 
signals are corrupted by noise as they propagate through env(O), and thus imperfectly 
sensed. Besides, there are all the problems produced by unmatched specifications 
between Q and env(Q), and sub-optimum calibration. Thus, it is fair to admit a loss of 
information content from O to p.

(c) Image Space (\)

This space contains the estimates of the unknown elements of the object space. 
It consists of the result of the signal processing.

Thus, if IC(x) denotes the information content of a knowledge structure, and, 
if the desired goal is to achieve an image space as close as possible to the object space, 
then:

IC (0«IC (O ) (2 1)
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This is feasible if;

K >IC(0)-IC(P) (2.2)

In this case, one can assume that if:

Ik e I (2.3)

then

(Ik, K) ^  Ok G O (2.4)

This means that an image Ik should match to one, and only one, object of the 
object space. Thus, an undistorted image and a sufficiently large knowledge K results 
in clear evidence the object under observation is Ok

However, usually the obtained image is Ik'^, which is often corrupted or
distorted. In this representation, the superscript denotes a deformation process. 
Nevertheless, depending in the range of K, such image may still be clear enough to 
assure:

K) => }0t{ (2.5)

Where }0k{ denotes close proximity to Ok
As a result, the closer Ik'^ is to Ik, the larger is the degree of belief the object 

under consideration is in reality Ok The idea of “closeness” evokes the need to define 
a measure of similarity or dissimilarity.

2.5 DEFINITION OF A SIMILARITY RELATION

Assume that X is a set of elements, and C is a class of such elements. Let C be 
a fiizzy set [Yag.93] in X in which Xc is its representative element or template.

The objects within C are related by two-tuples (C(x),x). Thus, one can state
that:

c =  U{C(xv),x,} (2.6)
i=l

The function C(x) is a belief function, that appoints the degree of belief that the 
element x is a member of class C. This function is in practice defined by a similarity 
relation between x and Xc

According to [Yag.91] a similarity function S' on X is a mapping

&X%X >[0,1] (2.7)

Where 0 means full dissimilarity and 1 full similarity.

In addition, S  must satisfy the three basic properties of similarities:
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1) Reflexivity; ^(x,x) = 1 for all x g X  (2.8)

2) Symmetry: S(x,y) = S(y,x) for all x, y g X (2.9)

3) Transitivity S(x^z) > M A X y ex [-S '(x ,y ) A*S'(y,z)] (2.10)

The first two are straightforward, and the third one implies in an important 
characteristic known as rationality:

"7/" two objects are fully similar, then their relationship to other elements are the 
same’̂

That is, if 

S{x,y) = 1

then

Vz G X  S{x,z) = S(y,z)

that is true since 

proof: i f  6"(x,z) = a

then

Siy,z) > S{y,x) a  5 ( x , z )  = 1 a  a = a 

and i f

S(y,z) = b > a 

then

S{x^z) > 5(x,y) A  *S'(y,z) = l A b  = b > a

which is a contradiction i f b ^ a ,  thus S(y,z) = a

The most strict similarity is the equality &, which states

&(x,x)=l (2.11a)
&(x,y)=0 ; V yj!=̂x g  X (2.11b)

On the other hand, the loosest one is Sig.

*S'ig(x,y) = 1 Vx, y G X (2.12)

This relation suggests complete ignorance, or lack of information.
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In the same way, a dissimilarity relation S  will correspond to each similarity 
relation by the expression;

(2 13)

Which has typically the features of a metric fiinction, d:

1) d(x,x) = 0
2) d(x,y) = d(y,x)
3) d(x,z) < d(x,y) + d(y,z)

It is also clear that if d is a metric, the following are also metrics:

1) di(x,y) = k.d(x,y)
2) d2(x,y) = d(x,y) / [l+d(x,y)]
3) d3(x,y) = MIN(l,d(x,y))

Where 2) and 3) are bounded metrics by 1.

Thus, S  (x,Xc) can be viewed as a distance between x and Xc. There are several 
ways to calculate such distance. Some of them are:

a) the absolute ("city block") distance. = ̂ |%. -y.\ ; (2.13)
j=l

b) the Euclidean distance: 14)

c) the weighted Euclidean: Z)^ = -y,)^ (2.15)

d) the Minkowski distance: T (2.16)

e) the weighted Minkowski distance: “  y X  1̂ / “  T, f  (2.17)

”  ”f) or the Mahalanobis distance: Ay - y,)(x .̂ ) (2.18)
1=1 j=i

There are as well binary distances as, for example, the CWIT, or compare 
within tolerance, in which if x and y are vectors, then:

D^^y = U n{x i ,y j )  (2.19)
/ = 1

where
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\ fo, if  Ix--v| < tolerance 

[1, otherwise

Among the many possible measures of similarity, there are two which are 
particularly important in this work:

1) Angular Similarity

This similarity is primary a function of the angle between a pair of object 
vectors. Usually the vectors are considered to be normalised [Kan. 82].

2) Zimmerman-Zvsno Similarity

In this case similarity is a function of the distance Dx,y, from x to y [Kri.93]:

5(x,>-) = — ^  (2.20)
 ̂ ^x ,y

The problem now resumes to interpret the similarities and use them properly to 
classify the signals into groups. The following items show how to apply fuzzy 
measures to accomplish to accomplish such task.

2.6 FUZZY MEASURES AND CLASSIFICATION

Thus, the classification in the case of inverse mapping is a consequence of the 
similarity between an image and the image of a class-template, Xc of each class C
in Q. The complication is that the distortion is not defined for both the measured 
image and the template image of Xc. This is a typical problem addressed by fuzzy 
measures. The present item first introduces the basic concepts related to fuzzy 
measures before explaining the classification method itself.

2.6.1 Fuzzy Measures

A fuzzy measure assigns a value to each possible crisp set to which an element 
under consideration might belong. This value tells the degree of evidence or certainty 
of the element's membership in the set. This is specially useful to describe the situation 
when the classifier has no direct access to the crisp sets of the object space. It has to 
work out the classification using only the available pieces of evidence at its disposal.

Therefore, a fuzzy measure is a function g [Kli.88]:

g-.-PiO) >[0,1]

Where ^ O )  is the power set of O, i.e., the set of all possible subsets of O
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Furthermore, a fuzzy measure must have the following properties:

1) g (0 ) = 0, where 0  is the empty set;
2) g(0) = 1
3) if A c  B the g(A) < g(B)

It is easy to check that

V A, B G g(A u  B) > MAX(g(A),g(B))

and
g(A nB)<M IN (g(A ),g(B))

A belief measure is a fuzzy measure defined as

Bel:2>(o)----->[0,1];

with the following property:

Bel(Ai u  A 2 U ...u A n ) ^ X Bel(Ai)- 2B el(A j n  A j)+...
i (2.21)

. ..4-(-l) Bel(Aj A 2 Ci...Ajyj)

Thus, for each/lefZ^O), Bel (A) is interpreted as the degree of belief, based on 
available evidence, that a given element x g |  is related to a set /I c  O- One can also 
note that the relation (2.21), also known as the basic axiom of belief measures, is a 
weaker version of the additivity axiom of probability theory, which requires an 
equality.

Another important consequence of (2.21) is that 

B el(^) + B e l(Z )< l (2.22)

where A is the complement o f A { A n  A =6).

There is as well a plausibility measure associated to each belief measure 

Pl(/l) = l-B e l( I )  (2.23)

The plausibility measure Pl(/f) represents not only the total evidence or belief 
that the element in question belongs to A, but also the added evidence or belief 
associated with sets that overlaps with >4.

Every belief measure and its dual plausibility measure can be expressed by a 
basic assignment function m

m.;p(o)---- >[0,1]

such that
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w (0) = 0, and

S  m{A) = \ (2.24)
2tefp(o)

Thus m(A) is the degree of evidence supporting the claim that a specific 
element of I is the image of one element of A, but not to any special subset of A, or 
the degree one believes that such claim is legitimate [Kli.88]].

Note that

1) it is not required that m (0) = 1;
2) it is not required that m(A) < m(B) when A c  B;
3) No relationship between m(A) and m(yf ) is required;

thus,

B el(^)=  Y.niB) (2.25)
B çA

and

Pl{A) = (2.26)
Br\A*0

Thus, while m(A) demarcates the degree of evidence that the x belongs exactly 
to set A, Bel {A) represents the total evidence, or behef, that it belongs to A  and to the 
various special subsets of/I.

A focal element of m is any set Ac: ^ O )  such that m{A) > 0. If jFis the set of 
elements and m is the set of corresponding basic assignments, then the pair (^ , m) is 
the body o f evidence. In practical situations, the body of evidence needs to be 
consonant, that is, the degree of evidence allocated to nested focal elements (Ai c  A2 

C . . . C  An) must not conflict. This means the body of evidence is free of dissonance in 
evidence. Thus,

and

Bel(/4r^) = MIN \Be\{A), Bel(B)] (2.27)

P\{A^B) = MAX [Pl(y4), P1(B)] (2.28)

for ally4, jBg

Such consonant belief and plausibility measures are known as necessity and 
possibility measures respectively, r|( ) and ?:( ).

The name “possibility” is justified by analogy with the crisp relation 

V A C O
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If E  represents some event one is sure of, then k(A) = 1 clearly means that A is 
possible. When the range of n is no longer {0,1} but the hole interval [0,1], then the 
function k(A) indicates the degree of possibility of the event A.

Similarly,

Ti(.4) = l-7t{J) (2,30)

Expression (2.30) gives the necessity of an event, as it is the grade of impossibility of 
the opposite event.

As a conclusion, if v is an element of O then;

VA G O, k(A) = MAX [ 7 t(v )  I V E y f] (2.31)

ri(^) = MIN [l-7ü(v) \ v ^ A ]  (2.32)

Possibility measures differs from probability measures in their interpretation. 
Probability measures focus on points while possibility measures focus on sets [Ish.93]. 
That is, probability models precise but scattered pieces of information while possibility 
model an imprecise but consistent body of evidence. Note that for probability 
measures:

P{a ) = n[À) = t\{a)  = (2.33)
xeA

2.6.2 Subjective Connections Between Images and Templates

Back to the signal classification problem, the point is that the measured 
primitives compose the image of a signal object.

Ik '®  =  { / i ' ®  ( * k ) , / 2 ' ®  ( X k ) , . . . / N ' ®  ( % ) }  ( 2 . 3 4 )

where Xk g O ,  and
are measuring procedures which suffered a distortion

The representative element, or template, Xc has a pure image, that is, an 
undistorted image, that one can calculate theorectically as:

Ic = ( / i(^c),/2(Xc),.../n(^c)} (2.35)

However, the template image should undergo the same distortion suffered by 
any other image to be a valid reference. Therefore, a fuzzyfier function usually of the 
kind “around” the given value models the distortion [Laf.92]. Such kind of
functions are labeled linguistic functions or hedges and emulates a typical peculiarity 
human reasoning.

As a result, one can define an expert rule to classify a signal z such that if:
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{zi,Z2,...,Zs} (2.36)

then

“ ifzi is }/i(Xc){, and 2 2  is }/2(^c){, and , and zn is }/n(Xc){ then z belongs to C”

where }a{ is the fuzzy number “close to” or “around” a.
Provided a perfect match is unusual, not to say impossible, one can define a 

possibility measure 7i:c(z), as for example;

7ic(z) = MIN [ fiicizi),..., MncĈ n)] (2.37)

where

Then if there are M classes Cm e O, 1 < m < M, a possible discriminant 
function Û. is:

C  = M A X {^W } (2.39)

However, there are inumerous other valid definitions for (2̂ .

2.6.3 An Example of Fuzzy Classification

The framework of fiizzy classification is best understood by means of this 
simple but illustrative example. Here, the feature extractor is capable to delineate a 
two-parameter space. The x-axis of the co-ordinate system pictured in Fig 2.5 
represents parameter x, while the y-axis represents the parameter y. The uncertainties 
in the knowledge-base associated with both parameters are represented by the 
triangular forms that defines each class of objects (1), (2) and (3).

The combined possibility measures are pyramidal solids, as shown in Fig 2.6.
Assuming that an object v is present, the system will try to classify it in one of 

the four pre-defined classes' .̂ Thus, the feature extractor outputs its measured 
parameters instilled with additional uncertainties, as the measured values for both x  
and y  are also imprecise. Thus the image of v is also a fuzzy vector as shown in Fig
2.7. This fuzzy vector also creates a pyramid in the x-y space which interacts with the 
pyramids p i, p2 and p3 concerning to the three pre-defined classes as indicated In fig
2.8. To classify v the system must verify in which pyramid does it best fit. Fig 2.9 
shows that the image of v scrapes the fringes to the pyramid of class 2 but penetrates 
deeply on the one corresponding to class 3. Thus, the final decision is to classify v as a 
class 3 object. Note that the decision is based on a confidence level that is unrelated to 
any statistical fi'equency. It only considers the degree of belief given by the 
interception of the image of v pyramids p i, p2 and p3. The knowledge necessary to

This four classes are (1), (2), (3) and unknown.
Note
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model each of the class images comes from an expert The exact criteria for obtaining 
the final confidence level could be though combining the marginal evidence for both x  
and_y This combination rule models the strength of the measured parameters, meaning 
the degree they are important to the classification, and how to aggregated these 
beliefs The next chapter analyses in detail how to quantify and aggregate fuzzy 
entities.

Param eter Space X-Y with 3 Defined Classes

parameter y

<=>

parameter X

Fig 2.5 - Fuzzy representation of classes in space xy
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Classes in the X-Y Parameter Space
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measured parameters

a)

Combined Evidence for C lass 2

Combined Evidence For Class 3

0 0
c)

Fig 2.9 - Classification of object v a)as measured, into b) class 2 and c) class 3
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10

2.7 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter discussed the ES classification problem using a non-statistical 
method The model provided here is attractive because it introduces flexibility and 
reliability to the inference processor The resulting systems are able to handle many 
forms of uncertainties such as imprecise knowledge, conflicting data, missing data, 
imprecise measurements, incomplete knowledge of the situation, etc....

First, this chapter presented an analysis of pattern recognition This problem is 
basically the same problem of ES classification. It was shown that a pattern 
classification system is formed by three functional blocks the transducer, the feature 
extractor and the classifier The transducer senses the environment and the feature 
extractor provides the classifier with the basic primitives. These primitives can be 
either parameter specialised or generic Parameter specialised primitives focuses in 
one, and only one, measurable parameter, while generic primitives combine in different 
manners the several parameters at once. The advantage of generic primitives is that 
they allow information redundancy, which makes the system more robust, and the use 
of parameters that are hard to measure alone The microwave neurons, to be discussed 
in Chapter 4, will provide the ES classifier with such generic primitives

Next, the uncertainties of the classification process were discussed These 
uncertainties are typically a consequence of the inverse mapping method It examined 
the three spaces that coexist in this model, the object space, the parameter space and 
the image space It was shown that if the system’s objective is to assemble an image 
space as close as possible to the object space, then, it is necessary to have an available 
knowledge base at the system disposal This knowledge base must compensate the
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information lost from the forward mapping from the object space to the parameter 
space.

Thus, an element of the image space is recognised by measuring its distance 
from the image of the typical element of each class. The images may be corrupted by 
distortions, which mechanisms are, in principle, unknown. Next, the theory of 
similarity relations was discussed and different examples were provided. Finally, fuzzy 
measures were applied to define the belief, the plausibility, the possibility and the 
necessity that a given element belongs or not to a class. A simple, but representative, 
example was provided in which the suitability of fuzzy theory to the ES problem could 
be appreciated.

In the next chapter these concepts are further developed. It compares the 
fitness of classical and fuzzy logics to ES classification. Artificial intelligence systems 
with fuzzy inference engines are investigated. It discusses the basic properties of 
information gathering, with different degrees of uncertainties. Several fuzzy 
connectives are also presented. Finally, it presents how a fuzzy inference engine, 
working as an ES classifier, takes multicriteria decisions.
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CHAPTER 3 

A LOGICAL APPROACH TO ES 
CLASSIFICATION

This chapter introduces approximate reasoning to ES signal classification. ES 
systems can obtain considerable gain in flexibility and adaptability by using artificial 
intelligence (AI) techniques. Such techniques conventionally have their foundations in 
classical logic and are suitable for symbolic processing. AI methods allow an easy way 
of representing structured knowledge as rules of the type “If A then B”. This chapter 
begins with a review of the inference rules of classical predicate logic and how they 
apply to ES classification in uncertainty-fi'ee environments. Unfortunately, this 
situation is not true for real world situations, where knowledge, although structured, is 
corrupted by uncertainties. The following items present fiizzy logic as a potential 
solution for this drawback and describe the proposed mathematical formulation. In 
contrast to classical AI systems, fuzzy AI systems directly encode the structured 
knowledge in a numerical framework. The advantage of such a method is that it allows 
the system to be at least partially hardware implemented, unlike typical AI systems that 
are computer programs. This is of fundamental importance to the ES problem in order 
to achieve proper reaction times and to avoid saturating the main processor. Finally, 
the last item before the conclusions provides an example applying the concepts that 
have been presented.

3 J  INTRODUCTION

The preceding chapter has discussed the several kinds of uncertainties faced by 
an ES system. It defined how the available data form a parameter space p, measured 
from objects in the object space O- The goal of the system is to take all the necessary 
information to unveil such object space by producing an image space I as close as 
possible to O. Moreover, the ES will require the information contained in an “a priori” 
knowledge-base K, to fill the information gaps of p. These three spaces correspond to 
the main subdivisions of some ES environment models [Ell. 8 8 ].

In its attempt to classify the incoming radar signals, a fundamental task for the 
ES is to reason. Informally speaking, reasoning is the exercise of inferring information 
about some unobservable condition based on observed information [Bha.92]. This 
definition suggests implicitly the concept of an uncertain environment.

The traditional formalism of most machine reasoning is the predicate calculus. 
This theory relies on the Aristotelian principle that any statement is either true or false 
(the law of the excluded middle). Nevertheless, in most reasoning all the information 
that may be relevant is not available or the available information is confusing and not 
necessarily relevant. This means that common-sense logic is not typically Aristotelian. 
In fact, there is what Kosko calls the ^"mismatch problem'''', the world of classical logic 
does not fit to the world it describes as all statements are necessarily completely true
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or false [Kos.93]. The consequences of such problem are the well-known sophisms: 
Zeno, a disciple of Plato, could not find a sand grain that changed a heap into a 
“nonheap”, and the liar from Crete said that all Cretans are liars and asked if he lied.

In contrast, common-sense reasoning takes uncertainty into consideration. 
Incompleteness of relevant knowledge, lack of confidence in certain pieces of 
information and imprecise data or knowledge are processed successfully by humans 
and most animals. In this case, the world model [Alb.91] is constructed by choosing 
less precise descriptions and propositions, and thus, able to include more information 
to this model. In such abrangent models the law of excluded middle is often overruled. 
The idea that there are statements that are neither true nor false had led many 
mathematicians to develop several “many-valued” logics, notably the ones worked out 
by J. Lukasiewics and Post [Ras.92]. Among those logics, Zadeh’s fuzzy logic 
[Zad.65] is probably the most interesting and controversial.

Moreover, sometimes the available knowledge is typically of the probabilistic 
or evidential type but is not expressed in numbers (for example: ‘̂ he presence of A is 
improbable”, or ‘Tf A then almost certainly B”, etc.). In given situations, pieces of 
information of such kind are crucial, and thus the ES must use them to infer the 
environment. However, it is unrealistic to translate this information into numerical 
probabilities, which would revest them with an equivocal degree of precision. Beliefs 
are not always easily expressed with probabilities, especially when the events have not 
yet occurred or are happening for the first time. In these occasions, fuzzy theory 
provides a powerful method of modelling imprecise reasoning running on imprecise 
concepts, specifically inexact predicates and truth-functional terms. It seeks to express 
several rules of approximate inference and to formalise modifiers, or “hedges”, such as 
“very”, “moderate” or “around”, which are able to change the intensity of any given 
proposition.

The aim of this chapter is to show the application of fuzzy logic to ES. The 
next item begins with an overview of classical predicate logic and the subsequent one 
shows how this theory conforms to the task of ES reasoning. Item 3.3 also pinpoints 
the obstacles of such a conservative approach and shows the need of introducing more 
incisive mathematical tools. Item 3.4 examines the tools provided by possibility theory 
to deal within the fi*amework of knowledge-based ES. First, it introduces fuzzy 
numbers and connectives, which are the base of possibility theory. Second, it exposes 
how these concepts lead to the construction of a series of flexible deductive theories 
labeled under the scope of approximate reasoning. The chapter ends with a simple 
example of this deductive process before the conclusions.

3.2 THE CLASSICAL PREDICATE CALCULUS

It is quite hard to define the meaning of logic. Its main concern is with the 
soundness and unsoundness of arguments, nevertheless, logic includes many different 
kinds of problems and it infallibly shades itself into philosophy. Classical logics tries to 
make the conditions under which an argument is acceptable or not as precise as 
possible. Typically, these arguments comprise some premises fi'om which conclusions, 
valid or not, are claimed to follow. The predicate calculus is a formal mathematical 
language built to examine the justification of these sentences. Its syntax is defined by 
the following items [Lem. 65 and Cba.75] :
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a) terms: that may be either:

i) individual objects (m, n,...);
ii) arbitrary objects (a, b,...);
iii) variables in the object domain (x, y,...); or
iv) predicates (P, Q,...)

b) logical connectives and the bracket:

i) - 1  or -, which means “not”;
ii) A ,  which means “and”;
iii) V ,  which means “or”;
iv) =>, which means “if  then ”;
v) =, which means “if and only if ’ (iff); and
vi) ( ), which serve as a punctuation as in normal mathematics. They can be 

omitted unless this causes ambiguity.

c) the two quantifiers:

i) V, the universal or general quantifier; and
ii) 3, the existenlial quantifier

d) formulas:

If all items above are symbols, then a formula is any sequence of those 
symbols. Besides, an atomic sentence is a predicate related to a few given objects, 
such as:

i) P, meaning an innate idea;

ii) Fm, meaning that m has the property F;

iii) Rimn, meaning that m is related to n by Ri;

iv) Rzmnp, meaning that m, n and p are related by R2;

v) etc...

e) the meta-symbol \- meaning “therefore”.

A well-formed formula (wff) is:

i) any atomic sentence is a wff;

ii) if A and B are wff, then (-, A), (A=>B), (AaB), (AvB), (A=B), (Vt) (A), 
and (3t) (A) are wff; and

iii) if a formula is not a wfif in virtue of the items above then it is not a wff
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To manipulate the wwf s there are ten basic rules of derivation. The purpose of 
these rules is to control the course of deduction and to ensure the truth of the final 
conclusion. The deduction is carried on step by step, and the conclusion of each step 
can be taken as a premise to the next ones. Note that premisses are propositions which 
are the result of a previous reasoning, and assumptions are not. The ten rules are:

1) Rule of Assumptions (AV

This rule allows introducing any proposition at any stage of an argument. 
There are no limits on such assumptions. False propositions should lead to 
contradictions while true propositions establish consistent results.

2) Modus Ponendo Ponens TMPPT

A, A=>B |- B

3) Modus Tollendo Tollens (MTTT

—I B, A=^B |- —lA

4) Double Negation fPNT

A I— I—lA

5) Conditional Proof fCP):

Given a proof of B from an assumption A, then A=> B is valid.

6 )  A-Introduction ( a D :

A ,B |-AaB

7) A-Elimination (aET

AaB |- A ,B

8 ) v-Introduction fvD:

A |-AvB

9) v-Elimination fvET

Given AvB, if C is derivable from A ,and C is derivable from B, then AvB=>C
is valid.

10) Reductio ad Absurdum (RAAT

Given a proof of Ba- iB from A as an assumption then -,A.
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Moreover, there are other formulae which are always valid (exclusively true 
sentences) which are deducible through the ten rules. These formulae are the 
prepositional tautologies. It is valid to use these tautologies, either alone or substituing 
individual propositions inside other valid formulas, to carry on a derivation. Among 
the many tautologies, some of the most popular are;

T l) - i(AaB) aB |- (^A) (Modus Ponendo Tollens);
T2) (AvB) v-iB |- A (Modus Tollendo Ponens);
T3) (A=>B), (B=>C) |- (A=>C) (induction);
T4) - i(AaB) = -lAv-iB (de Morgan a);
T5) -i(AvB) = -iA| a- iB (de Morgan v);
T6 ) Av(BaC) = (AvB)a(AvC) (distributivity of v  to a); and
T7) Aa (BvC) = (AaB) v(AaC) (distributivity of a to v).

Finally, one must note that:

Vx e [ si, S2,..., sn] has the logical structure of Sias2A...as„; while 

3x e [ Si, S2,..., sn] has the logical structure of SivS2V...vSn.

3.3 USING CLASSICAL LOGICS TO BUILD EXPERT ES SYSTEMS

The knowledge of the object space pertinent to the problem in mind is essential 
to any intelligent activity. Such knowledge includes descriptions of the individual 
objects, events, and facts, as well as their interrelations. An expert is an element with 
sufficient amount of knowledge that permit the forecast and derivation of new facts 
that have not been reflected in the database. These features gives the expert the 
capacity to solve most of the problems in its field of knowledge.

Expert systems are computer programs that emulate the reasoning process of a 
human expert or carry out tasks as an expert in a domain for which no human expert 
exists. An expert system is typically made up of at least three parts: an inference 
engine (IE), a knowledge base (KB) and a working memory. The knowledge base 
contains the expert domain knowledge for use in problem solving, the working 
memory is used to store the information extracted from the situation and as a scratch 
pad, and the inference engine is the active part of the system, which uses the other two 
to provide the expert solution.

The expert retains three types of knowledge: syntactic, semantic and 
pragmatic. The syntactic knowledge characterizes the structure of the object 
representation, the semantic knowledge is directly related to the sense of meaning of 
the described objects and events, and the pragmatic knowledge describes these objects 
and events from the point of view of the problem being solved [Mak.91]. Knowledge 
is usually represented as logic rules with the general form: “If A then B”.

In traditional expert systems, the inference engine uses the classical predicate 
calculus to process the available knowledge. Furthermore, it makes use of a special 
kind of knowledge called meta-knowledge. This is translated as the knowledge it has 
about its own knowledge. That is, how to make use of the available knowledge 
chunks, which piece of knowledge to use first, and which ones are irrelevant to the 
present situation, etc.[Hal.91].
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For the purpose of introducing the use of classical logic to ES, first both a 
priori knowledge and measurement results are considerd to be free of uncertainties.

An example is an universe of disclosure comprising three radars: R l, R2 and 
R3. Assuming, for sake of simplicity, that the inference engine (IE) deals only with 
frequency and pulse width data, ie. (f, PW)., then each radar is described by a fi'ame:

Ri = [fi, Pwi] (3.1)

The knowledge-base for such IE could consist of the following set of rules:

rule 1) (fk = fl A PWk = PWI) => Rl

rule 2) (fk =  £ 2  A  PWk =  PW2) = >  R2
rule 3) (fk = f3 A PWk = PW3) => R3 }■
Then, if the system receives a frame Rk = [fl, PWI], it triggers the following 

reasoning process:

line number assumption / premise derivation rule

(1) fl A PWI receiver A
(2) ( f lA P W l)= ^ R l rule 1, K A
(3) Rl (1),(2) MPP

For simplicity of notation, the sentences “fk =“ and “PWk=“ are omitted in 
both terms of the conjunction in line (1). Furthermore, the data coming from the 
receiver, and the fetch of sentences from K are considered as assumptions to fit in the 
classical terminology.

Suppose now a slightly more complicated situation in which the IE receives 
only frequency information. Thus, Rk = [f2, X] for example, where X symbolises a 
missing piece of information. In this case:

(1) f2 receiver A
(2 ) PW2 (default), K A

(3) f2 a PW2 ( 1 ), (2 ) A l

(4) f2 A  PW2 ^  R2 rule 2 , K A

(5) PW 2=>R2 (2), (4) CP

Here, line (2) introduces a default value through the rule of assumption. Such 
value must have been previously included in K However, the final conclusion is not 
assertive. The intercepted radar is consider R2 only if one takes for granted that the 
missing piece of information is indeed PW2.

A solution for this problem, could be to make the set of rules less restrictive by 
changing the conjunction into a disjunction. Therefore:

rule r ) f l  v P W l =>R1
rule 2’) f2 v  PW2 => R2 >  K'
rule 3’) f3 V PW3 => R3
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In such case:

(1) f2 receiver A
(2) f2vPW 2 (1) v l
(3) f2vPW 2=>R 2 rule 2’, r  A
(4) R2 (2), (3) MPP

This approach, however, has obvious disadvantages: first, if the receiver 
provides the IE with an unexpected fi'ame [f2, PW3], then the deduction is.

( 1) f2 a PW3 receiver A
(2 ) 1 2 ( 1 ) aE
(3) £2vPW 2 (2 ) v l
(4) Ù. V  PW2 =» R2 rule 2 % K' A
(5) R2 (3), (4) MPP
(6 ) PW3 ( 1 ) aE
(7) G vPW 3 (6 ) v l
(8 ) G vPW 3 =>R3 rule 3’, K’ A
(9) R3 (7), (8 ) MPP
( 1 0 ) R2 a R3 (5), (9) aI

The conclusion obtained in (10) has more than one interpretation and must be 
carefully investigated. In a strict sense, it points out the presence of radars R2 and R3 
together. This is a possible reason for the unexpected frame, but if the receiver sends a
single frame to the EE, it should at first indicate a single unknown emitter. R2 v  R3 
would be, in fact, a better indication. Besides, the IE could not tell the difference 
between this situation and one in which it received the fi'ame [f3,PW2]. The problem is 
even more sensitive if a fi'ame such as [fl, PW4] fi'om an unknown radar arrives at the 
receiver. In this case the EE assumes that R2 is present and makes no further 
questioning.

The problems with the disjunctive rules are even worse if the universe of 
disclosure is a bit more complicated, presenting radars that present frequency agility. 
In this case the set of rules is for example:

rule l ” ) ( f lv  f2) vP W l= >R l 
rule2” )f2vP W 2= > R 2  
rule 3” ) f3 V  PW3 ^  R3 } ■
In such situation, when the El receives a fi'ame [f2,PW2] it will deduce:

(1) G a PW2 receiver A
(2) G ( 1 ) aE
(3) (fl v G ) (2) v l
(4) (fl V  G) V  PWI (2) v l
(5) (fl V  G) V  PWI => Rl rule 1” ,K A
(6) Rl (4), (5) MPP
(7) PW2 (1) aE
(8) G a  PW2 => R2 rule 2” , K” A
(9) R2 (1), (8) MPP
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(1 0 ) R 1 A R 2  (6 ), (9 ) Al

This means that always when the IE receives a pulse from R2, it will not be 
able to distinguish it from R l. In addition, another drawback becomes clear; the
disjunction merely gives up the advantage of having the PW measurement. In
conclusion, one has to admit the knowledge base K”  is not consistent. The conjunction 
in rules 1” , 2”  and 3”  seems more a sensible, although not the best, solution. For the 
given example, if K”  consisted only of conjunctive rules it would require at least 4 
rules:

rule la ” ) fl A PWI => Rl
rule lb ” ) £2 A PWI => R l
rule 2” )f2A PW 2=>R 2 
rule 3” ) D A PW3 => R3

Thus, as the number of radars and of measured parameters increase, the rules 
will unfold themselves into more rules. Therefore, the task of knowledge acquisition 
becomes harder, and more time-consuming. This problem was pointed in ref [Roe.90a 
and Roe.90b] as the proposed AI ES system performed very well, though by its 
reaction time, too slow for today’s expected EW scenarios. In the same references it is 
suggested that further developments in transputer technologies or software 
development routes can provide the requirements for AI ES and that hybrid 
algorithmic and AI engines with a hardware pre-processing stage may be the best 
solution. The present study investigates two o f these indicted solutions: a more incise 
logic that permits a simpler software route an* oncthat allows a partially hardware 
implementation to speed up the system performance.

In conclusion, this elementary analysis suggests that rule based ES demand 
more sophisticated methods. The framework of predicate logic is attractive for its 
simplicity, theoretical closure and means of implementation, however, in this original 
form it is unable to overcome the difficulties imposed by uncertainties in the limited 
response time required by ES systems. Fortunately, new mathematical tools such as 
fuzzy sets and possiblistic theory are able to provide the robustness that missed in this 
examples.

3.4 FOUNDATIONS OF POSSIBILISTIC THEORY

Fuzzy set theory is an instrument for modelling the inexact predicates that 
appear in natural languages. One key concept is the notion o f frizzy number in contrast 
to the usual Dirac numbers applied in most algebras. Fuzzy numbers describe the 
hedges applied to imprecise pieces of knowledge. When dealing with incomplete or 
vague pieces o f information, degrees o f truth are pervaded with uncertainty and truth 
values become ill-known and are best modelled by fuzzy subsets of the unit interval.

A rule “X is F”, where X is a variable and F is a fuzzy set, reflects two different 
types of logic situations. The first one is when the value of X is precisely known and F 
describes a gradual, soft nature of X. The second type of situation is when X is not 
precisely known and F expresses a level of possible values for X. In practice, these 
two situations are sometimes quite hard to distinguish.
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Possibility theory can be interpreted as a model for uncertainties and it 
provides a framework for computing with ill-known values. In the ESM problem, the 
first action should be to combine all the available pieces of information by fuzzy 
relations and then to project the result of the combination to the domain of the variable 
to be evaluated. This means that partial conclusions obtained from different rules for 
the same image are combined into a global conclusion [Dub.93].

Approximate reasoning, as described above, demands fuzzy aggregation of 
criteria such that decisions may lie somewhere between the conjunction and the 
disjunction. Once more, fuzzy theory is able to provide unconventional solutions in the 
form of a series of “orand” operators different from the common weighted average 
and much more flexible.

The following sub-items discuss each one of the above mentioned concepts.

3.4.1 Fuzzy Numbers

A fuzzy quantity is a mathematical model of a vaguely perceived or imprecisely 
defined quantitative piece of information. It is viewed as an ill-bounded set of possible 
values [Dub. 87]. In addition, the arithmetic that combines such fuzzy numbers follows 
the laws of fuzzy sets.

Supp ose the case of an uncertainty which concerns a number in the 91-line 
(real numbers). Instead of 
knowing exactly which is the 
number, the only accessible 
information is the interval range 
where it is certain to be. This is 
shown in Fig. 3.1.

The interval is closed at 
the left by a /  and by the right by 
az\ Now, if for each point a% in 
this interval of confidence there 
is a level of presumption which 
represents the confidence about 
the assumption the unknown 
number is a%. If this level is 
normalised to 1 then:

1 1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1
1 1

a

Fig 3.1 - Fuzzy number as an interval 
in the9t-line

(V (ai“, az")), Vx g [a,“, az“] => îA(ax) > MIN(pA(ai“), îA(a2“)) (3.2)

and,

[0,1]

where

3  a x  €  [ a i ® , a 2 ® ]  I P A ( a x ) = l (3.3)

That is.
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V ( a i , a 2 )  e  [0,1]

al _ al (3.4)

This is shown in Fig 3 .2
Relations (3 .2) and (3 .4) defines a fuzzy number
One may note that as [ix gets narrower, that is ai® and a2  ̂gets closer, the curve 

turns gradually into the spike which characterises a Dirac number (ai® = a = a2°) typical 
of classical algebras Fig 3 3 pictures such idea

The main advantage introduced by fuzzy numbers is that they permit to 
introduce hedges to soft exact theorectical concepts The uncertainty is modelled by 
the “bell”-type membership function that define the boundaries of the fuzzy numbers. 
Usually the membership functions are triangular, square gate, or gaussian. The

wider is the less accurate it is, and the more it is flat, the less it is precise A square

gate function expresses a complete ignorance of the real value of a quantity inside that 
interval

1 +

Fig 3.2 - Fuzzy number

si|=a = Sj

Fig 3.3 - Dirac number

At this point the basic operations with fuzzy numbers are investigated

3.4.1.1 Functions of One Variable with Fuzzy Numbers

If f(.) is a function of only one argument and is injective ,and x is a fuzzy 
number, then;

Vy.H / ( * )
(3 5 )

Table III 1 presents the results for the most usual functions 

Note that (3.5) does not apply to I x |
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TABLE m  i - Operations With Fuzzy Numbers

OPERATION f(y)
opposite -y -X M - y )
scalar multiplication ay ax
inverse 1/y 1/x
power ŷ xP

exponential e" e" )iz(log(> ')) 3 '> 0
absolute value |y| |x| |x| = (x u  -x )  n  91

3.4.1.2 The Four Arithmetic Operations with Fuzzy Numbers

If the fuzzy numbers x i and X2 are defined as:

X1 =  {  X G [ai°,a2°] I |ii(x)} ; and
X 2  =  {  X  G  I l i 2 ( x ) } ;

then

a) the sum of fuzzy numbers, x i © X2 , is:

z = xi ©X2 = z g  [ai  ̂+ bi^ d.2 + b2°], and 

Hz(z) = MAX{ (z-y), (y)) ly ^ 91}

b) the difference of fuzzy numbers, x i ® X2, is:

z = xi® X2= z G [ai^ - b2°, ?i2 - bi°], and 

Pz(z) =  MAX{ M I N ( p x ^ (z+y), (y)) I y g  91}

c) the product o f fuzzy numbers, x i (8) X2, is:

z = xi®X2= z G [ai%i^ a2%2̂ ], and

MAx{mIN(Hj, (z/ y),n  (y))|y e 

MAX{jij,(0 ),Hi,,(0 ), ifz  = 0 }

d) the quotient of two fuzzy numbers, Xi ©X2 is: 
z = xi@X2 = z G [ai  ̂/ b2°, a2°/bi®], and 
H j(z )  = M A X { M m (n 5i_(zy), H5i^(y)) lyeSR}

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

Refs. [Dub.87] and [Kau.8 6 ] provide a detailed explanation about the calculus 
of fuzzy numbers.
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3.4.2 Fuzzy Aggregation Connectives

Besides fuzzy numbers, the second fundamental tool provided by fuzzy set 
theory to handle imprecise logic are the fuzzy aggregation connectives, which fall into 
four main classes;

i) union connectives;
ii) intersection connectives;
iii) compensative connectives; and
iv) ordered weighted average (OWA) connectives.

These four classes are studied in the next sub-items.

3.4.2.1  The Union Connectives

This connective has the property that the aggregated value is high whenever 
any of the inputs is high. The most popular among the union connectives is the MAX 
operator which outputs the maximum of all input values. This operator is, however, 
the most pessimistic of all union connectives [Kel.92]. A more optimistic connective is 
for example:

ü (a i, a2,...,an) = MINj 1,1 (3.10)

3.4.2.2 The Intersection Connectives

Opposite to the union connectives described above, the intersection 
connectives are characterised by given a low aggregate value whenever any of the 
inputs is low. The MIN operator is the most popular of this class of connectives, but it 
is as well the most optimistic of them. A less optimistic connective is for example:

i(a,,av..,a„) = l - 1  (3.11)

3.4.2.3 The Compensative Connectives

In many occasions the wanted output should lie between the two extremes 
represented by the union and the intersection connectives. Thus, a suitable connective 
for these occasions should present a compensative behaviour.

One among the several possible compensative connectives is:
f  N

C(ai, a:,..., an) = Zw,. af (3.12)
'=1 J
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N
where Z - 1

/=1

Such compensative connective is a “mean operator”, and the parameters wCs 
express the relative importance of the many inputs. A more complicated connective is 
the hybrid-y connective:

Y(a,,a2,...,a„)= Xaf' I -1 1 (1 - a ,  ) ' (3.13)
V/=i y V 1=1 J

The hybrid-y connective is a weighted arithmetic and geometric mean of a pair 
of conventional union and intersection connectives.

3.4.2.4 Ordered Weighted Average Connectives

The ordered weighted average connectives [Yag. 8 8  and Yag.92b] are an 
extension of the usual compensative mean connectives, where:

f  N  Ÿ P
091%(ai, a2,..., ax) = bf (3.14)

Vi=i /

where bi = i^-MAX(ai, ai,..., ax) (3.15)

The OWA connectives act over the set <ai, a2,...,ax), in which the elements are 
ordered from the maximum to the minimum values.

3.5 APPROXIMATE REASONING

The objective of this item is to introduce fuzzy numbers and fuzzy aggregation 
operators into the framework of expert ES systems. The concepts studied in the last 
item can formulate a flexible meta-knowledge, that enables the system to infer the 
environment even when the predicates that should be satisfied are only approximately 
satisfied.

Consider a typical rule, as presented in item 3.3:

(Ail A  Ai2 A  . . . A  Ain) => Ri (3 .1 6 )

where Aik is the k^ attribute of radar Ri as placed in the knowledge-base K 
With classical logic, this rule is only triggered if:

(V  3k) &k =  Aki (3 .1 7 )

where ak is the k* measured attribute of an incoming signal.
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Thus, in this case, the most important derivation rules are the MPP and the 
MTT, respectively

A, (A=>B) h B (3.18a)
(A=>B), (-iB) [- -nA (3.18b)

But, what happens is that the knowledge base often contains innacuracies and 
uncertainties, which are inherent in the description of the rules. Sometimes this is due 
to the difficulty of characterising the implication since its truth is not assured, or if 
either premise or consequent are vague.

Another problem is that the observed fact A’ is seldom identical to the pattern 
A, but sometimes it is close enough to provoke speculations about whether in some 
degree the conclusion B remains valid.

Unlike classical logic, in which the 
implication has a truth table (Fig 3.4) 
equivalent to the expression:

A i  B ^ F V
F V V
V F V

—lA V  B

in fuzzy logic these same rules are expressed 
by:

A% (A=>B) [- B 
B \  (A=>B) I- A*

Fig 3.4 - Truth table for A=>B

(3.19a)
(3.19b)

They are referred in the literature as the Generalised Modus Ponendo Ponens 
(GMPP) and the Generalised Modus Tollendo ToUens (GMTT) [Mag. 75]. There is no 
unique model for such rules as they present several degrees of fi’eedom given by the 
choice of the relation describing the implication (fuzzy implication) and the 
compositional rule between each rule and the fuzzy premiss.

First, the strength of the implication has to be quantified. This is done by 
defining a conditional possibility distribution 7Ta=:>b as a function of the individual 
possibility distributions tia and ttb of A and B respectively [Wha.92].

7Ta=>b = CO t-norm[ (1-tia), tib]^

Some of the most popular forms of tia=>b are:

a) tcai^b = MTN( 1, 1-7Ta+ %)
b) 7Ca =>B “  I-TT a "^ TCa  TCb

c) 7tA=)B = MAX(1-71a, TTb)

d) 7tA=>B = MAX (1-71 A , M IN (7tA  ,7Tb)) 
f 1, if 71a <
Us, otherwise

e) 71a=>b -

(3.20)

(Lukasiewicz) (3.21)
(Probabilistic) (3.22)
(Kleene-Dienes) (3.23)
(Early Zadeh) (3.24)

(Brower-Godel) (3.25)

h-norms and co-t-nonns are operators that provide way of quntitatively implementing fuzzy 
connectives. The t-norms are “anding” aggregation operators and implement intersection 
connectives, while the co-t-norms are “oring”operators and execute union connectives [Dub. 80].
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f l ,  i f  71a <  7lo
f) 7CA=)B = i . (Rescher-Gaines) (3 26)

[ 0 , otherwise

In addition, the validity of the conclusion depends not only on the possibility of 
the implication itself, but also on the degree of similarity between the observation and 
A (for the GMPP) or B (for the GMTT) Considering the GMPP case A and A* should 
be compared, and the degree of compatibility used to adjust the possibility function tcb 
to tcb* [Kel.92]. One way of allowing such transformation is by defining a fuzzy truth 
restriction, x, as:

X G [0 ,1 ]

p,: [0,1] =^[0,1] (3.27)

This can be linguistically interpreted as the degree of truth contained in an 
assumption: “absolute true”, “almost certainly true”, “probably true”, “possibily true”, 
“unknown”, “possibily false”, etc... Thus, x is a factor that tells how much A and A* 
agree, and consequently may be extended to the conclusion

TtB* = P%(7tB) (3.28)

Since, in a typical ES classification rule, the premise is an aggregation of the 
signal’s basic attributes, then the final truth re striction is a function of the similarity of 
individual attributes â  and Aik

Using the possibilistic interpretation fuzzy numbers to A* = ak and Aik, as 
shown in Fig. 3.5, one can define the parameter x, or the fuzzy match measure, for 
example, as:

X = MAX{ M IN (7T a( x ) , 7Ca*(x ) )  I xg9I} (3.29)

Fig 3.5 - Similarity between fuzzy numbers A and A*

This approach agrees with the definition of similarity functions given in Chap 
2 Supposing a multicriteria evaluation, it is essential to find an overall x% which 
indicates the degree to which the measurement set as a whole meet the requirement
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with respect to the criteria. There are two conditions to obtain Tt from the individual 
Ti; First, as Ti increases Tt must increase as well; and second, if the criteria are equally 
important then Tt has to be symmetric for all criteria. The second constraint discards 
the usual weighted average, and points to the OWA connective as a potential good 
candidate. Therefore,

T t =  OWJI ( T i, T2,...,Tn) ( 3 .3 0 )

The problem now is to find This can be done by limiting ttb by a T-norm 
[Yag.93c], the most usual being:

%B(y) = M iN |(TT.% (y))|yGm j (3.31)

Of course, since the ES classification goal is to “guess” the most likely radar to 
be present, this could be done by:

^ (y )  = MAX'^MIN
t=l I

N

o ^ ( t k , ) , ’CB*(y);=1
( 3 .3 2 )

Where r is the number of rules (or possible radars^).
Expression (3.332) coincides with the the formulation of the Sugeno integral 

when the OWA operator is equal to MIN [Sug.77]. Thus, it is a generalised form of 
the Sugeno integral:

%.(y)= (3-33)
JieO

This expression can be further generalised if the connective MAX is changed to 
a more generic “choice” operator:

^ (y )  = TUeCy) = c/unu
k = \ ;=1

(3.34)

The function of the choice operator is to defuzzify the response R(y). For 
example, this operator could incorporate a time dependency or some kind of 
averaging.

3.6 EXAMPLE OF APPROXIMATE REASONING

This item presents an simple example of approximate reasoning using the 
concepts described in this chapter. Fig 3.6 sketches the problem in which an object A 
must be classified into one of the 3 classes Bi, B2,and B3 .

A is characterised by 3 parameters Ai,A2 ,and A3 (Fig 3.7) which are measured 
with different degrees of uncertainty. Those parameters are compared respectively to

 ̂There is one radar mode which comprises all the unknown signals and it labeled the “unknown 
emitter”
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the templates Bn , £ 2 1  and £ 3 ; of each class, and the final match tbj comes from the 
aggregation of such evidences by a operator defined as:

(3.35)

Thus, the comparisons are shot\m in Fig 3.8 as well as the final aggregate 
evidences for the three classes. The results are:

Xj.^=(.75)(.6) + (0)(.3) + (0)(.l)=,45 

x™ = (.92)(.6) + (.55)(.3) + (.37)(.l) =.754

= ( # )  + (5)(.3) + (,23)(.l) =.653

The final choice, if taken by choosing the option with the maximum peak ( 
cfioict = MAX[.])value, is B2 . However, the choice could be made by an c/ioicc 
operator which could depend on the average of the past n matches x(Ai, £i)|tpast.

c/toice = MAX (3.36)

If the vector t(A,-, £i)|tpast is for example:

(3.37)

Then:

choice (Bi) = .81, choice(B2) = .391 and choice(B3) = .610; and thus, the 
choice would be Bi.

Another possible choice would be to compare the areas of the fuzzy 
conclusions. In this case, the areas of the resulting trapezes at the right side of Fig. 3 .8  

are reshaped to simplify the comparisonin Fig.3.9. The choice then would recal on Bi. 
Further alternatives include a OWSl of the t ’ s  and even of the area values.

Thus, the range of options to the system designer is now immense, providing 
means of representing both the uncertainties and the gradual boundaries between 
classes. The expert knowledge is easily translated from linguistic terms into 
mathematical terms, and thus enabling hardware implementation of at least part of the 
processing.

Figs 3.6 to3.9 presents two ways of combining diffeerent kinds of evidence.
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template i template E 2 j template B ^ j
conclusion

1 -

1 I template B ĝ  ̂ i_l  ̂ template Egg I  ̂ template B ^ ^

! . . template E j ,  ̂ template E gg  ̂ template E ^g

conclusion

conclusion By

Fig 3.6 - Templates and approximate conclusions for sets Bi, Bi, and Bj

 ̂ parameter A]̂ parameter A parameter 
A 3

Fig 3.7 - Measured parameters of object A

3.7 CONCLUSIONS

Expert systems are conceptually an elegant and effective solution for the ES 
classifiers. Nevertheless, in domains such as this, where imprécisions are inherent, it is 
difficult to develop a reliable expert system. Incomplete information originated from 
imprecise measurements and from inflowing data coming from distinct sources 
(tactics, expected scenarios, etc.), are sometimes crucial, but add more and more 
uncertainties into the system. Therefore, it is essential to introduce a powerful 
reasoning method.

This chapter presented a technique that compatibilises the knowledge-base 
approach, which is impregnated with conflicting, redundant, or imprecise data, with 
the wellfrrwctured framework of predicate logics. The method described here as 
approximate reasoning relies on several concepts of fuzzy theory such as fuzzy 
numbers, fuzzy connectives and possibilistic analysis. A generic, but illustrative, 
example was presented at the end of the chapter to show how this technique is easily 
set to work.

However, some points of concern remain. First, the machine processing is still 
high when the scenarios get too complex. Second, the acquisition of knowledge for
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the knowledge-base must yet be defined. The possibilistic assumptions given by the 
several functions 7t( x ) must be fitted for each occasion, even if the data are insufficient 
or unsuited to produce reliable probabilistic densities

Chapter 4 introduces microwave neurons and networks. Their immediate 
usefulness is to decrease the amount of data sent to the IE These structures will allow 
the receiver to process the microwave signals in real time before handling their 
parameters to the IE Chapter 5 will show how these structures can provide the 
receptors with fuzzy processing capability and how they acquire knowledge for 
prompt use.

conclusion Bi

! . . 1 - 1

1 . 11 k J
'i

conclusion g g  

.92

conclusion Bg

Fig 3.8 - Match of Ai, A2, and A3 with the templates of classes Bi, B2, and Bi

B

\
Fig 3.9 - Comparing the areas of the fuzzy conclusions
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CHAPTER 4

PHASE NEURAL NETWORKS AND 
MICROWAVE ARTIFICIAL NEURONS

This chapter introduces a novel paradigm of artificial neural systems; the phase 
neural network (PNN). Unlike conventional neural networks, PNN’s encode the 
information in the phase of the output signal and not in its amplitude. Furthermore, the 
information they process is affixed in the relationship between the inputs and not on 
their absolute values. Such property is remarkable for ES purposes, where the signal 
amplitudes have no a priori signification since the distance from the emitter is in 
principle unknown.

An important feature of PNN’s is that they can be assembled fi'om microwave 
hardware. Such structures are called microwave neural networks (MNN). These 
microwave circuits are appealing for ES purposes as they allow cognitive pre
processing at the front-end. This approach is particularly unusual. As explained in 
chapter 1 , traditional ES receivers measure a set of parameters of each intercepted 
signal and compare them with the data stored the radar mode library. This radar mode 
library is a data-base containing the parameters fi'om several known emitters. If the 
measured parameters match to some degree those from a given radar mode, then the 
emiter is classified. In contrast, a system applying MNN discriminate the emitters by 
sensing the incoming signals with unequal receiving channels. Such analogue clustering 
has several advantages: it is fast, robust, and reduces the data flow to the ES Inference 
Engine.

This chapter describes the general aspects of artificial neural networks (ANN) 
techniques and introduces the phase neuron. It shows the evolution of the MNN 
concept from common amplitude neurons to phase neurons.

4.1 ES AND COGNITIVE PROCESSING

Target recognition has for a long time presented one of the most important to 
radar and ES. Since recognition and classification are basically cognitive tasks, the 
application of neural network techniques may lead to useful system architectures. 
Once most defence systems are typically involved in predator versus prey scenarios, 
they require an increasingly intelligent behaviour in order to survive. Some authors 
have already examined this issue, but they had never challenged the traditional system 
architectures and organisation [And.90 and Ste.92]. Moreover, artificial neural 
networks are being used with success in other applications very close to ES such as 
direction finding and remote sensing [Daw.93, Jha.91 and Sou.95].

Modem digital computers perform well-defined tasks much faster and more 
reliably than human experts. Nevertheless, cognitive problems such as pattern 
recognition under real world conditions still remain unsolved. Thus, conventional ES 
systems are also limited. They are able to analyse only a few of the signal parameters
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and compare them with the same information containing (71 a list of known radars. 
There is no place for circubtantial data and it does not take into account the 
uncertainties due to the data base or to the parameter measurements. Therefore, it is 
natural to hope that cognitive methods should improve the performance of future ES 
equipments.

Artificial neural nets are models that hope to reproduce some of the human 
brain flexibility and power. They aim to achieve successful cognitive performance 
through a dense interconnection of simple processing elements (pe's). Some artificial 
neural networks are built with the intent of helping neuro-scientists to unveil unknown 
abilities of the brain, but frequently the interest is to use these models to design 
computational procedures to solve real world problems. Therefore, some artificial 
neural networks are purely technological models. Thus, they can incorporate features 
that are not neurobiologically correct.

Unlike sequential Von Nevman machines, artificial neural networks learn from 
examples and not by programming. A training set, comprised by some examples and 
usually the desired responses, allows the network to adjust gradually its own internal 
parameters. These adjustments end when the system behaviour is close enough to the 
wanted performance. Thus, such a training procedure is repeated several times, and is 
analogous to the learning process undergone by a child. Learning takes place when the 
system encodes the given patterns into its internal configuration by setting new values 
for the "synaptic" weights.

The distributed encoding of information, typical of artificial neural systems is 
worthwhile in many ways, the most important is that data is in general redundant. This 
feature enables the network to present "graceful degradation", meaning that the 
network can go partial fail or destruction and work properly. Neural systems are also 
capable of generalisation. This means that sometimes the assembly is able to provide 
correct responses even when faced with a new and unexpected input pattern. Thus, the 
system is robust.

As a result, the evolution of such new processing techniques will provide novel 
ES systems, with fully integrated architectures, and that will not suffer from the same 
constraints faced by today’s systems. They may fuse information coming from different 
sensors and from its own knowledge-base. The problem will resume in providing such 
ES with a suitable meta-knowledge. This means that the ES may need to choose 
among the available data the minimum set of the most significant pieces of 
information. If it fails, it can saturate its processor or face undecipherable dilemmas. In 
resume, the conventional digital processing may still be necessary. The main advantage 
is the reduction of the data-flow and the robustness that the cognitive process 
introduces into the system. For example, the microwave pe’s are able to keep track 
classified signals. It is important to stress that this thesis introduces a new cognitive 
architecture with new processing elements, but it does not suggest to omit the 
traditional parameter measurement.

Although most of the work done with neural networks is simulations on digital 
computers, the pe's are typically analogue [Day.90]. The aim of this chapter is to 
introduce the basic concepts to assemble such structures using microwave units. 
Furthermore, a simplified version of these processing elements will be used in the next 
chapters as fuzzy classifiers.
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4.2 THE ADAPTIVE LINEAR COMBINER

Whether carried out in hardware or simulated by a computer sub-routine, the 
basic building block of nearly all pe's and most adaptive systems is the adaptive linear 
combiner [Wid.90 and Vem.92], shown in Fig. 4.1.

X l
w l

x2

w n

w e ig h ts
Fig.4.1 - The adaptive Linear Combiner

If designates the set of input signals at time t, then

Xt =

‘'0,1

h,t (4.1)

while the synaptic weight vector is:

w .=

w.

w
w.

wN ,t

(4.2)

thus, the output is:

y, = w f x ,

If df is the wanted response, the absolute error Zf is:

(4.3)
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Sf — d ^ —y^ = d ^ — W, (4.4)

During the training the system must adjust the values of according to a 
specified rule, thus

^ 0,(+l

=  / K r > E , )

W,+1 = =  / ( « ' 2.r>6 , )

= / K m 6 ,)_

(4.5)

The objective of adaptation is to decrease the error somehow averaged over 
the training set. Generally, the error function is the mean-square error (MSE) and the 
steepest descent rule, or one of its variations, is employed to optimize it [Wid.70]. So:

W , ^ i = W , + n ( - V , ) (4.6)

Where p is a constant that controls the stability rate of convergence, and is 
the value of the gradient at the point of the MSE surface corresponding to W .̂ 

Therefore, for the adaptive linear combiner, the MSE is:

e? = d f  - 2 rf,W,^X, +W ,^X,XfW ,

The average is:

£[e? ] = d'} -  2PW, + W,^RW, 

where £"[.] means the expected value and P is the cross correlation vector:

djXji 

d,Xf,

and R  is the input correlation matrix:

(4.7)

(4.8)

V = E[d,X, \  = E (4.9)

R  = £ ^2t^2t (4.10)

^Nt ̂ 2t Xfjt Xf̂ f _

The MSE is a quadratic function of W describing a convex hyper-paraboloidal 
surface that never assumes negative values.

Calculating the gradient of the MSE by differentiating expression (4.8), one
obtains:
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V, = 2 (-P  + RW,)

(4.11)

(4.12)

the MSE minimum is when V/ = 0, thus

= R  P (4.13)

However, the direct calculation of W<> is usually not practicable. Fortunately, if 
the step size is small enough, and thus p, one can use the squared error instead of its 
mean. Therefore, if V  is the instantaneous gradient;

V' =
d %

(4.14)

then

V '= 2 e,
- W ,% )

aw,
(4.15)

resulting in

W ,^ i= W , + 2p£,X, (4.16)

which expresses the LMS algorithm, or Widrow-Hoff learning rule [Wid.67].

4.3 ARTIFICIAL NEURON FUNDAMENTALS

Fig.4.2 shows a simple artificial neuron. One may note that it is slightly 
different fi'om the linear adaptive combiner. In such system, the output is:

(4.17)

The function g(.) transforms an unbounded input activation into a bounded 
output signal. This function is the neuron's activation fimction and the most fi'equent 
are the binary threshold function (B), the linear ramp (R), the hyperbolic tangent (H) 
or the sigmoid or s-shaped (S). From the implementation viewpoint, perhaps the 
easiest is the binary threshold function and one oF the most difficult is the sigmoid. 
Nevertheless, the sigmoid is popular because its computation of its derivative is 
relatively straightforward:
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processing
elementwl target

neurons
w2

wn

weights

Fig.4.2 - Elementary artificial neurons

S’ = S(l-S)

Thus, the error function is;

e,=rf,-g(w,% )

and so,

aw, aw,

If g(.) is the sigmoid function, then

(4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)

4.4 COMPLEX NEURONS

The artificial neuron model presented in the last chapter has a affinity to its 
biological counterpart, but is a entirely technological model (“tech-model”). Thus its 
scope can be extented to complex variables. That is.

and

X, -  X^, + /Xj (4.21)

(4.22)
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Where the subscripts ^  and /  mean the real and the imaginary parts of the
vectors. Similarly, the wanted response, the output and the error are as well complex 
variables:

df —dj f̂

yt =yRt + %
— ^Rt

(4.23)

The expressions for ŷ  and are similar to (13) and (4.4), only that now all
multiplications and sums are complex. One must calculate the steepest descent 
considering that it is necessary to minimise at once both real and imaginary parts of the 
error function. Since these two components are in quadrature, they cannot be 
minimised independently. Therefore:

(4.24)

Where Vr  is the instantaneous gradient of SjSj* in respect to W r , the real 
component of the weight vector. So,

(4.25)

and so:

VR(e,e;) = - e , x ; - e ; x , (4.26)

similarly:

V,(e,e:) = - / £ ,x ; - / E ; x , (4.27)

This leads to:

and

^Rf+l — )

Therefore,

W,,.=W,-(i[v^(e,e;) + ;V,(e,e;)]

90

(4.28)

(4.29)

(4.30)
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which means that

=W, -n [ - e ,x ;-e %  +/(/e,x; -/ejx,)]
or.

w,+, = W, -n[-e ,x ; -e ;x , +(-e,x; +e;x,)]

(4.31)

(4.32)

This leads to the final form of the complex LMS learning algorithm or complex 
Widrow-Hoff learning rule [Wid.75]:

+ il2e ,X* (4.33)

If the activation fimction is a complex non-linear fimction, the expression for 
adjustment of the synaptic weights gets rather more complicated as deduced in ref. 
[Bir.93].

de Rt de
'R t dyRl dyIt y

( 3 y ^ f

dSjff dS„
^ j , 3yit

dSj, , V

aw
dS,

R̂t _|_y ^^Rt ^
Rt

aw
+ /

Rt

Where

aw , 

a w , , ;

(4.34)

(4.35)

In many cases the complex neuron is simplified and the output of the activation 
function is a real value. For instance, if the activation fimction is;

i+ M '
(4.36)

and thus, by applying (4.19), the error gradient becomes: 

Y = k t , { d , - y , ) { l - y , f s X * (4.37)

All the neurons presented up to now in spite of using complex variables do not 
differ significantly from the traditional ones. They are all mere extensions of the basic 
artificial neuron model. Thus, lets once more take advantage of the fact that this 
structure is merely a technological method and modify its information coding faculty. 
The phase neuron which is commented in the next item is a radical change in the 
artificial neuron philosophy. It retains most of the basic complex neuron structure and 
even the learning rules, but it aims a different target: to discriminate points in a phase 
space.
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4.5 PHASE NEURONS

Phase neurons are complex artificial neurons where the output information is 
placed on the phase of the processed signals instead of on the amplitudes. Thus, the 
outputs of these networks are purely angular; *

0  ̂= arctg (4.38)

Therefore, the angular error function is:

e = 0 ^ - 0 ,  (4.39)

In the same way, the desired target value for the neuron output is:

0^ = arctg (4.40)

Thus,

However, the behaviour of the term is entirely irregular, and therefore
it is quite hard to calculate. Fortunately, there is a simple way to overcome this 
constraint: one must determine a complex desired response with phase Oj, and apply 
the Widrow-Hoff complex LMS rule to minimise the angular error. In addition, the 
complex error function must now be calculated using normalised parameters:

‘ • ' r R

Although, this rule does not ensure the steepest descent it is a satisfactory sub
optimum alternative.

4.6 THE COMPANION PHASE NEURONS

From the definition of artificial phase neurons, clearly they require reliable 
external phase references. In an abstract basis, this is always available, however, if the 
aim is to produce analogue hardware implementations, then this is not trivial. One 
solution is to arrange and train other phase neurons, the auxiliary or companion 
neurons, to provide the proper phase references for each main neuron. Fig. 4.3 
sketches this idea. To perform intricate discriminations, the network may combine the 
responses of several phase neurons and their companions.

* The arctg function is by itself a soft-limiting function. That means that a phase neuron becomes more 
close to the conventional perceptron.
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input
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^/companion
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---------->

phase
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weights

Fig 4.3 - Main phase neuron and companion

4.7 INTELLIGENT ANTENNA ARRAYS

Antenna arrays are particularly suitable for sensing the electromagnetic 
environment and for feeding signal processing systems. For example, itris not unusual 
to find signal processing arrangements made of microwave circuits, as, for example, 
the Butler matrix [But.61] or the Rotmans Lens [Rot.63],

The most simple intelligent antenna arrays are the familiar adaptive arrays 
[Hud.81]. Here, once more, the base of such systems is the adaptive linear combiner. 
An adaptive antenna consists of an antenna array and a real time adaptive receiver able 
to control the element weights with the aim of optimising the output signal to noise 
ratio. The intelligent behaviour of such a system is quite evident, since they respond to 
an unknown interference by changing their internal parameters. Essentially, the 
adaptive linear combiner is an elementary complex neuron with activation fimction 
g(x)=x. Formally, a system learns if and only if its parameter vector or matrix has non
zero time derivative:

Learning >-----^  0

As commented before, learning laws describe the system synaptic dynamics, or, 
in other words, how the system gradually encodes the information into its synaptic 
web. It controls how the system collects information by updating its internal 
parameters.

Nevertheless, the intelligent behaviour is only complete if the system is able to 
apply the acquired knowledge [Rhe.90]. Adaptive arrays are able to emit correct 
problem solving responses when faced with a problem stimulus, but, in the future, they 
cannot recover the encoded data from their synaptic weights. They only respond to the
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present situation and are unable to recover antecedent data. That is; adaptive arrays 
have no long-term memory.

The concept o f microwave neural networks is very similar to the one of 
adaptive arrays, which are usually assembled in radar and satellite communication 
ffont-ends by a circuitry of microwave components. The difference is that the purpose 
o f microwave neural networks is signal identification; and thus, they must also present 
the second step of intelligent behaviour. Therefore, microwave neural networks are 
adaptive systems able to retrieve the knowledge acquired from past experiences. The 
next item starts to describe such microwave neurons.

4,8 EARLY MICROWAVE NEURONS

The works towards microwave neural networks started at the beginning of 
1990. The first approach towards a microwave neural network was a typically 
"amplitude" net proposed by this author in refs. [Mac.90a, b and c]. This theoretical 
net received the incoming signals through an antenna array with elements of different 
kinds and non-uniformly scattered over a plane. It used the fact that while the array 
gets increasingly inhomogeneous, the more it can react differently to signals of 
different characteristics. The network itself was a typical backpropagation network 
[Lip.87, Kni.90 or Sim.90] in which the input layer consisted of simple complex 
neurons. Equations (4.36) and (4.37) define the neurons o f this layer.

The applied activation function roughly describes the curve of a detection 
diode for small signals ( x « l ) .  Table IV. I summarises the difference between this 
complex artificial neuron and its conventional counterpart.

For simulation simplicity\ the gain o f all the antennas were considered to be 
constant over the whole frequency band. Frequency and polarisation were the 
parameters o f main interest for discrimination. The network was connected to the 
three antenna elements by lines o f unequal lengths. The antennas were o f different 
polarisations; one vertical, one horizontal and one left-hand circular. Fig. 4.4 presents 
such system.

Antenna 1

Antenna 2

Antenna m

Video
ANN

Fig 4.4 - First proposed microwave neural networ

' The system was simulated in an 286 IBM PC computer and no software for artificial neural network 
simulation was available at that time at the EPqM (Brazilian Na\y Research Institute). Adding to that, 
the simulation work had to overcome the limited amount of both RAM and HD memory. There was a 
great concern to not oversimplify the model because of the restricted hardware.
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TABLE IV. 1 - Microwave Layer X Conventional Layer

dendrites

m

microwave
layer

conventional
layers

Yi = g ( |z i |)  € R Yi = g( Zi ) €  R

in
Z i= > .w ^ ij X j £ C

j=l ^

m
Z i = > . W j . X j 6 R

6  G i v L

1

The training set comprised three signals: one threat signal at 9 GHz circular left 
polarised; and two friendly signals, one at 8 GHz horizontal polarisation and one 10 
GHz 45 degrees slant polarisation. Fig. 4.5 shows the performance progress o f the 
network along the microwave layer learning. The solid line is the response to the 
threat signal and the dashed and dashed-dotted lines to the 8 and 10 GHz signals 
respectively.

1 = class A 0 .9 9 GHz 
circular 

polarised

0.7

0,6
N etw ork
Output 0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2
^ 8 . G H z )  
horizontal 
polarised

0.1

0 = class B u
io“ 10

Number of Learning Cycles 

Fig 4.5 - Learning curve of the early microwave neural network
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Fig. 4.6 presents the generalisation ability of this network. At the top, the 
network receives left-hand circular polarised signal with variable frequency. The 
network always responds to it with a fairly large threat indication especially when its 
frequency lies in the vicinity of 9 GHz. At the bottom, the plot shows the results for 
two variable linearly polarised signals, one at 8 GHz (dashed line) and one at 10 GHz 
(solid line). The threat indication for these signals is never too high, but it is definitely 
low around the polarisations of the two fiiendly signals of the training set. These 
responses register the robustness of the system to small changes in frequency and 
polarisation or to imperfect measuring of such parameters.

Despite these encouraging results, a difficulty also came up: how to train such 
network if there is no a priori knowledge of the incoming signal amplitude? Clearly the 
responses should not depend of the incoming signals absolute amplitudes. The solution 
for such difficulty is to use relative amplitudes and phases. Thus, phase neurons seem 
quite appealing as they depend exclusively on the vector relations and not on their 
absolute values. However, at that date, nothing similar to a phase neuron was found in 
the available literature.

There were two lines of action to follow: to realise a theoretical study or to 
investigate the performance of a practical microwave neuron and thus acquire an 
empirical ‘Teeling” about its behaviour. The first one, begun in 1992 at UCL, while the 
second one was decided to start immediately to verify if such structures were 
practicable.

Networic
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0.6

0.95 0.5

0.4
Networit 
Output 0.3

0.2
0.9

0.1
0.85

07 8 9 10 11
frequency in GHz

a)

100 200 300 
polarisation an^e in degrees

b)
Fig 4.6 - Plots of the early microwave neural system at the vicinity of points in 

the training set. In a) a variable frequency, a LHCP signal is applied; 
and in b) a variable linear polarised signal at 8 GHz (dashed line) and 
at 10 GHz (solid (line)

Thus, shortly after that first proposal, some practical experiments were 
conducted with simple phase-neurons [Mac.91], as pictured in Fig. 4.7 a). The circuit, 
again for hardware constraints, had only phase-weight s. A set of three antennas, two 
left-hand circular polarised printed spirals and one vertically polarised printed Vivaldi 
aerial [Gib.79 and Pod.86], provided the sensorial inputs. Such a microwave neuron 
faced two classes of signals. Class A included an 11 GHz vertical polarised and a 12 
GHz horizontally polarised signals. Class B was a 12 GHz vertical polarised signal. 
Fig. 4.7 b) shows the paths run by the responses in the polar display of a vector 
network analyser, for 30 trial-and-error settings. The circuit clustered the class A 
signals in the upper half of the circle while it bounds the one of Class B to the lower
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half Of course, a more accurate training could bring a significant improvement of the 
discrimination capacity of that simple neuron.

It is noteworthy that the three paths shown in Fig 4.7 b) are unequal, indicating 
that specific neuron was more sensitive to some signals then others. These 
responses were robust at least for 100 MHz changes and 30 degrees in polarisation. 
Unfortunately, these last curves were not documented.

As a consequence of these first experiences, the idea of phase neurons became 
clearer, and the direction for the theoretical study was settled. The next step was to 
define the learning rule for the new kind of artificial neurons.

The work conducted at UCL defined such rules and studied the behaviour of 
some simple paradigms [Mac 93a, Mac.93b, Mac.94a and Mac.94b] by means of 
simulations These simulations show that the microwave neural networks are robust to 
small changes in frequency and polarisation, and that they present “graceful” 
degradation if some of their individual neurons fail.

However phase processing networks present intrinsic uncertainties due to the 
sensitiveness of this parameter to any physical change Furthermore, if new emitters 
are to be classified, then a complete re-training of all the network should be 
performed

Therefore, chapter 5 will show how what initiated as a microwave neural 
network slowly evolved into a web of microwave fuzzy classifiers [Mac 94c] The 
advantage of the fuzzy classifiers is that they no longer require training and that they 
can fit quite easily to the concept of artificial intelligence in ES systems.

The following items of this chapter will present the details of the study on 
microwave neural networks It first indicates how the several basic blocks are 
simulated and how they are put together using a standard mathematical software. 
Next, it investigates the single neuron, and afterwards two more complicated 
networks the “pyramid” (made by three single neurons) and the ‘Tish” (made by six 
single neurons). It also presents the behaviour of such networks during the training 
procedures and how the responses react to varying signal characteristics. These results 
are very significant or\ their own as they the usefulness of phase systems as a 
new paradigm of artificial neural networks. Such phase networks are an original 
contribution of this thesis.

Spirals

Vivaldi

variable
phase
shifters

Shiffinan
line

power
combiner

WVi

Vector 
• Network 
Analyser

I Detector

5ÜÛ

5-12GHz^Horz.1-11 GHz/Vcrt.
Class A

Class B

2 - 12 GHZ/Vert.

a) b)

Fig 4.7 - The first phase only neuron: a) its assembly, and b) its measured results
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4.9 PHASE NEURONS SIMULATIONS

The simulations of the phase neurons were conducted using MATLAB 
software [Mat.93] on a 486 DX2 PC compatible computer. The signal environment is 
described by data M-Files in which the frames representing the incoming signals are:

l,/?12,/?21,/?22,ô] (4.43)

where: / i s  the signal frequency;
a is the signal peak amplitude;
6 is the azimuth angle; and 
(j) is the elevation angle.

Moreover, the four normalised modified Stokes parameters, p l l ,  pl2, p21 and 
p22, represents the signal polarisation [Kra.73]. These parameters build square
coherency matrices, which are simple to use as pre-defined blocks to represent the 
polarisation for the incoming signals and for the receiving antennas. The parameter Ô 
stands for the absolute phase and it is significant only when several pulses arrive at 
once or when there is phase modulation.

To ensure that the behaviour of the phase neuron corresponds to the response 
of a microwave network, it was simulated by chains of microwave signal processing 
matrices [Mac.84 and Saz.81] as shown in Fig.4.8.

output

phase amplitude 
weights weigSts

gie,4>l -  glpolj

combiner

Fig 4.8 - Microwave neuron subdivided into a chain of individual signal
processing devices

The first matrix is Xin() and it aims to characterise the antenna array. It 
comprises smaller matrices, ant«(), each one corresponding to one individual antenna 
element. These matrices calculate the amplitude response, as function of angle-of- 
arrival and wave-to-antenna coupling factor. The antenna array matrix also arranges 
the relative phase and amplitude of the receiving signals as function of their position in 
the array. Thus, its response will depend on the matrix p that gives the location of the 
antennas. These antennas are in principle unlike and irregularly scattered over the "xy - 
plane". For non-planar architectures it is necessary to define a 3-dimensional matrix p.
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Therefore, the output given by the (m,n)^^ antenna to the signal produced by 
the emitter [Che.93] is:

’'mn(O = v (/,0 ,iti,/’K e^f ^ ] (4.62)

Where
v(f, e, 4), p)=gf( ) ga( ) gp( )
gfO is the (m, n)l^ element frequency gain;

g. 0  is the (m,n)fh element angle gain;

gpO is the (m,n)^^ element polarisation gain;

a  ̂ is the k^h signal source amplitude;

Ô is the k^h signal source absolute phase;
and

[xmn, Ymn] the co-ordinates of the (m,n)th antenna in the xy-plane as 
stated in p;

Finally,

(«;■ >P/ ) = (cos((|),- ) cos(8/ ),cos(<t)/ ) sin(0/ ))

Where
0i is the azimuth angle of the k^h emitter; and 
(|)i is the elevation angle of the k^h emitter.

The frequency gain of each antenna element merges with the response of any 
existing amplitude shaping device (filters, equalisers, etc..) in the individual receiving 
charmels. Matrix Filxm(.) simulates the set of such receiving channels, where m is the 
neuron's number in the network. Each line of this matrix ira function of frequency and 
represents the response of a specific input channel. Each of these channels' functions
are stored as M-files Fil/*(.); where n stands for the n^h input channel of the neuron. 
Finally, there is a transmission line matrix, \m, describing the different electrical lengths 
of each receiving channel in a same neuron. The routine process(.) performs the entire 
processing up to the synaptic weight matrix Ws.

Fig. 4.9 depicts three among the several possible network topologies: the 
single neuron, the “pyramid” and the “fish” networks.

4.9.1 The Single Neuron

The most simple network consists of only one neuron. A challenge that such a 
device can deal with is to cluster three signals into two a-priori defined classes, C and 
D. As an example, consider the signals:
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single
pyramid

fish

Fig 4.9 - Three simple MNN topologies

s l= [9 ,l,0 ,71/2,0,0,0,1,0] and s2=[l0,1,0,71/2,1,0,0,0,0] form class C, while the 
class D signal is s3=[9,1,0,71/2,1,0,0,0,0]

This representation indicates that these signals arrive with 0 deg. absolute 
phase, the same amplitude and from boresight (el = 90 deg.). The signal s i has 
horizontal polarisation and the other two have vertical polarisation. There are four 
antennas feeding the neuron: one vertical polarised, one horizontal polarised and two 
circular polarised, one right-hand and the other one left-hand.

The training matrices C and D consider frequency deviations up to ± 300 MHz 
for each of the three main signals. This means that:

C =

"8.7 1 0 7C/2 0 0 0 1 0“
8.8 1 0 T i l l 0 0 0 1 0

9.0 1 0 T i l l 0 0 0 1 0

9.3 1 0 T i l l 0 0 0 1 0
9.7 1 0 T i l l 1 0 0 0 0
9.8 1 0 T i l l 1 0 0 0 0

10.0 1 0 T i l l 1 0 0 0 0

10.3 1 0 T i l l 1 0 0 0 0
and
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"8.7 1 0 71/2 1 0 0 0 o'

D = 9 0 I 0 71/2 I 0 0 0 0

9.3 I 0 n i l 1 0 0 0 0

The training function. Single, updates the weights of the phase neuron given 
by the values of the elements of Ws The target angles to which the responses must 
converge, are assumed to be +90 deg (class C) and -90 deg. (class D). Fig 4.10 shows 
the evolution of such responses during the 200 training iterations for the exact si, s2 
and s3 Fig 4.11 shows the responses after that training for all the signals in C and D. 
Fig 4.12 exhibits the improvement achieved when the neuron output goes though a
hard-limiting 1 stage.

Note that this neuron has undergone no polarisation training Thus, such 
structure is not expected to perform ideal clustering when the received signals have 
their polarisation tilted in relation to the ones of the training signals Fig 4.13 and 4.14 
show the responses for incoming signals identical to those of matrices C and D tilted 
by+ 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 deg.

A further improvement provided by hard-limiting is that a convenient choice 
for the cluster boundaries will allow correct signal separation even when some points 
notably depart from the target response In the present case this is quite easy to 
visualise: signal s3 with 30 degrees of polarisation tilt is similar to those of class C. 
However, class C has a larger population, and consequently, the net’s final "guess” is 
inclined towards this seemingly more likely class. A penalty function could overcome 
suchô mistake by introducing the knowledge that the cost of deciding for one specific
class when in reality it is the other is worse than if the other way around ^

Learning through 200 cycles 
9q .2

1

s l
s 2
s 3

300
Fig 4.10 - Neuron s behaviour during 200 training cycles. The paths are unequal 

meaning that the neuron is more sensitive to some signals then to others

* hard-limiting here means basically to ignore the output amplitude and only deserv e the output phase
 ̂ It is well accepted that an optimised training set should normally contain the same number of 

elements in both classes. In some cases the choice of the number of signal in the training set is crucial 
to the network performance
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9Q .2

30

330

270
Fig 4.11 - Response provided by the single neuron for all signals in the training 

set. Class C signals are in red and Class D signals are in violet

902
120

3 0

3 3 0

3 0 02 4 0

2 7 0

Fig. 4.12 - The same outputs shown in Fig 4.11 but with hard-limited outputs. 
Note that the clustering performance is now better observed
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90^ .2

180

210 330

270
Fig 4.13 - Neuron's amplitude and phase response to polarisation tilts up to +30

degrees.

l u s t e :  U

luster

30
s  signal may 

b e to n s W e re d  in 
an uLndeuned

I 0

330

270
Fig 4.14 - The same as 4 i3 but hard-limited. Signal s3 is still not clustered but it 

can be separated from Class C signals by suitable boundaries.

Figs. 4.15 to 4.17 show the neuron's performance after 300 training cycles 
when the incoming signal arrives from directions other than the array boresight. Both 
azimuth and elevation were swept from 0 to 180 degrees. These pictures indicate the 
isophase lines over the reference plane. As expected, as the elevation comes near to 90 
deg the surfaces become more constant for all azimuths Extra phase-shifters, for 
example, allow a reasonable coverage for elevation angles close to boresight. The
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position of the elements of the array is a main factor in the shape of these surfaces and 
for specific implementations one should carefully examine the ideal values of p

Once the elevation angle moves away from 90 deg. the surface gets more 
sensitive to the azimuth angle As expected, the surfaces for signals belonging class C 
are quasi-symmetrical to the 90 degrees elevation line However, the response for s3 
seems distorted in order to fit to the wanted output values.

Absolute amplitude and phase have no affect over the results since there is an 
adequate phase reference

The responses provided by this example also reflect a tricky dependence to the 
actual values of the weights defined by Ws Most of the time for practical networks, 
the exact values provided by the training procedure are difficult to achieve The values 
for these weights are then only approximated to the ones found in the training 
procedure Thus, for each specific problem, it is necessary to verify the tolerable range 
for these weights. Figs 4.18 and 4 19 presents such variations for some cases 
concerning sl The free choice of Ws[l,;]^ for sl is due to the blindness of channel 1 
to this signal Therefore, for this case the phase shifters must be well matched to the 
desired values

Fig 4.15 - Angle variation in degrees for sl.

^ note that all signals o f the trainning set have azim uth = 0 deg and elevation  = 90 deg.

Hhis is the notation of MATLAB for all elements of row 1 of Ws
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Output
Phase

0 0

Fig 4.16 - Angle variation in degrees for s2.

Output

0 0

Fig 4.17 - Angle variation in degrees for s3.

200
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12

Changes
in the 21 
Phase of 
Ws|1,:J

Changes 
in the 21 
Phase of 
Ws(3,:]

Changes
in the 21 
P h ase of 
Ws(2,:]

tx a c t
W s

Changes
in the 21 
P hase of 
Ws[4,:]

Fig 4.18 - Phase variation of -20 to +20 degrees in the elements of Ws.

Changes in 21 
the Amplitude 
of Ws[1.:l

Changes in 21 
the Amplitude 
of Ws[2.:]

Changes in21 
the Amplitude 
of Ws[3,:l

exact
Ws

Changes in 21 
the Amplitude 
ofWsI4.:J

Fig 4.19 - Amplitude variation of Abs(Ws[n,:]) from .5 to 1.5.

Furthermore, a dual system comprising two single neurons in parallel is enough 
to cluster signals by associating the individual responses. One such system was 
trained to recognise each particular signal, sl and s2 and s4, where:
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s4=[8,l,0, 7c/2,1,0,0,0]

Defining the matrices Cl, E and E 1 as;
902

Fig 4.20- Two single neuron s classifying three signals: A)Classes CxE; and
B)Classes ClxEl.

Cl =

'1.1 1 0 7C/2 1 0 0 0 o '

7.8 1 0 7T/2 1 0 0 0 0

8.0 1 0 n i l 1 0 0 0 0

8 3 1 0 n i l 1 0 0 0 0
9.7 1 0 n i l 1 0 0 0 0
9 8 1 0 n i l 1 0 0 0 0

10.0 1 0 n i l 1 0 0 0 0

10.3 1 0 n i l 1 1 0 0 0

'7.7 1 0 n i l 1 0 0 0 o '

E = 8.0 1 0 n i l 1 0 0 0 0

8 3 1 0 n i l 1 0 0 0 0

and

'8.7 1 0 n i l 0 0 0 1 o'

El = 9.0 1 0 n i l 0 0 0 1 0

9.3 1 0 n i l 0 0 0 1 0
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After 200 training cycles the outputs of neurons CE(cluster CxE) and 
Cl El (cluster C lxEl) are as shown in Fig.4.20 a) and b).

An interesting feature of these phase neurons is that they are potentially able to 
discriminate more than two distinct classes. That is an improvement over the usual 
connectionist processing elements which are usually limited to two dimensional 
decisions. Fig.4.21 shows how signals sl, s2 and s3 can be clustered in 120 deg 
sectors.

However, when the classes become excessively complex, it will be necessary to 
add more neurons. Thus, it may be worthwhile to investigate some more elaborate 
networks.

150

1 8 0 0

210 3 3 0

2 7 0

Fig 4.21 - Separation of three signals by one single neuron in slices of 120
degrees.

4.9.2 The Pyramid Network

The pyramid network topology, is an arrange of two neurons in the input layer 
and a third one connected to both of them, in the output layer.

Unfortunately, the single neuron is not suitable for some more tough tasks. For 
example, even after undergoing though 2000 training cycles it remained unable to 
separate class A, comprising signals sl, s2 and s5, from class B, including signals s3 
and s6, where: s5=[8,1,0,ît/2 ,.5 ,.5 ,.5 ,.5 ,0] s6=[10,1,0, Tr/2,.5j,.5j, -,5j,.5,0]. Hence, s5 
is 45 degrees linearly polarised, and s6 is left-hand circularly polarised.

Thus, similarly to what happened to the single neuron, two training matrices, A 
and B, were assembled considering up to 300 MHz frequency deviations on either side 
to train the pyramid network These matrices are:
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A  =

9 1 0 7t/2  0 0 0 1 0

10 1 0 71/2 1 0  0 0 0

8 1 0 %/2 5 5 5 .5 0

9 1 0 71/2 1 0 0 0 0

10 1 0 7c/2 .5 +.5j ~.5j .5 0

The performance of this system using function pyramid(.) developed as is in 
Fig. 4.22. The figure also indicates the progress of the response to s5, the most 
"difficult" signal The other four achieved convergence between 200 and 300 loops. 
Fig. 4.23 presents the performance for all these signals affer 600 iterations and shows 
the intermediate responses for the two neurons of the input layer named t and h.

200
loops

1

s5 with

3 0 0

loops

-30GMhz
Drift

4 0 0

loops
5 0 0

loops

Fig 4.22 - Response of pyramid network to training signals for several numbers 
of training loops. It is noteworthy the movement of the point relative to s5 with -

300 MHz of frequency drift.
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9Û2
60

150,

210^

240

1.6 ^ .  600
loops

1 . 2 ^ / x
\

330

300
270

181

fass B

Neuron t Neuron h

Fig 4.23 - Response of the same pyramid network of Fig ,̂12. after 600 loops. The 
responses for the individual neurons, t and h, of the input layer are also

indicated.

Fig 4.24 to 4.27 presents the polarisation performance of this network First, 
signals sl, s2, s5 and s3 suffered tilts of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 degrees The 
responses are good except for s3 when it suffers both a large polarisation tilt and 
frequency drift of more than 200 MHz Fig.4.28 also presents the response when the 
axial ratio of s6 suffers deformations and tilts. To solve these problems, the network 
was submitted to some extra training with new training matrices AP and BP including 
the polarisation tilts only for the central frequency signals. To achieve more accurate 
results it is necessary to perform the complete training with AP and BP Fig. 4.29 
shows these responses.
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Phase
(rad) 90 deg = 1.571 rad

97.403 deg

1.65 30
25

20 tilt 
1 5 t i l t \  

10 tilt155
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85.944 deg

9.2
9.3

P O L  
tilt In d e g r e e s

FREQ.
(GHz)

Fig 4.24 - Response of pyramid network for sl changing in both frequency and
polarisation.

P h a se
(rad) 90 deg = 1.571 rad

10.31 65 94.538 deg 

91.673 deg6
10.2

1.55

85.944 deg 1 0 tilt5 Stilt
0 tilt 9.9

POE.

Fig 4.25 - Response of pyramid network for s2 changing in both frequency and
polarisation.
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P h a s e
[radl

2v,114.592 deg

3 0  tilt

20  tilt 

15 till

97.403 deg in  tilt

80.214 deg

FREQ.

Fig 4.26 - Response of pyramid network for s5 changing in both frequency and
polarisation.

83.251 degPhase

57.296

57.296
3 0  tilt 

25

FREQ.

Fig 4.27 - Response of pyramid network for s3 changing in both frequency and
polarisation.
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P h ase

- 1 6 5

-1.75 9.7 10.2 10.3

103.132 deg

POL.
FRFQ.

Fig 4.28 - Response of pyramid network for s6 changing in both frequency and 
polarisation. An axial ratio distortion of 1.2 (e=39.8 deg) is imposed and tilts of

10 and 170 deg

P h a s e

oi3n-.^  
Class B

Phase
Ideg]

 ̂ >114.592

'  1 57.296

POL. FREQ.

Fig 4.29 - Response of the pyramid network after 800 dual frequency and 
polarisation training iterations
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4.9.3 The Fish Network

The fish network comprises six neurons in three layers. The first layer includes 
the same t and h neurons of the pyramid network. The second layer is a hidden layer 
with three neurons; g, u and q. The output layer consists of a single neuron, f, 
connected to all neurons of the hidden layer. The function fish(.) was used to adjust 
the weights of the network to discriminate the same A and B classes. Fig. 4.30 shows 
the progress of the network response during the training phase.

The clustering is successful before 300 iterations. There is little improvement 
from 400 to 500 iterations as the weights had already converged. This specific fish 
network was not trained for polarisation tilts or axial ratio distortions; thus, it is 
necessary to verify its performance under such conditions.

Fig. 4.31 presents the surfaces obtained as frequency and polarisation are 
swapped. Here, points with the same (x, y) co-ordinates do not represent points of 
same frequency and polarisation. These points are the same ones that were indicated in 
Figs 4.24 to 4.29 for the pyramid network. Analogously to the pyramid network, the 
fish only became effective when it was trained at once for both frequency and 
polarisation using the matrices AP and BP. It was also verified if the polarisation 
training could be done independently after the frequency training was completed. 
Thus, two polarisation training matrices, Ap and Bp, were applied to execute extra 
training cycles over the system. However, this did not work properly as indicated in 
Fig 4.32. The fin-like structure on the surface relative to s3 moves just a small bit 
down, towards to the negative semi-space. This movement is not significant and is 
very slow. The fin is more likely to turn to the left side of the picture. In contrast, the 
result after 500 training iterations in frequency and in polarisation at the same time is 
in Fig.4.33 shows a substantial improvement in the network performance. The fin-like 
structure is now smooth and lies under the -1 rad. level. Besides, class A surfaces are 
now smoother than before.

Therefore, the fish network seems to outperform the pyramid to
polarisation training capability. Nevertheless, this property may be further investigated 
as the network responses are typically case dependant.

Figures 4.34 to 4.38 show the performance for this fish network when the 
incoming signals move along different bearings and elevations. They picture quite 
bumpy surfaces. This indicates that it will be harder to adjust extra phase shifters to 
compensate the extra phasing imposed by the parallax. These additional phase shifters 
must be very well matched to overcome the fast variations of phase of the output 
signals.
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Fig 4.30 - Evolution of fish network response.
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Fig 4.31 - Fish network frequency and polarisation response.
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Fig 4.32 - Fish network performance evolution for polarisation training.

500 loops in both frequency and polarisation
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Fig 4.33 - Fish network response after 500 dual frequency and polarisation
training iterations.
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vit Kf froirt
Phase

Fig 4.34 - Angular performance of fish network for sl.

v!ew 'rcjii >up ,i-Tiase

Fig 4.35 - Angular performance of fish network for s2t
P hase 
Irad)
10̂

Fig 4.36 - Angular performance of fish network for s5.

There is a 2n break in the curve that is imposed by the MATLAB calculations and that could not be 
removed without manipulations that could disguise the actual values.
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P h a se

Fig 4.37 - Angular performance of fish network for s3.

Phase

Fig 4.38 - Angular performance* of fish network for s6.

4.10-CONCLUSIONS

This chapter haf presented the foundations of artificial phase neurons. First, it 
presented the theoretical basis concerning to phase neurons After that, it presented an 
early approach where, in spite vWing able to deal with both the amplitude and phase of 
the incoming signal, the neuron coded the processed information in the output 
amplitude The first experiments which conducted the research towards a phase 
neuron are documented as well Finally, the theoretical investigation of the behaviour 
of such structures was described. Some of the phase neurons, and their networks, 
were simulated, as if they were made of microwave components.

Their responses were quite promising: They were able to perform several 
simple classifications and if correctly trained they can be robust to both frequency and 
polarisation changes of the expected incoming signals. Conceptually speaking, a 
system comprising both digital and microwave neurons would give means to the ESM 
inference engine to keep low data rates in heavily dense scenarios.

Anyhow, some problems must still be addressed. The first one happens when 
tw'̂ TmC signals arrive at the front-end. Mathematically, as there are no non-
linearities the responses should be perfectly separated. However, physical phase 
measuring devices will not be able to perform such separation, and some kind of 
filtering must be done at some stage Another problem occurs when the values of the
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phase-shifters and amplifiers/attenuators are hard to achieve. The sensitivity of the 
neuron’s response will vary in a case by case basis and must be well verified.

The training of such structures is also something that has to be carefully taken 
into consideration. Improper training can result in disastrous performances.

Moreover, these structures will need a bearing and elevation reference as well 
for each signal in order to unveil the target phase properly. This problem became quite 
apparent for the fish network. The solution could be to subdue the response by means 
of a “special network” or “DF master”, that could be simple DF array. Such “master” 
would provide the further processing stages with the DF information, and thus, the 
extra phase could be calculated, and therefore, be compensated

Nonetheless, other parameters, such as PW, PRF, Antenna Scan rate and 
mode, etc., cannot be discarieciby the ESM. Thus, the microwave neurons are not a 
substitute for parameter specialised receivers. Nevertheless, they can be very useful to 
track targets from which a behaviour is reasonably known, or to sense their frequency 
or polarisation diversity. Polarisation is an important signal feature that seldom is used 
because of the difliculty of its measurement in practical situations.

In summary, MNNs have some features that make them very interesting to 
ESM systems: they can reduce the data flow to the inference engine, and they perform 
real-time signal processing. If they are used as part of a fuzzy system much of their 
training problems and instability are overcomed.

The next chapter studies the application of phase neurons, or more 
specifically, of phase classifiers, which are a variation of phase neurons that does not 
require training, to fuzzy ESM systems.
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CHAPTER 5

NOVEL ES DATA FUSION 
ARCHITECTURES

The preceding chapters have introduced the concepts of ES systems, fuzzy 
logics and phase neural networks. The present chapter combines all these subjects in 
order to set up a proposal for a new kind of ES architecture. This new architecture 
must be flexible enough to cope with the intrinsic uncertainties of the ES problem. 
Furthermore, they must be able to use circumstantial data to clarify which of the 
possible options is the more plausible or the safer to admit. A melange of several types 
of information must be available to the ES main processor. Thus, these systems must 
choose the best way to use it. Obviously, a key to this information management 
problem is the ability to combine or “fuse” data. Such capability acts not only as a 
volume-reducing strategy, but also as a means to exploit the unique combinations of 
data that may be available. The originality of the proposed structure is to apply fuzzy 
logics in conjunction with a by-product of the phase neurons: the phase expert, or 
classifier.

This chapter describes such a system architecture and analyses the 
discriminating capability of the phase classifier.

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The basic task of an ES system is to recognise radar signals. For each signal it 
intercepts, the ES must choose between a set of conceivable identifications the one 
that represents the best possible guess. In an artificial intelligence based ES system 
(AIES), the front-end provides the inference engine with the necessary evidence to 
support the conclusions. Such evidence, in most cases, resumes to a set of measured 
primitives.

Evaluating alternatives requires the system to reason. In conventional discrete 
ES systems, human operators performed this role. In the dark CIC rooms of WWII 
destroyers, operators faced the challenge to find out, from a book, which known radar 
mode fitted best to the parameters displayed in the equipment scopes. The following 
system generation partially replaced the man-in-the-loop by a built-in computer. In 
such federated systems, the machine did more or less the same job performed by its 
human counterpart, only much faster. It simply compared the measured parameters 
with the data stored in a look-up table named “Radar Mode Library” (RML).

As the threats and scenarios evolved, such a technique also became unsuited. 
Radars simultaneously agile in frequency, PW and PRF, with electronic scan and high 
duty cycles tend to confuse and saturate algorithm-based processors. Moreover, the 
radars in heavily dense environments usually concentrate at certain bearing slices. This 
makes the de-interleaving slower and less reliable. Another typical problem of today’s 
time is that it is not unlikely to find the same radars on both sides of a conflict. All 
these factors contribute to undermine the performance of traditional ES systems.
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Modem ES, which designs are inclined to fully integrated systems, must make 
use of all available knowledge about the given scenario. This means that it must have 
not only the data concerning prototypical radar signals but also contextual, or 
situational, data: expected positions, platforms, tactics, other systems emissions, 
operational conditions, etc...[Low.86], The ES must analyse the suitability of each 
alternative. Here suitability means the ability of each option to meet the decision 
criteria. [Ton. 80]. This process, far from being crisp, involves at least three different 
kinds of uncertainties [Roc. 92]:

a) confidence, related to the matching between measured and a priori data;

b) relevance, related to the conditional frequency of the measured information, 
and the correct identification of the emitter. In other words, it has to do 
with the importance of each piece of information to support the decision 
about the identification;

c) utility, related to the cost of obtaining the primitives and the amount of a 
priori information required to analyse it.

d) reliability of the knowledge base, related to the fact that the pieces of 
information in the knowledge base are not equally certain.

Moreover, the nature of such uncertainties is sometimes non-probabilistic: they 
are due to imprecision in their representation and not to the randomness of the events 
[Ral.86]. Probabilistic uncertainties decrease when the system measures more 
information, while fuzzy uncertainties do not. For example, when the ELINT analysis 
identifies the instability of certain klystrons that are used only in some specific radars 
of a given type, the inaccuracy of the signal knowledge increases. As the knowledge 
about an event increase, the more it helps to unveil the grey borders that distinguish it 
[Kos.93].

The greater the precision, the greater the difficulty of extracting such 
information, and the more likely it will be inaccurate for practical purposes [Yag.81]. 
On the contrary, the less exact is the required information, the easier it is to obtain, 
and, if correctly accessed, the less it is sensitive to noise-like factors. Therefore, if the 
system ambition is only to model the fact that some alternatives are more likely then 
others without specifying the exact strength of this likelihood, the use of possibilistic 
measures is advantageous [Dub.91]. This methodology allows the construction of 
“belief layers” with few numerical inputs. The conclusions are then less precise but 
more consistent and reliable [Sha.90a].

To overcome the uncertainties, the income data require to be progressively 
more diverse. This implies that the sensors need to be unlike, and thus, able to provide 
the subtle and more significant differences between situations that are apparently 
similar. However, in order to save time and to extract the best possible solution, the 
ES system must also be able to recognise among these several inputs which are the 
more significant and useful. In other words, the system designer must define carefully 
its meta-knowledge. Algorithm based systems are most of the times inappropriate for 
such applications.

These modem AXES systems, able to perform approximate reasoning, agree 
with the architecture of intelligent systems as given in [Alb.91] and presented in Fig.
5.1
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Fig 5.1 - Simplified architecture of an intelligent system.

Here, the sources of uncertain information to the intelligent processing device 
are particularly the sensors and the world-model knowledge base.

Finally, one must bear in mind that budget cuts on further R&D of future 
defence systems are a reality in the actual pos-cold-war era. For this reason, most of 
the business was shifting from the production of new high-tech systems into retrofit 
activities [Ger.93]. Nevertheless, the pleasant mood of “everlasting” peace was 
disturbed by the Persian Gulf War. While the importance of smart weapons and 
systems became then obvious, there was no evidence that defence budgets would rise 
[Bie.91]. In view of this contrasting situation, hybrid solutions applying medium(low)- 
tech ffont-ends and processors running high-tech AI systems are economically and 
technologically appealing. In such hi/low-tech equipments, the reasoning process of 
the processing machine must be robust enough to cope with the receiver imprécisions. 
If possible, the system should emulate the human capacity to recognise objects and not 
the unimaginative task of finding radar modes in log books.

This chapter describes some workable configurations for fuzzy ES systems and 
discusses their operational philosophy. It also shows how very simple microwave 
neurons, renamed “phase classifiers”are adequate for fuzzy classification. It begins by 
presenting some system architectures that are fitted for data fusion procedures. Next, 
some of these architectures applying several different sensors, including both the 
“phase classifiers” and traditional parameter specialised primitives, are examined. 
Finally, it shows how to refine the intelligence of the inference engines of such 
"classification machines" by introducing fuzzy logic.

5.2 DATA FUSION PROCESSING ARCHITECTURES

The aim of data fusion is to achieve a synergistic use of sensory data fi'om 
multiple sensors and to extract the greatest amount of information possible about the 
sensed environment. This is the way that humans and other biological systems 
naturally perform. These systems require a large number of distinct intelligence 
processes and sufficient knowledge in order to convert the collected data into
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meaningful perception of the environment and interpret the meaning of the properly 
combined data.

"Fusion" is a nonmathematical term meaning the process of combining and 
blending into a whole. Therefore, the objective of such strategy is clearly to make the 
system more effective by taking advantage of the co-operative and joint operation of 
the multiple sensors. Data fusion in this context is defined as: “a multilevel, 
multifaceted process dealing with the detection, association, correlation, estimation 
and combination o f data and information from multiple sources to achieve refined 
state and identity estimation, and complete and timely assessments o f  situation and 
threa t [Wal.90].

Thus, from the definition above, one can identify three levels of fusion
processing products:

Level 1 : Fused position and identity estimates.
Level 2: Hostile and friendly military situation assessments.
Level 3: Hostile force threat assessments.

At level 1, the processing operations are, mostly, numerical procedures 
involving estimation techniques and pattern recognition processes. However, at this 

stage, the designer must introduce several uncertain which are typically linguistic. 
On the other hand, the further levels become increasingly dominated by symbolic 
reasoning processes involving several AI techniques to support the formulation of 
higher levels of abstraction and inference. ES systems are typically level 1 systems, and 
therefore level 2 and 3 systems are beyond the scope of this thesis.

5.2.1 Level 1 Data Fusion Processing Architectures

There are three level 1 basic architectures. The first of these arrangements, 
shown in Fig 5.2a, is the centralised (or “measurement set”) approach that operates on 
raw data. The second one, shown in Fig 5.2b, is the autonomous system (or “track 
file”) that operates on pre-processed locally fused data. Finally, there are as well the 
hybrid (or “common aperture”) systems, shown in Fig 5.2c, which is a combination of 
the two previous types. Each one of these approaches has benefits and inconveniences, 
both in data processing and in accuracy. The centralised architecture, for example, has 
the advantage of delivering robust position estimates for any sensor-specific 
measurements’ variance, but at the expense of a more powerful central processor 
capability. The autonomous system has the advantage of being capable to tune each 
sensor-specific estimation process to the nuances of that particular sensor’s and 
operating characteristics. However, the cost to pay is the increased inaccuracy of the 
fused estimate. Moreover, the autonomous architecture has the additional advantage 
that the processing loads are distributed according to the specific data throughput 
requirements. Finally, the hybrid systems permit selective transition between these 
approaches according to the requirements of the operational problem.
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Fig 5.2 - Level 1 basic architectures: a) centralised, b) autonomous and c) hybrid

In practical systems, however, other system components must be considered as 
integral part of these systems. This includes communications, man-Machine Interface 
(MMI), database management, individual sensor controls, etc...The processing device 
would be substantially simpler if the fusion process could be performed independent of 
the interfaces to those other functions. Nonetheless, this is not what usually happens. 
Thus, the data fusion process can be subject to constraints that, a priori, impose more 
complex inference engines with less than optimal performance.
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Furthermore, since the aim of this thesis is to investigate the advantages of 
microwave processing, it will not examine in detail the digital processing. Therefore, 
according to this point of view, several measurement blocks, which are contributors to 
the classification process, constitute the ES system receiver. Such contributors provide 
not only the basic primitives directly measured from each pulse, but also the time 
dependent primitives (PRI, ARP, ABW, etc .), the situational data, and a wide variety 
of generic primitives obtained by combining any of these previous types of 
information.

5.2.2 Hard and Soft-Decision Contributors

The terminology adopted here to designate the contributor is to label them as 
hard or soft decision contributors on the basis of how they perform decision making 
and reporting. Hard decision contributors choose a single-hypothesis, and reports that 
decision alone to the fusion processor. In contrast, soft-decision contributors partition 
the parameter space into multiple regions, each representing a different decision. All 
the workable decisions are then quantified and the detection report contains a measure 
of the belief, in each one of them. In m-ary classification, the system provides a 
selected subset of the most likely hypotheses along with a quantitative measure of 
confidence or uncertainty. Figs 5.3 and 5.4 illustrate such concepts.

sensor
and —►

hard
decisionprocessing

fusion
decisiondecisionprocessing

decisionprocessing

fusion
decision

Hk

Individual sensor decisions
S1 82 ---- —  Sn Fusion Deosion
HO HO ---- HO HO
HI HO----- -----HO HO

HN HN — ---- HN HN

Fig 5.3 Hard decision data fusion contributions
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Most of the interest of this work relies on soft-decision classifiers. This kind of 
structures includes basically step-mode classifiers, parametric classifiers, and 
nonparametric or possibilistic classifiers. Fig 5.5 presents these three different soft- 
decision classifiers.

Step-mode classifiers include several multiple hard-decision thresholds for each 
hypothesis. The measure of confidence is simply a function of the number of individual 
hard-decisions for each class.

Parametric classifiers use conditional probabilities that model the behaviour of 
the contributors relating each specific classification. Thus, the parameters contained in 
the conditional probability matrix (CPM) must be known in advance. Moreover, in 
order to develop an accurate CPM it is necessary to know the probability density 
functions for each hypothetical target class. If the external factors have influence over 
those functions, then it will be necessary to build multiple CPM’s and let the 
situational data first choose the optimum CPM.

In contrast, possibilistic classifiers provide a measure of the distance between 
the measured primitives and a representation of those expected for each hypothesis. 
Since possibilistic classifiers do not require prior statistical representations of the 
measuring processes to quantify an uncertainty measure, they are typically fuzzy 
systems.

In addition to such “single-look” methods, which base their decision upon a 
single measurement of the target signal, the accumulated evidence from multiple, 
independent measurements refines the confidence in a classification. These sequential 
methods can range from simple M-out-of-N hard decisions, to rather more 
sophisticated approaches. Wald Observers, for example, are systems that, for each 
measurement, make one of three decisions: (1) accept hypothesis ho (typically “no 
signal present”), (2) accept hypothesis ( “signal present from class k”), or (3) 
perform one more measurement. Moreover, Sequential Bayesian Inference Machines 
(SBI) consider statistically independent measurements to compute a posteriori 
probabilities of correct classification since a priori probabilities are known and 
available.
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If the aim is to build Automatic Target Recognizers (ATR), then the designer 
must provide the system with a considerable knowledge about the several classes of 
such targets. This task is typically not co-operative by nature. Therefore, the required 
information is not in practice free from uncertainties. In most cases the ATR system
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has stored, in its memory, sets of unique signal characteristics that discriminate them 
among classes of targets. These sets are usually referred as targets' signatures. These 
signatures are acceptable if they are consistent, by presenting the necessary 
repeatability, being distinguishable from the background noise, and as invariant as 
possible with the target aspect. Such desired signature characteristics make ES 
systems the core of any ATR network, although in modem ATR systems optical and 
radar imagery information (colour, shape, size, etc..) cannot be discharged. A 
considerable improvement occurs if the ATR first selects among the available data 
which are the most significant pieces of information in order to classify an unknown 
emission. Furthermore, after such mission is successfully accomplished, the system 
may need only an even more reduced amount of information to follow up the 
designated tracks. Such capability may improve the performance of ATR systems 
avoiding processing overloads, and thus, allowing them to handle situational and ill- 
defined concepts. In such designs, where measurement devices can be less precise, 
generic primitives are perfectly acceptable.

The next item introduces microwave structures very similar to the microwave 
neurons, that can be applied in such possibilistic classifiers. In such data fused ES 
system the several primitives (parameter specialised or generic) are combined 
differently for each class/ID. Therefore, these machines are able to use situational data 
and only the more significant signal characteristics are selectively prospected. Another 
advantage of such novel architecture is that it fits well to retrofit old ES equipments 
and to use low cost measuring devices.

5.3 COMBINING DATA IN ATR SYSTEMS

The aim of this section is to discuss some ways of combining data in ATR 
systems.

Traditional ES systems apply only very elementary methods of pattern 
recognition. According to these principles, the system has stored in its memory (the 
“radar mode library”) the appropriate signatures of the expected radar emissions. For 
each measured signal parameter the system measures a primary confidence level. 
Afterwards, the system combines all of these partial confidence levels to obtain the 
final confidence level. Since such ES systems only consider crisp intervals, the primary 
confidence levels are simply 0 or 1. If the intercepted signal parameters follow inside 
the interval [Pmm, Pmax] then the confidence level is 1 else is 0. Here Pmin is the 
minimum value expected for parameter P and Pmax is the maximum value for the same 
parameter. The final confidence level usually expresses the ratio of parameters that fit 
into those “brackets”, or ""forchettes‘\  by aU the measurable parameters considered by 
the system. Fig 5.6 illustrates the concepts above.

One problem with this approach is that the system will require an increasingly 
more powerful processing capability as the number of parameters increases. There is 
no flexibility to consider only some of these parameters. Future ATR systems will use 
not only ES data but also ER, UV, radar imaging, IFF and much other different 
information to obtain the target class/ID. Another problem arises from the crisp nature 
of the parameter brackets. Considering the case shown in Fig 5.6, if the receiver 
measures the value of P as being Pi, then the confidence level would be 1. In contrast, 
if the receiver measures the same value as being P%, then the confidence level would 
be 0. This is obviously against common reasoning. In situations where ill-defined data 
are the sole clue to unveil the real emitter ID, such approach becomes clearly unfitted.
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Further problems arise if one considei/ the fact that most of the time the parameter 
bracket is not perfectly known. Thus the pattern matching is complicated by the 
uncertainties that exist in the measurements but also by the uncertainties that exist in 
the initial definitions of the target signal characteristics. The following sub-items 
comment some alternative ways of combining the obtained evidential primitives.

5.3.1 Bayesian Probability Approach

Probabilistic theory is the most common and the best understood among all 
methods for handling uncertainty. This theory unfolds into two distinct domains: the 
objectivist approach and the subjective approach. The first one is by far the more 
traditional. It takes the view that the probability of an event is the proportion of 
favourable events out of all possible events. In contrast, the subjectivist approach 
states that probability is a logic of degrees of belief. The probability of a hypothesis is 
a measure of a person’s degree of belief in that hypothesis given the available 
evidence. As a model of belief amendment the subjective probability theory is more 
normative than descriptive. That is, subjective probability prescribes an ideal method 
of establishing degrees of belief, and not how people actually evaluate belief 
themselves. Usually, people do not perform complex arithmetic in their routine 
reasoning.

Thus, subject probability is always context sensitive: there is not a notion of 
“absolute probabihty”, but in a conditional probability /?(H/E) of a hypothesis H given 
the evidence E. As a consequence, this approach is coherent with the intuitive 
properties of measures of belief [Kra. 93]:

Clarity: Propositions should be well defined

Scalar continuity: A single number is both necessary and sufficient for 
representing a degree of belief

Completeness: Any well-defined proposition has its degree of belief.

Context dependency: A belief assigned to a proposition can depend on 
the belief of other propositions

Hypothetical conditioning: There is a function that allows the belief in a 
conjunction of propositions to be calculated fi'om the belief in one 
proposition, and the belief in other proposition given that the first one is 
true.

Complementarity: The belief in the negation of a proposition is a 
monotonically decreasing function of the belief in the proposition itself 
Consistency: There will be equal belief in propositions that are logically 
equivalent.

Therefore, to deduce the conditional probability of a hypothesis, assuming 
several sparse pieces of information, it requires first to identify the information that is 
relevant to the problem in hand. The system must verify if each of the items of
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evidence influences the degree of belief in a hypothesis. The second step is to combine 
them using a pre-determined rule. The Bayesian rule of conditioning states that:

(51)

Expression (5 .1) afihrms that the revised belief in hypothesis ‘h’ after observing 
evidence ‘e’, /?(h/e), is obtained by multiplying the prior belief in ‘h’, /?(h), by the 
probability of ‘e’ to materialise once ‘h’ is true, /?(e/h). Thus, the application of 
Bayesian methods requires the knowledge of both a priori probabilities p(h) and state- 
conditional probability density functions. Therefore, in an ATR system both /?(h) and 
/?(pm/ hk) must be known. Here p(pm/ hk) is the probability density function of 
measuring the parameter value pm given that the state of nature is hk, or the state- 
conditional probability density for pm. Many authors also refer to the function p { ^ J  hk) 
as the likelihood of hk with respect to pm.

Hence, by mean of such pieces of information and by measuring the value of 
the parameter pm one can guess if the true state of nature by applying Bayes rule:

Here hk is one of the possible true state of nature, connoting a unique class/ID, 
among all the possible states defined by hi.

Bayes rule shows how observing the value of pm changes the a priori 
probability p(hk) to the a posteriori probability /?(hk/pm). Fig 5.6 presents an example 
of such transformation for a two-hypothesis classification case hi and hi.

The decision process is very simple: ifp(h%/pm) > /?(h2/pm) the system is inclined 
to decide for hi, in contrast, if the opposite situation is true, than the decision will 
bound to hi.

Of course, this is not that simple for most target recognition procedures. First, 
most ATR systems will measure not only one but several parameters and, 
consequently, the scalar pm must be replaced by the feature vector (or primitive vector 
P). Second, normally there are much more than only two possible classes. Third, there 
are cases in which some kinds of mistake are more costly than others.

To analyse such complex situations, first it is helpful to define Q = {hi, 
h2,....,hs} as the finite set containing the s states of nature, and A={ a i, a 2,...,aa} as the 
finite set of all possible actions to be taken. Furthermore, let A,(ai/hj) be the loss 
incurred for taking action a, when the real state of nature is hj. Finally, it will also be 
assumed that the feature vector P has m random variable components for which 
p(P/hj) is the likelihood of hj in respect to P.

Therefore, applying Bayes rule to this situation provides:

(55)
•Zp{? I h,)p{h,)
7=1
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Fig 5.6 - Transformation of an a priori probability an a posteriori
probability p(hk/pm).

Thus, if the final decision indicates ĥ  as the true state of matter, then the 
system will trigger action ak. However, if the true state is not hk, but hg, it will imply in 
a loss ^(ak/hg). In consequence, the conditional risk of taking the action ak when the 
receiver measures a feature vector P is defined by:
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« ( a .  /P )  =  (5 4)

To simplify notation let us define Xij = ^(ai /hj) and R\ = R{a\ /F).
Thus, for the two-category case it becomes:

R, = X .,p ( /; , / P )  + X „p (/!, / P )  (5.5 a)

&  = K p { ^  / P) + >-22#2 / P) (5.5 b)

If the decision is taken in order to minimise the risks, it could decide for hi if:

(̂ 21 /P)>(^12 -^22)K^2 /P) (5.6)

It is natural to expect that both factors multiplying the conditional probabilities 
are positive, once the loss caused by making a mistake is usually greater than the loss 
of being correct. Therefore, making use of Bayes rule, the system decides for wi when:

(%2, -^iiMP''*iW *,)>(^i2 !K ) p { K )  (5 7)

Another possible outcome is to make the same decision when:

>-1 2 - ^ 2 2  # 2 ) , 5  g\

The term of the left side of expression (5.8) is the likelihood ratio.
In classification problems, each state of nature is habitually associated with one 

specific class among the c possible ones, and the action % is usually interpreted as the 
decision for hj. In this case s = c = a. Thus the classifier assigns a feature vector P to 
class hi if:

fbralljT^i

Where gi(P), for i=l,2,....,c are the discriminant functions.

Thus, this classifier is a machine that automatically computes c discriminant 
functions and selects the class corresponding to largest discriminant. The traditional 
solution is to consider gi(P) =^R |), where fis a monotonically increasing function.

Hence, Bayesian calculus imposes a strict discipline on knowledge engineering 
and, in addition, provides a useful tool for representing and updating subjective 
probabilities. However, the Bayesian approach is not entirely suitable to handle 
incompleteness, vagueness and irrelevance.

Incompleteness can be either with respect to individual parameters (specific 
values are missing), or with respect to individual hypothesis not being assumed, or 
even partial or complete ignorance of how to build the model. Conceptually, 
probability density functions could represent vagueness. Nevertheless, this is only 
feasible when a population of relevant observations is available, or such function can 
be elicited from human experts, and this is frequently not the case. Irrelevance may add
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to much useless computation efifort to the system that may turn the Bayesian approach 
intractable. As a certain degree of ignorance about the signal environment is always 
present, irrelevant pieces of information cannot be easily thrown away.

Thus, Bayesian inference is clearly recommended if the following points are 
satisfied [Kra. 93];

a) Knowledge in the domain of interest can reasonably be assumed to 
satisfy the properties of measures of belief.

b) There is access to the appropriate sources (or experts) fi’om whom both 
a qualitative domain model and the relevant probabilities can be elicited.

c) In the domain it is not necessary to reason explicitly with some of the 
non-probabilistic sources of uncertainty (vagueness, incompleteness, 
propensity, ambiguities, inconsistencies, irrelevancies, etc...). That is 
not to say that the Bayesian fiamework cannot deal with such concepts, 
but that some additional features must be provided to support these 
extensions.

d) The domain is reasonably constrained in size.

As a consequence, ATR systems should apply a method to combine the 
available information robust enough to cope with the uncertainties inherent to the 
signal recognition problem. The chosen method must be able to be successful when the 
system is unable to assign meaningful prior probabilities to all the events relevant to 
the problem. Moreover, a significant drawback of the Bayesian theory is that, once it 
assumes that all relevant knowledge is encoded into the model, subsequent knowledge 
cannot be easily inserted into the model. The following sub-items will examine 
alternative methods that may be more appropriate for ATR systems.

5.3.2 Dempster-Shafer Evidential Reasoning Approach

The Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence [Sme.94], or epistemic theory, is an 
alternative, and more general, model to assess numerical degrees of belief than 
Bayesian probability. The main distinctions between the Dempster-Shafer and the 
Bayesian approaches are:

a) The belief functions of Dempster-Shafer theory are "set" functions 
rather then point values. In this case, belief may be assigned to sets of 
propositions without there being a necessary requirement to distribute 
belief with finer granularity among individual propositions of the set.

b) The Dempster-Shafer theory rejects the law of additivity for belief in 
disjoint propositions or sets of propositions. In other words, the belief 
in a proposition plus the belief of its negation does not need to sum one.

c) The Dempster-Shafer model uses a combination rule for the pooling of 
evidence originated fiom a variety of sources.
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The first difference introduces the capability to handle ignorance about certain 
subjects. One may believe in a proposition but has no evidence to support any of its 
individual subsets. In the ES problem this occurs when the system identifies a signal as 
being a tracking radar, for example, but cannot discriminate it among the others of its 
class. The second one signifies that the absence of belief in one proposition does not 
necessarily mean that there is a corresponding belief in the negation of that 
proposition. Consequently, the Dempster-Shafer approach admits a complete non
commitment to the truth of a proposition or its negation. Finally, the Dempster rule 
allows that transference of the belief from the first argument to the smaller hypothesis 
set supported by the second argument, and combined with that argument’s belief.

Epistemic probability uses the assessment of prior knowledge and weights all 
the available evidence for and against any proposition. Thus, given the set of all 
meaningful propositions to a problem, U ={Ai}, then Dempster rule observes the 
following principles;

a) The product of basic assignments of two propositions that are 
consistent leads to the assignment to another proposition contained 
within the two original propositions.

/w^Ai) = /w;(Ai)./W2(Ai) (5.9)

or

/W;(AnVAg). mXAgVArn) = w+(Ag) (5.10)

b) Multiplying the basic assignments of an uncertainty by the basic 
assignment of any other proposition leads to a contribution to that 
proposition:

w(Ak) = /wu(U)./WA(Ak) (5.11)

c) Multiplying uncertainty by uncertainty leads to new assignment of 
uncertainty:

/w/(U)./W2(U) = /M+(U) (5.12)

d) If there is an inconsistency between the knowledge sources, that is, if 
one knowledge source assigns mi(Ai) and the other one m%(A2), where 
Ai and A: can be partially or entirely disjoint. In this case, the product 
of the basic assignment provides a measure of inconsistency k, of the 
form:

fi= /77;(Ai).W2(A2) (5.13)

These rules indicate that Belief and Plausibility measures (item 2.6.1) are 
assembled and updated using new evidence. A special branch of epistemic theory, as 
explained in [Kli.95], deals with bodies of evidence whose focal elements are nested 
(or consonant). This is referred as possibility theory which is the subject of the next 
subitem.
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5.3.3 Possibility Theory Approach

Possibilistic Theory is a logic of partial ignorance. It uses propositional 
calculus formulas to which a possibility degree or a necessity degree, between 0 and 1 
is attached to the any proposition as commented in Chapter 2. Therefore, let II(/z) and 
N(/z) be the possibility and necessity of the hypothesis h [Dub.91a]. Thus:

a) N(/?) = 1 means that, from available knowledge, h is certainly true; in 
contrast, n(/?)=0 means that it is impossible for h to be true.

b) n (0 )  = N(0) =0; n(I) = N(J)=1; where 0  and \ denote the 
contradiction and the tautology, respectively.

c) V/?, n(/?) = 1-N( - 1/7), which signifies that h is impossible only if - 1/7

is certainly true.

d) n(/7) - n (-i A) =1; or equivalently, N(/7)= N(-i/7)=0, expresses that, from 
available knowledge, nothing can disprove or confirm h. That means 
the system is totally ignorant in respect to if h is or not true.

e) V/7i, V/72, n(/7i V hi) = MAX(II(/7i), II(/72));.
n(/7i A hi) < MiN(n(/7i), n(/72));
N(/7i a  hi) = MIN(N(/7i), N(/72)); and
N(/7i V  hi) > M AX(N(/7i), N(/72».

Which are the basic axioms of possibility measures

f) MAX(n(/7), n(^/7)) =1; and 
MIN(N(/7), N(^/7) = 0..

g) V/7 g  Q; where Q is the frame of discernment, then II(/7) > N(/7)

h) V/7 Ç Q; N(/7)>0 => n(/7)=l; and
n(/7)<l => N(/7)=0

Note first, the important distinction between the semantics of probable and 
possible. Suppose there are several possible hypothesis given by the set H = {/7i, 
/72,...,/7n}. If there is an equal confidence in any one of these hypothesis. Then, the 
system should assign an uniform probability distribution to those hypothesis, which 
sums to unity. Thus, if N is large, the probability of any one of them to be true is low. 
Any individual hypothesis becomes more improbable not because of its logic 
qualifications, but because it is ^''crowded ou t\ In contrast, all of these values are 
equally possible, and each one will have a possibility value close to one. This closeness 
to unity will be more or less true depending on the grade of the logic quahfication of 
each hypothesis. Moreover, none of such hypothesis are necessary, and thus the grade 
of their necessity must be also very close to zero. As seen in Chapter 2 for belief 
measures, the concept of grading both possibility and necessity is captured quite 
naturally and elegantly by the use of fuzzy numbers. In resume, possibilistic theory 
using fuzzy concepts is more apropriate in situat^ions in which a fundamental role is
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■e .
played by indefinitness arising more from a sort of intrinsic ambiguity than from 
statistical variation^ Luc. 72],

Therefore, the possibilistic approach give the ATR system the capacity of 
dealing with vague data. This is very important, since even vague implications are 
modelled by means of the GMPP, the Generalised Modus Ponendo Ponens. (Chapter 
3).

As an example, consider a system that has in its knowledge-base the 
information given in Table V. 1. It shows the estimated atributes of four different radar 
emitters. The application of possibility theory, in a very simple way, starts by assigning 
a unit possibility to all possible hypotheses. The attribute estimates are related to 
emitter types through belief measures. For example, consider a measured signal S = 
[PI, P2, P3]. If a given measured primitives match the characteristics of one of the 
emitter types, the belief that such emission is in fact a member of that class is not 
decreased. However, if any of the measured primitives is inconsistent with the ones of 
that class, the belief that the signal is from that class is multiplied by 
Where ®££(Pn) signifies the confidence, or belief, in that specific measured value.

Thus, assume, for example, that the ATR system receives a signal SI = 
(a4,b2,c2) for which the confidence in the measurements of each individual parameter 
are; îB£X(Pl=a4) = 80 %, ^BEZ(P2=b2) = 90%, and î8îEZ(P3=c2) = (30%). In this 
case, the possibility that S1 belongs to class K is expressed by:

H(R) = 7Tpi(?î).7rp2(?ï).7rp3(?î) (5.14)

Where the possibility masses for the individual parameters are defined by

TABLE V.l - ESTIMATED ATRIBUTES OF 4 DIFFERENT RADAR
EMITTERS

Target
Type

PI P2 P3 Actual Target

R a4 b2 c3 a4/b2/c3

B al b2 cl a3/b2/cl

C a4 bl c3 al/bl/c3

D a4 b3 c2 a4/b3/c2

1; if measure of parameter agrees with the previous knowledge about K 

1 - *BTJJ{—ç ) , if the measure of parameter P^ d(S3(iaee5 
with the previous knowledge about H

So, the value of the possibility that SI is an emission from radar K is:

n (R )= (l).(l).(l-30) = 70%

Alternatively other different beliefs in the hypothesis that the emitter is in fact
K can be defined as well. For example, a more pessimistic approach of that same belief 
is given by the belief measure:
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(K)= (,8).(.9).(l-30) = 50%

Nonetheless, the most sceptical approach is given by the necessity measure 
N(?t) that according to its definition would be;

N(R)=l-n(-,R):0

Similarly, other options for the belief measures expressing a more credule are 
also possible. Lets define an overall plausibility of K as:

P̂Û[K) = ( 1 - 7 [ p i ( —iK)). (7 [p 2 (—i R ) ) .  (7 [p 3 (—iK ) )

(5.15)

Therefore:

fP/(fî)=l-(.2).(.l)(30)«99%

Here iPl(K) is the plausibility that signal is fi'om class K, meaning the belief that
SI is not completely uncompatible with class K.

Note that to assemble all those multiple possibilities of describing the belief in
the proposition “ SJ is a signal originated from radar /T' the mat atical tool to 
combine the several individual beliefs is the OWM operator.

5.4 MICROWAVE PHASE CLASSIFIERS AND FUZZY RADAR 
IDENTIFICATION FILTERS

Chapter 4 presented the microwave neural networks which turned out to be 
quite appealing for classification purposes. Nevertheless, there are some problems still 
unsolved. One of the major dilemmas faced by the system designer is how to proceed 
the training for the microwave neurons. Most of the times, the extensive training 
scheme required to learn the hundreds of radars that are nowadays stored in the RML 
is unachievable. A natural solution to this issue is to mimic the biological brain 
structure and allow the network to work by domains: some sub-networks specialising 
to groups of radars and simply ignoring others. Furthermore, in such philosophy, it is 
unduly restrictive to concentrate the infbrmatiom exclusively on phase. An incomplete 
list of potentially relevant primitives, operating on multiple signal inputs, is given in 
table V.l [Ben.94].
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TABLE V.2 - RELEVANT PRIMITIVES

TYPE OF OPERATION FORM OF IMPLEMENTATION

combine independent evidential measurements detect amplitudes and use usual 
amplitude neurons

derive non-coherent aggregate power use sum of square-law detector 
outputs

power ratios • subtract log-law detector outputs
• relinearise if necessary

assesf coherence • hard-limit inputs
• form their vector sum
• compare with computed linear 

sum
determine relative phase • hard limit signal and reference

• find I and Q cross correlations
• normally derive phase difference 

as digital quantity
add phase values operate numerically, normally modulo 

2ti
boolean operations selects inputs by appropriate filters
inequalities • select inputs by appropriate filters

• detect and compare amplitudes

In addition there are the usual parameters measured by classical ES systems 
and several other sources of measurement^ and situational information that may 
contribute independent evidence towards a single decision. The combined evidence, 
thus, may then be aggregated by some data fusion technique as commented before. 
The result may have several uses:

a) to generate a “class” label to attach to the signal PDW;

b) or to channelise the signal;

c) or to replace the raw signal by a digital record;

d) or to identify what further measurements are required prior to taking 
any of the foregoing decisions.

The last of these options, the Wald Observer, is particularly important. The 
basic characteristic of these systems should be to reach tentative decisions as quickly 
as possible, and then to focus on the minimum further signal collection and/or analysis 
required either to confirm a tentative hypothesis with acceptable evidence, or else to 
permit a sufiBciently confident choice between competing alternative interpretations. 
Of course, some of the sources of evidence will be analogue signals, while others are 
digital data. Some will arise from the observed signal environment, others fi'om the 
known or assessed operational scenario.

A meta-knowledge adaptation is also required at these stages. This is translated 
by relative weights to be given to different items of evidence and the decision
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thresholds in interpreting such evidence. Such factors are typically scenario dependent 
of the kind “no friend or neutral is likely to venture there” or “with this target location, 
course and speed I cannot afford to defer a’friend-or-foe’ decision any longer”. In 
extreme cases, zero weights may be assigned to certain pieces of information 
considered as irrelevant in that specific situation.

The evidence aggregation functional blocks for each individual radar mode, 
group of radar modes and groups of such groups are designated Fuzzy Identification 
Filters (FIF). Depending on the level of the data fusion, these FEFs can be of several 
hierarchical levels corresponding to specific radars, platforms, fleets, etc...

First, very simple microwave neurons will act as evidence aggregators, or 
experts. In this sense, for untrained structures, it is misleading to call them neurons and 
the term "microwave phase classifiers" {mpc) is more adequate. Such devices are 
studied in the next sub-item. They will provide inputs to an array of basic FIFs. In 
subsequent sub-items, other types of information will be included resulting in 
increasingly complex FIFs.

5.4.1 - Evidence Aggregation bv Microwave Phase Classifiers

Consider as an example a set of structures similar to those presented in 
Chapter 4, but with random weights. These structures are not optimised to any specific 
signals and thus individually their responses are not meaningful. However, as there is 
some previous knowledge about the expected signals, the outputs for prototypical 
signals corresponding to the several classes of emitters is somewhat simple to obtain. 
That is, the individual response of each classifier composes the theoretical template for 
each identification class. Therefore, if there is a sufficient number of such devices, the 
aggregate evidence may be enough to define layers of different degrees of belief for 
each of these classes.

This approach differs significantly from the one presented in the last chapter. 
Now the individual responses are not so important as the aggregate information that 
can be extracted from the set of “neurons” as a whole. These collections of mpc are 
referred hereafter as “chains”. The combined response provided by each FIF shall 
reflect the suitability of each alternative. The significance of these final reponses is a 
degree of belief based on the actual evidence and knowledge that the corresponding 
radar mode is actually operating. This degree of belief, as commented in previous 
chapters, does not need to add to 1. In general, as commented before, the FIF related 
to radar Ri will perform an operation over all the individual suitabilities:

îRi= 0 *ŴJÏ(si,S2,....,Sn) (5.16)

where N is the number of mpc's in the chain;
jiRi = membership function to the identification Ri;

= degree of belief that the signal is originated in radar Ri; and 
Sk = suitability provided by the k* phase classifier to alternative Ri.

Fig 5.7 presents this system architecture
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Fig 5.7 - Chain of mpc feeding a set of FIFs

In the case of very similar signals some specific classifiers can be trained to act 
as important experts. They can be tuned to extract- the subtle differences that 
distinghish such classes. This will provide a biased evidential aggregator for normally 
obscure cases. The final layer consists of a single block that performs the choict 
operator, usually of the kind MAXoptions-

Finally the factors in the matrix that defines the (yWSi operator have to be 
found. This can be rather complex as this space is typically multimodal and noisy, and 
thus, unfnendly enough to allow a successful gradient search operation. In these cases, 
sometimes a random search algorithm is more appropriate, although they habitually 
suffer from “Bellman’s malady” or “the curse of dimensionality”. Nevertheless, such 
constraints are minimised if this random search is limited by some rules as, for 
example, what happens with genetic algorithms [Gol.89].

However, in most cases random weights will lead to useful networks. The next 
item describes some simple examples that indicate the usefulness of such technique.

5.5 SIGNAL CLASSIFICATION BY MICROWAVE CLASSIFIERS

Before analysing the responses of the microwave classifiers, it is necessary to 
define, in the following examples, which are the signals to be classified. Among all the 
possible emissions, the system will need to identify the same si, s2, s3, s4, s5 and s6 
that were described in chapter 4.

The first example consists of an elementary network of only one classifier. The 
weights, or synaptic matrices, of such microwave phase classifier were chosen at 
random and are given by:

0.1988 + 1.59041 
0.0322 -k 0.88921 
-1.2992 -f 1.18261 

1.8175 - 0.58431
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Fig 5.8 - Block diagram of a single classifier, in which 
the signal phases are perfectly known.

assumed linear as for the signal phases the sum is 
the FIF discrimination function, ^e((sn) can assume 
the system uses; %

Initially, it will be 
assumed that the phase of 
the input signal is 

! perfectly known. Thus, in
this example there is no 

I ^  companion classifier to 
I provide the phase

reference This is not 
usually true, nevertheless, 
such assumption is made 
to simplify the basic 
network paradigm. The 
block diagram of this 
inference engine is as 
detailed in Fig. 5.8.

As before, the 
activation function “f ’ is 

intrinsically non-linear. Moreover, 
several forms In the first example.

(Sunkno\wi)= l-min(IO*(abs(y(Sunknoxvn)-y(sn)))) (5.17)

The discrimination obtained by this system is given by Figures 5.9 to 5.14 for 
incoming signals and discrimination parameters varying from si to s6.

^  this function was choosen as the most succesful am ong the several ones that the author has 
investigated.

iaeai FIF for s i

&04■o
0 3

s2,s3 & s4

frequency (GHz)

Fig 5.9 - Single FIF ideal network for sn = si
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Fig 5.10-Single FIF ideal network for sn = s2
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Fig. 5.11 - Single FIF ideal network for sn = s3
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ideal  FIF for s 4
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frequency (GHz)

Fig 5.12 - Single FIF ideal network for sn = s4
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frequency (GHz)

Fig 5.13 - Single FIF ideal network for sn = s5
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Ideal FIF for s 6
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0.7 ■
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S '0 ,4
■O

0,3

0.2

frequency (GHz)
Fig 5.14 - Single FIF ideal network for sn = s6

One should note that the discrimination using only one FIF, in spite of 
considering the ideal phase condition where the reference is perfectly known, is not 
very good if the frequency parameter is not measured as well Nevertheless, if the 
frequency is known, even if not precisely, the network descriminates the six signals 
quite well

The second example presents a more complex network This network has six 
classifiers with synaptic weights given by

[S‘Wi] =

" 0.2193 - 1.4432i ' ■-0.1458 + 0.25541"
0.8038 - 0.6220i 0.3700 - 0.86131

-0.9088 + 1 6884i [S^2] = -1.1956 + 0.34671
_ 0.1198 - 1 79881 -0.8646 - 2.09641

"-0.0352 + 003081" " 0.0789 - 0.03301 "
0.3700 - 0.86131 0.3700 - 0.86131

-0.9649 + 0.61601 [S1^4] = -0.6090 + 0.67101
-0.6228 - 2.27131 -0.2916 - 2.39061

■-0.1994 - 0.85801" ■ 0.0221 - 1.29281 '
1.0860 - 0.89501 0.2244 - 1.31251

-0.5787 f  1.11141
[sw ,] =

-1.1691 + 1 79501
-0.0313 - 2.18011 -0.3389 - 1.02281

Furthermore, this same network presents more auxiliary, or companion, 
classifiers with the following synaptic weights:
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0.2193-1.44321' 
.2550-0.89871 

-1.0621 + 1.73051 
0.1443-1.65511 _

■ 0.226-1.06081 ■ 
0.2550-0.89871 
1.1454 + 1.35571 

-0.1482-1.77541

-0.1535-1.33781" 
0.4027-1.01531 

-1.0459 + 1.49811 
0.0241-1.77851

-0.0725-1.17611 
0.2550-0.89871 
-1.1815 + 1.51071 
-0.0413-1.66121

0.0393-1.06951 " 
0.2550-0.89871 
-1.0532 + 1.3029 
-0.0875-1.87111_

-0.0892-1.48121" 
0.0861-1.05971 
-1.0621 + 1.73051 
0. .623-1.32391

The expression for the belief function, (BeCf.J, is the same as before. However, 
the variable y, for a signal sX Is calculated In two steps. First, ypon is calculated 
through the routine “aroda” which defines:

<<yref=unwrap(angle(5'W^.'*process(sREF(4,:),p,l)))-
unwrap(angle(5^).’*process(sREF(4,:),p,l)));

ymed=unwrap(angle(5'H{'*process(sX,p,l))-angle(5^„-'*process(,p,l)));
ypon=abs(unwrap(yref-ymed));>>

Afterwards, y Is calculated by means of:

/  \  /
y  = Xyi

V i y
(5.18)

The proposed system is pictured In Fig 5.15

fixed value

degree o f 
beliefi phase 

classifier

i*” myst

weights

FIFi

Fig 5.15 - Schematic diagram for each FIF of the second example
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The responses obtained from this network are shown in Fig 5-16 to 5 19
The output of each FIF was renamed “resemblance” to the corresponding 

signal In this case, the several FIF’s are, thus, a sort of matched filter based in the 
phase response of the microwave components Nevertheless, the situation may 
improve drastically if the FIF’s are able to accept as well other kinds of information 
and combine them The parameters to be considered by the FIF’s should be the ones 
that substantially improve discrimination capability Parameters that do not contribute 
significantly must be excluded Therefore, the parameters analysed by the individual 
FIF may differ from one another, reflecting the peculiarities of the several template 
emissions

(D
(I)

Œ>
CD

<D■o

resemblance to s1
1

0.5

0

1

0.5

0

1

0.5

resemblance to s2
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resemblance to s3
8 10 12 

resemblance to s4
1

0.5

0 - -—
8 10 12 

resemblance to s5
8 10 12 

resemblance to s6

0 5

8 10
frequency

12 ^ 8 To 12
frequency

FIG 5.16 - Response of the proposed network to signal si. The different FIF’s 
deliver a degree of belief corresponding to the “resemblance” of si with each one

of the other signals

Fig 5.16 presents the responses delivered by the six FIF’s to signal si FIFI 
gives a rather “wide” response around the expected frequency and a peak near 11.6 
GHz. The other FIF’s provide very little evidence that the intercepted signal is any one 
of the remaining signals of interest The classification in this case is accurate unless the 
signal frequency drifts to the vicinity of 11.̂  GHz, which is mostly unlikely.
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Fig 5.17 - Response of the proposed network to signals si, s2 and s3 which have 
the same polarisation and different frequencies. The different FIF’s deliver a 
degree of belief corresponding to the “resemblance” of si with each one of the

other signals
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Fig 5.18 - Response of the proposed network to signal s5. The different FIF’s 
deliver a degree of belief corresponding to the “resemblance” of si with each one

of the other signals
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Signals s2, s3 and s4 have similar polarisation, thus, the response provided by 
the different FIFs are triggered as frequency changes. Fig 5 17 shows that the 
discrimination is also quite accurate In this case, where there are three different 
decision regions separated by 1 GHz (around 8 GHz, 9 GHz and 10 GFIz), the 
decision curves are somewhat narrower around the expected frequency values

Signal s5 is 45° slant polarised, and thus it provides a little bit more 
perturbation in most of the unmatched FIF’s. Nevertheless, Fig. 5 .18 indicates that the 
classification is also quite accurate Note that FIF5 has a surprisingly asymmetric 
response around the expected signal frequency
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1 1

0 5 0.5
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Fig 5.19 - Response of the proposed network to signal s6. The different FIF’s 
deliver a degree of belief corresponding to the “resemblance” of si with each one

of the other signals

Here, at Fig 5.19, again is verified a “wide” response for FIF6 to its 
corresponding signal
Again the discrimination was successful. One may note that FIF’s 5 and 6 are very 
well matched against the opposite signals This brings to mind the idea of 
discriminating a signal not only by how much it matches a given FIF, but as well by 
how much the other FIF’s reject it This can be useful to reduce the number of FIF’s.

The polarisation response is however a bit more complicated. Fig 5.20 shows 
in the upper figure the performance of FIFI to different polarisation tilts in signal si, 
and in the lower part, the same considerations for FIF2 and signal s2 The variations 
are the same that were used in Chapter 4 First, as signal si changes its polarisation the 
degree of belief at 9 GHz decreases and the maximum drives to the lower side of the 
frequency spectrum However, the opposite happens to the peak around 11.6 GHz 
which drives to the upper side of the spectrum. For FIF2 and s2 what happens is that 
the maximum degree of belief drives to the upper side of the spectrum. These curves 
show that the dependence in the signal's polarisation is high.
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colour key: red - no polarisation tilt
green - tilt 
cyan - 2"̂  tilt 
magenta - 3'  ̂tilt 
blue-4'^ tilt 
black - 5'̂  tilt 
yellow - tilt

all tilts are the same as the ones indicated in Chapter 4 from Figs 4.24 to 4.28.

resp on se  of FF1 for polarisation variations
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resp on se  of FF2 for polarisation variations
1
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Fig. 5.20 - Polarisation responses of FIFI and FIF2 for their corresponding 
signals. The polarisation variations are defined by the polarisation training

matrices given in Chapter 4.

The next pages present Figs 5,21 and 5.22 which are the theoretical responses 
for the remaining FIF’s. The same observations made for FIFI and FIF2 remain valid. 
However FIF 6 seems to be the one which presents the most unsteady behaviour.
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response of FF3 for polarisation variations
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Fig. 5.21 - Polarisation response of FIFE and FIFE for their corresponding 
signals. The polarisation variations are defined by the polarisation training

matrices given in Chapter 4.
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Fig. 5.22 - Polarisation responses of FIF5 and FIF6 for their corresponding 
signals. The polarisation variations are defined by the polarisation training

matrices given in Chapter 4.
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As done before for the microwave neurons, a solution for this problem can be 
found by combining into a single FIF the expected responses for more than one 
polarisation That is, taking into account the variations This can be done using a MAX 
operator or even an OT0T Fig 5.23 shows the response o f FEF6 for two polarisations 
(the central one and two steps ahead) It’s behaviour, shown in the upper part o f FIG 
5,23, shows significant improvements Its discriminating capability to all the signals of 
interest is presented at the lower part o f the same figure.

Ô)

o
a >0)
i_O)a>■o

response of FF6 2pol for signals s1 to s6

9 10
frequency

response of FF6 for 2 pol references
1

0.5

0

Fig. 5.23 - Polarisation responses of FIF6 with dual polarisation reference for 
signal s6. The polarisation variations are defined by the polarisation training 

matrices given in Chapter 4. The lower figure presents the discriminating 
capability of such modified FIF6.

As commented before, other discrimination fimctions can be used to define 
different FIF’s. An example of alternative form for (Bellsn) is;

‘Belsn (SunknoNMi) = l-(abs(sin (y(sn)-y(Sunkno\m))/max(y(Sunkno\^),.01) (5.19)

This was done through the operations:

«yrem inwrap(angle(W un.'*process(s(4,:),p,l)))-
unwrap(angle(Wcm.'*process(s(4,:),p,l)));
ymed=unwrap(angle(Wun.'*process(x,p,l))-angle(Wcm.'*process(x,p,l))),
ypon=abs(unwrap(yref-ymed));
y(n)= 1 -(abs(sin(ypon))/max(ypon,. 01 ) ) ; »

The new responses from the six FEFs are given from 5.24 to 55.26.
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response of FF1
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Fig 5.24 - Responses provided by FIFl and FIF2 using the discriminating
function

(S unknow n) l “ ( a b s ( s i n  ( y ( s n ) ” y ( S u n k n o w n ) ) /O ia x ( y ( S u n k n o w n ) ï* d l )

The response o f FIFl is narrower, although the discriminating capability is not 
as high as before Note that the degree o f belief for the unmatched signals are around 
the ,5 level.
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response of FF3
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Fig 5.25 - Responses provided by FIFE and FIFE using the discriminating
function

(Sunknown) =  l  ( a b s ( s in  (y(sn)-y(Su„known))/max(y(Sunknown),.01)

Fig 5.25 presents the responses from FIF 3 and FIF4 that present a behaviour 
very similar to si and s2.
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Fig 5.26 - Responses provided by FIF5 and FIF6 using the discriminating
function

(Sunknow.) =  l - ( a b s ( s i n  (y (s n ) -y (S u „ k n o w n )) /m a x (y (S u „ k n o w n ),.0 1 )

The most interesting point shown in Fig 5.26 is that for FIF5 the degree of 
belief for the unmatched signals is even higher than .5 for most frequencies.

5.6 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter introduced the concepts of data fusion. It was shown how 
different pieces of information can be combined in order to achieve a final decision. 
This epistemic philosophy, in which the system collects as much evidence as possible 
to perform the discrimination, and the microwave neurons, described in Chapter 4, 
lead to a new kind of architecture using microwave phase classifiers or mpc.

The response of the several mpc are combined in functional blocks that were 
named FIF’s, or fuzzy identification filters. Each FIF is a hardware or software 
structures (or even a combination of both) which by means of fuzzy logics provides a 
degree of belief that the incoming signal belongs to a specified class.

Each FIF may also take into account other parameters different from the 
outputs of the mpc’s in order to increase their discrimination capability. The 
parameters analysed by the several individual FIF's may differ from one another, 
reflecting the peculiarities of the several template emissions. For example, in a 
universe of signals in which one of them presents a frequency of 18 GHz, while all 
the others are in the 5 to 10 GHz interval, the system may use this characteristic as the 
most important factor to discriminate that specific signal. Other signals may have other 
most important discriminant parameters. Thus the typical Bel(sn), where sn is a 
template signal, is;

^4n(s)=0W A [% l(s),B eln2  (s),...BelnN(s)] (5.20)

The optimisation for the choice of parameters that will be considered by a FIF 
is a matter for study. The more parameters are at the Inference Engine disposal the 
more it can combine such parameters, but the more it needs to be strict to consider just 
those which are in fact important to the many discriminating situations. Many modem 
techniques can be applied in this effort as for example, an optimisation procedure 
based on genetic algorithms following the steps described in [Kun.93] up to more 
sophisticated evolutionary experiments as described in [Tan.95].

The next chapter will present the performance of some system examples in
time.

Among the most important conclusions, one can observe that the robustness of the 
fuzzy system against polarisation changes is not good, It was as well verified that the choice 
of the discriminating function for the FIF’s is a compromise between its sharpness for the 
right response and the true absolute degrees of belief of the wrong ones.
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CHAPTER 6

UPGRADING CLASSICAL ES INTO 
EPISTEMIC SYSTEMS

This chapter presents the main lines that were used to achieve a novel 
epistemic ES system. The design of this new approach is based on the theoretical 
concepts presented in the previous chapters. Moreover, this chapter can also be seen 
as a guide for conducting long R&D programs in developing centres. In these places, 
the very limited incomes create working conditions that differ drastically from those 
found in the UK.

Chapters hâs provided an insight i-nTothe data fusion approach for ES systems. 
It also introduced the application of frizzy logics in conjunction uA^phase classifiers. 
The phase classifiers are elementary structures similar to the phase neurons presented 
in chapter 4. That chapter aimed to introduce theoretical concepts to build non- 
conventional ES systems employing the unconventional techniques explained on the 
previous ones. As a sequence, this chapter exposes some ideas introduced into the 
upgrade of an obsolete “backbone” ES system.

The main objective of this project is to overcome the inner problems of systems 
using less sophisticated pieces of hardware. The new architecture must compromise 
the typical low cost circuitry, which must be affordable and maintainable by rather 
simple workshops, and the demands of the expected electromagnetic environment. The 
proposed solution aimîto be intelligent enough to deal with the inaccuracies imposed 
by such hardware and the lack of knowledge of the complete description of most 
threat signals. The introduction of phase classifiers in these conceptually old systems is 
not yet implemented in practice. The problem faced at the moment is the bulkiness of 
the set of phase classifiers requi ^ed by such a p«ototype.

Above all, the present approach explores the fact that frequently the missions 
destined F̂ RSuch ES systems are not as demanding as, for instance, the expected Soviet 
threat in the “cold war” period. In opposition to the 10 million pulses per second, 
previously foreseen for the Soviet threat [Dod. 90], most expected scenarios, for 
localised conflicts consider rather low pulse densities, specially before an attack takes 
place [Mad.85 & Mac.95]. This is true once neither side has technical supremacy over 
the other and will hardly be confident enough to occupy large portions of the 
spectrum. In these cases, success is more a function of the creativity and skill of the 
command than in any other factor. In typical situations, the most important is to know 
exactly the capabilities of the equipments in hand and to use them effectively. This is 
far more important then to have modem equipment but any knowledge of what to 
expect and how accurate is the undergoing analysis. Thus, in such scenarios, the 
system’s performance is not crucial. In contrast, the availability and the reliability of 
the systems are the vital elements.

In summary, this chapter first discusses how an intelligent syneih-hŵ be
combined wrK unsophisticated hardware in order to ensure the desired system 
effectiveness. It will then present an alternative solution applying phase classifier 
arrays. It also presents simulations of the behaviour of this unconventional
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces the work done to upgrade an obsolete ES system into 
a completely new equipment. Such updated equipment was tailored to match the 
expected medium to low density, but sometimes quite sophisticated, electromagnetic 
environment of the South Atlantic. The intent is to conceive low cost systems with 
“low tech” hardware, but with sufficient amount of intelligence to make them able to 
cope with their inherent uncertainties.

To understand this determination one need to know the context in which this 
project was conducted. In principle, it would not seem sensible to retrofit an old 
system instead of aiming a conceptually more modem design. By the number of 
particularities involved, it is not surprising that many observers from developed centres 
fail in their analysis of how to conduct successful projects on developing countries. 
However, it is quite amazing that many strategists in such countries are as well victims 
of the same misunderstandings. The cause for this may rely on the fact that the well- 
accepted model for conducting R&D is frequently unfitted to those places. It is very 
difficult to create in these regions the same working conditions that exist in most 
developed centres, and whose academic model is accepted without any criticism or 
adaptation to the local circumstances. To resume the problem, the main concern must 
be to survive within the limited budget, and provide regularly positive intermediary 
results. This is absolutely necessary to ensure continuous inflow of capital to a project. 
Misinterpretations of such simple principles usually determine the loss of good 
business opportunities, and most of the times, of considerable amounts of money.

Another problem against the immediate search for sophisticated equipment is 
the time schedules. If the project aims towards a new technological concept, then it is 
inevitable that there is an uncomfortable time between its conception and production 
[USN.68]. Moreover, the more leading-edge technology there is in the system the 
more intricate are the difficulties to overcome. As a rule, this implies in higher costs, 
considerably more difficult information gathering efforts, and very large turn-around 
times for obtaining and repairing individual components and test equipments. 
However, the critical point is that leading-edge technologies mean that it is more 
difficult to keep the influx of funds w/Tî ooTku tangible results. Thus, a technology 
breakthrough will need first a well-stabilised base for achieving credibility. The search 
for state-of-art technology is unquestionably valid, what is controversial is their 
immediate use in systems that need to be maintained with scarce resources.

Furthermore, as a consequence of the urgency to deal with the social problems, 
the acquisition of “high-tech” products are usually forsaken all the times that the 
foreseen missions are not strictly demanding. Consequently, it is then habitually more 
appealing to obtain less sophisticated systems, which are affordable. That is, not only 
cheaper in price but as well easier to maintain. Item 6.2 briefly discusses this subject.

Item 6.3 begins outlining the premises for the work being conducted. It gives a 
concise description of the original system before the modernisation, and discusses its 
advantages and disadvantages. It provides, as well, an analysis of the possible 
improvements to the system. The introduction of phase classifiers, which is being 
officially conducted as a '%y-product”, is also inspected, and it is, in fact, the ultimate 
goal of this project.

Finally, item 6.4 presents the simulation of the new system using the software 
package Simulink [Mat. 94] and Matlab [Mat.93]. The unclassified results of such new 
design are also shown and commented upon.
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6.2 SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS AND DESIGN PHILOSOPHIES FOR 
MILITARY SYSTEMS

Before discussing how to conduct the development of military systems, it is 
necessary to understand what are the peculiarities of such systems. Thus, it is 
important, to analyse the definition of military systems:

“A military system is a set o f men and machines that interact, exchanging 
information and control in order to achieve specific objectives [Tea 80]”

Here a system is viewed as a “meta-machine”, where people, machines, 
facilities, etc...are its main components. It is obvious, from this definition, that the 
environment surrounding the military system will influence, and much, its behaviour. 
The more complex is a system the more its behaviour will not be merely an extension 
of the individual behaviour of each one of its constituent parts in separate. Thus, it is 
essential to consider the interaction among all the system segments to describe it as a 
hole.

Thus, in such a holistic approach, there are three different insights:

al the system’s architecture:

This comprises the arrangeur orme individual components and the interactions 
among them.

b) the system’s eco-environment:

This comprises the definition of the system’s boundaries and the mechanisms
that determine the interactions between that system and its environment.

c) the system’s dynamics:

This comprises the response of the system to the several external stimuli, and 
its timing.

In conclusion, the figure of merit of a system is attained by analysing these 
three factors together. For military equipments such figure of merit is its effectiveness. 
In this case, the factors that outline the system effectiveness are given by three main 
characteristics: performance (dynamics), preparation (architecture) and employment 
(environment) [Bra. 82].

Performance is the measure of what a system is able to realise if it is in perfect 
conditions and if it is well employed. When considering ES systems, this includes what 
parameters it is able to measure, the accuracy of such parameters, and the speed and 
precision of its identification processing.

Preparation is the operational status of the equipment. This factor unfolds, in 
turn, into two different basic concepts: availability and reliability. Availability is the 
probability of a given system to work in its nominal conditions when it is needed. 
Reliability is the probability that an equipment, once it is available, to present no 
failures up to the end of its mission.
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Finally, the employment signifies the capability of the equipment to fulfil the 
operational demands faced by the platform in which it is installed.

The interdependence of these factors is expressed by:

Effectiveness(iy) = /(Performance(»S), Preparation(5), Employment(iS)) (6.1)

Where: 5  is a given military system; and
/(.) is an intersection connective.

In a pessimistic, but as well realistic, point of view:

Effectiveness(iS) = MrN(Performance(iS), Preparation(*S), Employment!^)
(6.2)

That is:

Effectiveness!^) = MIN!Perfbrmance!j), Availability^, Reliability!* )̂,
employment!.^)) !6.3)

Note that the human factor contributes twice to degrade the effectiveness of a 
system, both by being absent or with its incompetence to repair or to operate the 
system.

Therefore, by analysing expression !6.2) one concludes that there is no 
advantage in having extremely sophisticated systems !high performance) if there are no 
means to maintain them !low preparation), or if they are not perfectly suited to the 
required missions !low employment). This signifies that two different systems may 
achieve similar effectiveness by presenting contrasting factors. Thus, the designer can 
exchange the stress in any one of these specific factors in order to avoid extremely low 
figures that could degrade in excess the hole system.

Concerning with military systems, what happens is that fi*equently the 
performance is overstressed and the preparation and the employment are dangerously 
renegated to less important roles. Modem defence systems are more complex than 
ever, and the cost of automatic test equipments !ATE), which are required are 
sometimes more than 20% of the cost of an entire system [Wit. 89]. Moreover, the 
costs of spare parts are sometimes even more significant. Furthermore, there are the 
costs related to the necessary training of both technical and operative staffs. Finally, 
another item to be analysed in ES systems is the library generation centres, with all the 
hardware, software and peopleware costs involved. Thus, unless there is a vigorous 
investment in the infrastmcture these modem systems will have frustrating 
effectiveness.

Therefore, considering the particular contingencies of developing nations, 
some guidelines [Vid.88 and Mac.89] were established to orient the design of a new 
ES system:

1) As a rule, a new system must be built over an old, but still operational, 
“backbone” system. This makes it easier to obtain intermediate results. 
Moreover, it saves costs. The old system must be sufficiently well known by 
the technical staff in order that all its advantages and drawbacks are 
perfectly pinpointed. Furthermore, it becomes possible to incorporate ideas 
from the experience of both from the maintenance and operating people.
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2) It is crucial to provide proper maintenance up to the 3*̂  ̂ level echelon 
[Bra.65], that is, up to component level. This is due to the usually 
unacceptable long tum-around-times^ that results in poor availability. Thus, 
it must affect the least as possible the existing maintenance structure by 
keeping the test procedures and fault localisation routines as close as 
possible to the original ones. The need for special test equipments must be 
avoided as much as possible.

3) The use of COTS^ [Wes.96] must be stimulated.

4) Simulation techniques must be used to a maximum. This avoids unnecessary 
hardware costs.

5) The system must be kept as simple as possible. The intention is to make it 
adaptable for multiple platforms types. This permits to standardise the 
maintenance procedures, the ATE, the training, the library generation 
system, the spare parts, etc...

6) The employment procedures must be updated or re-developed in parallel to 
the new system development by the operative people.

6.3 THE BACKBONE SYSTEM

Modular ES systems have the advantage of being adaptive to several kinds of 
ships, submarines, naval aircrafts and helicopters, according to their mission, size and 
capabilities. It also permits a vessel to start off with a basic system configuration and 
to add later some extra units to suit more specific operational requirements. In 
consequence, some individual modules, which are common to most versions of the 
equipment, can be produced in large number, and so, with significantly lower prices 
[Int.80].

However, as explained in chapter 1, if this modularisation is not carefully 
planned, in a short time there will be an excessive number of modules. The problem 
gets worse when the interfaces by which data is transferred from each module to the 
others, and system philosophy of these modules, are drastically different from one 
another. In conclusion, modularisation is an advantage only if it leads to integrated 
systems, where common units are shared and there is resource redundancy and 
dynamic reconfigurability. Therefore, the first challenge faced by the proposed 
development was to start with a “black box” architecture and to achieve, at least, a 
partially integrated one.

The chosen “backbone” system was the RDL [Eng. 93]. This system is still a 
highly successfijl system in spite of its age (it was probably designed at the end of the 
60’s). There were by the mid 80’s over 100 of these systems working on more than 30 
different navies around the world. In theory the RDL is obsolete, but it is still a reliable 
equipment.

' This is the time required for a piece of equipment to be delivered back to the manufacturer, repaired 
and returned to the user.
 ̂COTS = commercial off-the-shelf. It means commercial pieces of equipments that are used directly 

into a military system; such as computer motherboards, plug-in, screens, measurement devices, etc...
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The basic RDL-1 be is able to provide instantaneous bearing, automatic pulse 
analysis giving both pulse repetition interval (PRI) and pulse width (PW), and alarm, 
together with measurement of frequency band. Further the RDL 2abc, its successor, 
not only performs the same functions but also measures the actual frequency of the 
threat emitter [Sun. 77].

The bearing measurement is done by an eight channel amplitude comparison 
receiver. Each channel consists of a typical crystal video receiver. The crystal video 
consists of an RF bandpass filter, a video detector (square law) and a log video 
amplifier. In some systems, a low noise RF preamplifier may precede the video 
detector if enhanced sensitivity is desired. However, for amplitude comparison, the 
amplified signals cannot saturate the diode or the video amplifier. Thus, there is a 
compromise between the sensitivity and the upper boundary of the system’s dynamic 
range. Controllable attenuators before the amplifiers may help to produce a virtual 
large dynamic range, but not for all signals at once. Another option is to place pairs of 
switches that enables the signal to pass the amplifiers only if its level is low enough. 
The disadvantage of the crystal video receiver is that they are easily jammed, 
particularly by pulse coincident signals. Thus, key threats can be masked by noise or 
by stronger signals. There are techniques (choppers) to allow the crystal video receiver 
to process CW signals, although jamming by stronger pulsed signals reduces the 
effectiveness of this technique. Nevertheless, the advantage of such technique is that 
the RF portion is simple, small, and lightweight, and it consumes little power. Thus, it 
was decided that the DF phi losophy will remain untouched.

The bearing display is a common electrostatic deflection cathode ray tube with 
multiple cores. Each one of these cores is connected to the outputs of opposite bearing 
channels and the whole set is controlled by a synchro that enables the indication of true 
bearing. The new display is feeded by the incoming video signals though an acquisition 
PC-board. A common 486 PC processes an amplitude comparison algorithm and is 
able to provide synthetic data.

The module that provides the automatic pulse analysis is the APA-lc. It 
processes all the pulses arriving at the antenna unit or, alternatively, to the ones 
received by a selected antenna from the receiving array. Nevertheless, this 
measurement is not accurate against agile PRI emitters, and it provides only few 
alarms. The APA will be replaced by the HAG system, the core of this new design.

Sometimes, however, it is more advantageous to measure the pulse PW and 
PRI from the two synchroscopes in the pulse analyser. The synchroscope is a slightly 
more complicated version of the common osciloscope. Instead of using a free-running 
linear (saw-tooth) wave to feed the horizontal deflection circuits, the synchroscope has 
a sweep generator that produces one complete sweep for each time it is triggered by 
an incoming signal. Therefore, if the signal is a series of pulses, and the time base of 
the synchroscope is shorter than the PRI, the sweep generator produces a complete 
sweep for each pulse. This is known as fast-sweep synchroscope display. Fig 6.1a 
presents one of such scopes. Notice that the leading edge of each pulse is at the start 
of each sweep. The internal sweep generator can also be set so that it is triggered on 
one sub-multiple of the PRF of the incoming signal. This is done when it is desired to 
observe pulse trains and determine the PRI (or PRF) of the incoming signal. In the 
example shown in Fig 6.1 b the sweep speed of one fifth the PRF is applied to the 
horizontal deflection circuits, thus five pulses are displayed on the sweep. This is an 
example of slow sweep synchroscope display [USN.64]. The analogue pulse analysis 
display comprises one fast sweep synchroscope to display the PW, and one slow 
sweep synchroscope to indicate the PRI.
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Hence, despite its age, the RDL is able to measure intrapulse amplitude coding. 
This is a rather surprising feature as many modem automatic ES systems are unable to 
present such indications. However, the scope is most of the time blurred as the 
propagation effects usually cormpt the pulse shape, and once the PRI is in many cases 
agile. Furthermore, in its original form, the RDL provides no means to save the 
received pulse data in magnetic media. These problems could be overcomed by 
replacing such custom scope by COTS pulse analysers.

incoming signal applied tp 
vertical deflection plate also 
triggers the sweep generator

triggering
circuits

sweep
generator

a)

Incoming signal applied tp 
vertical deflection (^ate also 
triggers the sweep generator

sweep
generator

triggering
circuits

b)
Fig 6.1 - Synchroscopes: a) fast sweep and b) slow sweep

The frequency measurement is obtained through an TRF crystal video receiver, 
as presented in Fig 6.2. The result is shown in a panoramic display divided into three 
bands S (from 2 to 4 GHz), C (from 4 to 8 GHz) and X (from 8 to 11.5 GHz). The 
panoramic display is merely a graph of signal amplitude versus frequency. A TRF 
crystal video is identical to the crystal video receiver, except for the addition of a 
tuneable notch YIG filter. Similar to this, are the scanning superheterodyne (superhet) 
receivers [Har.80]. The superhet receivers feature high sensitivity, good frequency 
resolution, and excellent selectivity with the use of pre-selectors. Both of these 
receivers are obviously not wide-open in frequency. Thus, they present a POI 
(probability of intercept) considerably less than 1. However, the superhet receiver has 
an important feature, as it can offer a considerably higher sensitivity then the YIG 
tuned device. Such increased sensitivity is crucial against LPI radars that apply very 
long pulses (quasi-CW or CW) of a FM modulated carrier. In contrast, to what it 
would be expected, since the LPI radar pulses are very long, the POI of the tuned
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receiver increases. Of course, this is only true if the receiver has enough sensitivity. In 
order to increase the POI of a single narrow pulse a smart-scan technique must be 
executed. Usually the smart-scan technique depends on a pre-programmed search to 
find threats with minimal acquisition time. Nonetheless, instead of a pre-programmed 
search, the ATR can use an indication of the regions in the spectra where the belief of 
occurring a threat signal is high. As a confirmation to this tendency, some modem ES 
systems, like the AR-900 [Arg.95], now come with smart-superhet receivers to 
intercept LPI FM-CW radars.
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Fig 6.2 - TRF frequency measurement scheme

Another investigated solution for the frequency measurement channel is the 
microscan receiver. In this case the receiver, which is a form of superhet but with a 
scan time period less than the shortest pulse to be observed. Unlike the conventional 
superhet, the microscan uses a compressive filter that has a response matched to the 
scan rate. The output of the compressive filter is a chain of pulses with spacing 
proportional to the frequency difference. Thus the acquisition of short pulses dictates a 
very high output data rate. The sensitivity of the microscan is about the same of the 
common superhet. This receiver is, however, too much sophisticated for the intended 
use. The channelised receiver, by its way, subdivides the RF spectmm of interest and 
simultaneously down-convert each segment to a common baseband IF. This is 
accomplished by using banks of contiguous filters, mixers and fixed fi’equency 
oscillators. Although the channalised receiver is the one that presents the higher 
flexibility, since all sorting parameters are maintained, this receiver was not considered 
because of its immense complexity. However, a simplistic schema using different 
overlapping filters was considered for a fuzzy receiver.

Perhaps the most used fi*equency measurement device is the IFM. The IFM 
receiver is a form of crystal video receiver configured as a set of discriminators. The 
digital IFM consists of several parallel discriminators that instantaneously digitise 
frequency. The drawback of such receivers is that their false alarm rate will increase as 
the electromagnetic environment becomes denser. If there is significant pulse 
overlapping, CW or jamming signals, the IFM performance is considerably affected. 
Moreover, the IFM was not chosen for this project since it is quite bulky (its circuitry 
is about ten times heavier and larger than the common xtal-video) and because of the 
sensitivity of the delay lines to temperature. Such temperature dependence implies the 
use of heaters to maintain the temperature constant. This increases the consume of
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power and may impose the cooling of the surrounding units. Thus, the temperature 
problem is a major negative point for operating in tropical regions. Besides, other 
variations of the IFM, as the FIN [Tho.96] are fitted in some modem ES systems

In conclusion, the main problem of the is the upper band limit usually low if 
there is not an RDL 7 unit to make it up to 18 GHz.

An underestimated advantage of the RDL is that it does not need any kind of 
forced refrigeration, which is especially critical at the tropics. Other main advantages 
of the RDL are its simphcity and the fact that faults occurring in most individual 
modules do not interfere in the operation of the others.

In resume, the block diagram of the initial “backbone” ES system is shown in 
Fig 6.3. One may note that this system relies entirely on the operator capability to 
interpretate the obtained information. In this way, it is quite natural to use techniques 
that try to reproduce the deceptiveness of the human mind...

The new modernisation project began with the design of a fuzzy automatic 
alarm enhancement called the HAC2 [Mac.95b]. This design used the basis of the 
HACl hardware [Mac. 92] but insered the concepts of fuzzy membership to represent 
in degrees of belief what emitters are in reahty active.

6.4 THE ELECTROMAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT SIMULATION

The design of intercept ATR receivers to detect, locate and recognise incoming 
signals requires the assignment of the expected electromagnetic environment [Hal. 78]. 
This means not only the maximum signal density, but, as well, the range of emitter 
types that are able to operate in the prospected scenario. Thus, the system designer 
must define the possible scan parameters, the RF generation and transmission 
techniques, and the propagation conditions, as shown in Fig 6.4. [Lan.82].

ACTION

antenna

Automatic
swnch

alarms

Frequency

measuremem
OPERATOR

0
beanng
display

earing
angle

Fig 6.3 - Basic diagram of “backbone” ES system

In such approach the ATR receiver faces a problem similar to detecting a 
signal fi'om an uncooperative network of transmitters [Ros 78]. Thus, in contrast to
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will hit the ATR antennas, and therefore, there is a great deal of uncertainty of which 
are the active emitters. The ATR must be able to gather the sufficient amount of data 
to perform the required identification. Thus, in order to evaluate the design of the 
proposed ATR system that emerged from the retrofit of the backbone ESM 
equipment, it is necessary to provide a realistic simulation of the radar environment.

The scan pattern aspect will induce the unintended ATR receiver to sense the 
incoming signal amplitude as fijnction of four factors;

a) the motion of the beam;
b) the characteristic of the beam shape;
c) the location of the receiver in the area covered by the scan pattern; and
d) the characteristics of the ATR antenna system.

scan pattern 
generation

L

;
k

7

pulse pattern 
generation

RF 
generation, 
ransmission 

&
modulation

- r -

propagation
to

receiver
simulation

portion

simulation
control
Fig 6.4 - Simulation of the electromagnetic environment

Although there are many possible beam steering techniques [Lan.82], the work 
conducted has concentrated on the simulation of four types of scanning patterns 
[SFB.90]:

a) circular scan;
b) bi-directional sector scan;
c) conical scan (CONSCAN); and
d) monopulse.

Moreover, the beamshape characteristics must be defined in all its three 
dimensions.

The relative position of the emitters in respect to the ATR is also very 
important for the correct simulation of the environment, in special for the sectorial 
scan and CONSCAN radars.

The pulse width (PW), pulse repetition interval (PRI) and pulse pattern form 
another key set of basic parameters that are used to classify radar signals. Fig 6.5 
illustrates the four basic types of PRI patterns [Ele.95 and Wil.93].

Pulses could also come in bursts of four or more pulses, separated by an 
interval that is either stable or variable. However, this will not be considered in the 
present work.

Regarding to the RF generation problem, the simulation must model the 
spectrum characteristics of the emitters. Normally, the carrier frequency is stable
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during the period of a pulse, and this will be called here as frequency stable signals.
Such signals will have no FM intrapulse modulation. However, there are four types of
frequency changes that can be observed by unintended receivers as the ATR systems;

stable

I 1---------1---------1---------1--------- 1
PRI1 PR!i PRI, PRÎ  PRI1

staggered 2 level

4 H  h -+ 4-H
PRI1 PRI 2 PRI1 PRI 2 PRI1 PRI2

jittered (random around 1 basic value)

I 1------------1---------- 1------ 1-----------
PRI1 PRI1 PRI1 PRq PRI,
-61 +62 4-63 -6 4  4-65

wobullated (patterned variation of basic PRI)

+ 4 h - f

Fig 6.5 - Typical pulse interval patterns

a) AGILE: The agile signal makes a change in frequency on a
pulse-to-pulse basis while the frequency is stable during 
each pulse. The frequency changes are usually non
linear or random in a specified band.

b) SLIDE: The slide signal is similar to the agile, when the
frequency is changed in a linear fashion (following a 
sawtooth function for example).

c) CHIRP: The chirp signal makes a linear frequency change from
high-to-low or low-to-high frequency change during 
each pulse.

d) HOP: The frequency hop signal is seen at one frequency for a
time, and then moves from pulse to pulse to another 
frequency in a specified band.

The environment model presented here to validate the epistemic ATR is, 
however, obtained from a simplified version of the algorithms described in [SFB.91]. 
Moreover, it was also adapted to the MATLAB/SIMULINK environment to provide a 
dynamic response. Since the primal identification process must take into account only 
few pulses, the very slow modulation imposed by the scan mode was not taken into 
account. The ensuing processing would then consider this low frequency modulation 
and use it to conclude the radar identification

The next item deals with the simulation of the radar emitters.
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6.5 SIMULATING THE RADAR ENVIRONMENT

The radar environment was simulated by means of a MATLAB routine named 
“radarenv” that can be modified in order to change the characteristics of the emitters. 
This routine was inspired in the PSIPR routine. The matrix [RE] represents in time the 
signal environment. Each line of [RE] is a measurement in time. The signals are 
represented in the same notation as in Chapter 4 while null rows represent the absence 
of signals. Each row represents one processing cycle time. When two or more 
emissions happen at the same time it was chosen here to consider that the the most 
high-powered pulse is received correctly while the low powered pulses are lost. Other 
possible outcomes could be to consider no pulse or a corrupted pulse. Fig 6.6 
describes the organisation of the [RE] matrix.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0

t i  s l(l)  sl(2) sl(3) sl(4 ) sl(5) sl(6) sl(7) sl(8) sl(9) sl(lO) s l ( l l )

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0
t 2  s5(l) s5(2) s5(3) s5(4) s5(5) s5(6) s5(7) s5(8) s5(9) s5(10) s5 (ll)

no signal present

signal s i présentât tim e t^ 

no signal present 

signal s5 present a t tim e t ]

Fig 6.6 - Matrix representation of the radar environment

This representation was considered as the more convenient since the Simulink 
software package is, at its present version, unable to deal with the necessary complex 
functions and with the constant phase shifts.

However, as a by-product of this work, an environment simulator based on 
Simulink block was assembled to assemble such matrices. Thus, several blocks were 
created and inserted into the user library in order to simulate different radar types. 
Using the graphical notation provided by this software package, then each of these 
new blocks is represented by the symbol shown in Fig 6.7.

r a d a r  e m i t t e r

Fig 6.7 - Radar emitter block in SIMULINK

The reader can drive the mouse cursor and double click this icon to open the 
block. Doing this, the block diagram of such emitter unfolds, as shown in Fig 6.8.

To simplify the model all the radars are initially considered to be static in 
relation to the ATR. Thus, the angular block will provide constant values of azimuth 
and elevation. It will also be assumed that all the radars in the environment have no 
polarisation diversity. This means that the polarisation values of the Stokes parameters 
that are outputted by the polarisation response block are constant.
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out 1Inner
Productm icro w av e

generation

scan pattern 
generation

angular position

polarisation
response

Fig 6.8 - Block Diagram of a Radar Block

If the reader wishes to open the “scan pattern generation” block, he must guide 
the mouse cursor to that block, select it, and finally double click. For circular scan 
radars, this structure looks like the one in Fig 6.9. The “Repeating Sequence” block 
defines the antenna pattern of the radar antenna which is rotated in an angular speed 
defined by the “time-values” defined in the block.

« ►

Repeating
Sequence

out 1

Fig 6.9 - Scan pattern generation for circular scan radars

As commented before, this work will not consider, at first, the scan of the 
simulated radars. This is due to the fact that to simulate accuratelly signals of 
frequencies in the range of several GHz, it is necessary to scale the time by a constant 
of 2*71*10 .̂ Thus, the simulation would be excessively time-consuming and it would 
be very difficult to obtain enough data able to provide a successfiil analysis of the 
proposed ES system. Nonetheless, it will be shown that the scan simulation could be 
inserted with no conceptual drawback.

The microwave generation block is the core of the radar block. This block can 
also be opened by clicking twice the mouse cursor after selecting it. The disclosed 
diagram is shown in Fig 6.10.

The “angular position” block and the “polarisation response” block are very 
simple as the radars are considered to be momentaneously static and with fixed 
polarisation. These blocks are shown in Figs 6.11 and 6.12 respectively.
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Fig 6.10 - Microwave generation block diagram

► tetha
azimuth around 

boresight
phi
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antenna plane

Fig 6.11 - Angular position block

[ 1 0 0  1 -H  poll
Modified 

Stokes parameters
polarisation

Fig 6.12 - Polarisation response block

This environment simulator, in spite of its simplicity, is able to incorporate in 
the future all the features of the PSIPR. The matrix notations are, in fact, the result of 
such simulated environments replacing the “signal generation” blocks by a digital line 
generator that expels the vectors relative to the signals si to s6.

6.6 SIMULATING THE RADAR ATR BY MEANS OF SIMULINK BLOCKS

Thus, the environment was simulated in advance and the parameters of the 
active radars were put into two Radar Environment Matrices: [RE] and [REF]. The 
first one provides the signals' parameters and the second one the outputs provided by 
the same array of FIF’s that was introduced in chapter 5.

The first part of the ATR was labelled ‘Mixed Parameter Classifier”, or MxPC, 
and its block diagram is the one shown in Fig 6.13. The input of this part is provided 
by the [RE] matrix.
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fu z ^  freq 
discri

Demux Mux I ^

pulse data
measunng

devices

crisp PW 
discri

param. demux

mixed
parameter
classifier

(f,PW) Mux
Inf. Eng.

Fig 6.13 - The mixed parameter classifier

The frequency and PW measurement blocks are open by double clicking the 
mouse cursor over them. Fig 6.14 presents the inside of these blocks. Frequency is 
measured by two Bartlet-window filters (triangular shaped) that supplies the indication 
of belief that the incoming signal is a Low-Frequency (LF) signal or a High-Frequency 
(HF) signal. The exact shapes of these two theoretical filters are given in Fig 6.15.

in 1
LB fuzzy discri.

HB fuzzy discri

a)

out 1

out 2

in 1 out 1
separador 
PW> .1

out 2
separador 
PW > 12

b)

Fig 6.14 - Opening the a) fuzzy frequency discriminator, and the b) crisp PW
discriminator
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0.6

0.4

0.2

Fig 6.15 - Fuzzy frequency discriminator filters.

When the (f,PW) Inference Engine block is double clicked, it is unveiled as 
shown in Fig 6.16.

LB X LPW

HB X LPW

LB poss.

HB poss.

LB X NPWzero
detector

narrow
PW HB X NPW

large
PW s3 (and s5)LB X MPW

Logical
Operatorzero

detector!

AND

HB X MPW s-

Fig 6.16 - The (f,PW) inference engine

The second part of the ATR is the ‘Tuzzy Classifier”, presented in Fig 6.17. 
This network makes use of the belief indications outputted by the FIF array and 
segregates the pulses for further slow processing analysis. Another feature inserted 
into this ATR sub-module is that it alarms the presence of a menace through a “friend 
X foe” belief output.

The next items will discuss the results provided by two different theoretical 
environments. These environments will consist of signals si, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6 and s7, 
that were presented in the previous chapters. At first, all the incoming signals arrive 
from boresight.
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In other words, the circuit shown in the diagram of Fig 6.13 acts directly over the 
raw data. Therefore, it must be clear that the mixed paiameter classifier is a machine that 
applies fuzzy logic in a somewhat conventional way. The networks shown in Figs 
6.14a), 6.14 b), 6.15 and 6.16 are more detailed descriptions of some of the blocks that 
compose the mixed parameter classifier. At the same time, the signals are received by an 
array of microwave classifiers. This array provides the inputs to the system shown in 
Fig.6.17. In the present simulation, this is done through the routine ’’achato” , which is 
the same that was used in Chapter 4.

The several types of pre-defined classes of radars correspond to one single output 
from the (f, PW) Inference Engine block of Fig 6.13 and which is described in Fig 6.16. 
However, there was no way of separating s3 from s5, as these signals present 
characteristics very close to each other. Thus one single output from this circuit gives the 
degree of belief in either one of this hypothesis. This agrees with what was commented 
about possibility theory. Here, there is no reduction of the individual possibility of a 
defined class even when an increasing number of elements falls into that class. 
Furthermore, as there is no radar presenting HB and MPW, which corresponds to one of 
the outputs of the (f, PW) Inference Engine. Thus any signal that the circuit considers to 
be such class is labeled as being s-.

After that, the responses of the several FIF’s are feeded to the Fuzzy Classifier. 
Concerning the simulations that were conducted at this chapter, the author decided to 
take the signals of [RE] and calculate for each one the corresponding degree of belief. At 
the end, the several outputs are used to assemble the matrix [REF]. Thus, the diagram of 
Fig 6.17 is used to present the data in time.

The upper part of Fig 6.17 is a“friend x foe” indicator. It computes the overall 
degree of belief that the incoming signal is friend or foe. The value 1 is given to a signal 
that is surely friendly, while -1 indicates that the signal is for sure dangerous.

The lower part of Fig 6.17 simply indicates the individual degrees of belief 
provided by the several FIF’s. It will be seen that if the system has an “a priori” 
knowledge of the PRI of each emission, than this can be used to modify the final degrees 
of belief. This is true not only for the pulses received after the system gets to the 
conclusion of what signals are present. If all the pulses are recorded, then the histogram 
of each emission can be traced and corrected for the past pulses as well.

Moreover, as all these circuits were simulated using simulink software, their 
representation can be further improved. In this way, if the system designer feels that it is 
necessary to include any other characteristic to the reasoning process, this can be easily 
done by adding further blocks.

The following items will provide the responses of these simple machines to two 
distinct environments.
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Fig 6. 17 - Fuzzy Classifier

6.7 RESPONSE OF THE ATR TO ENVIRONMENT 1

The first environment was created with the signals si to s6 as shown in Fig 
6.18 (separated) and 6.19 (interleaved).

This first environment considered that the high numbered signals are stronger 
than the low numbered ones (s6>s5>s4>s3>s3>s2>sl). Therefore, pulses from the 
highest numbered emissions have priority to be placed in the environment matrix [RE]. 
The elapsed time was 200 processing cycles as it is shown in Fig 6.19.
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Fig 6.18 -The radars of environment 1
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Fig 6.19 - Interleaved pulses in environment 1

The time scales for all the signals are set though the following constants:

ptl=30. (PRI o f s i)
to 1=0, (initial time of si)
pt2=30, (PRI o f s2)
to2=47; (initial time of s2)
pt3=50; (PRI ofs3)
to3=29, (initial time of s3)
pt4=20. (PRI o f s4)
to4=83. (initial time of s4)
pt5=10. ( r  PRI ofs5)
pt55=15. (2"“ PRI ofs5)
to5=112, (initial time for s5)
pt6=7. (PRI o f s6)
to6=33; (initial time of s6)

The output o f the MxPC is shown on Fig 6.20

MIXED PARAMETER CLASSSIRER

^  0,8

0 6

0 4

0 2

80 100 120 140 160 180 200
TIME (processing cycles)

Fig 6.20 - Response from the mixed parameter classifier
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The de-interleaved pulses provided by the mixed parameter classifier are 
presented in the Figs 6 21 to 6.26 below

1

®  0.8
%
CD

I  06
ÎCR

Q  0 .4

0.2

0

RADAR 1 I D BY THE MIXED PARAM ETER C LA SSSIFIER 
 1 1 1 1 1 1 1------

20 4 0  60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
TIME (processing cycles)

Fig 6.21 - Segregation of radar 1 by the mixed parameter classifier
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Fig 6.22 - Segregation of radar 2 by the mixed parameter classifier
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RADAR 3 I D BY THE MIXED PARAMETER C L A SSSF IE R
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Fig 6.23 - Segregation of Radar 3 by the mixed parameter classifier. Because the 
limitations of the system, radar s5 corrupts data after t=112 processing cycles
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Fig 6.24 - Segregation of Radar 4 by the mixed parameter classifier
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RADAR 6 I D BY THE MIXED PARAMETER CLASSSIFIER
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Fig 6.25 - Segregation of Radar 6 by the mixed parameter classifier
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Fig
6.26 - Segregation of an unexisting by the mixed parameter classifier. Note that 

the degrees of belief for such pulses are minimal
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It is noteworthy that the mixed parameter classifier was able to segregate very 
well signals si, s2, s4 and s6 The MxPC lost the first pulse of s2 and imposed a 
sinusoidal like modulation over the degree of belief in si and s6 However, it is quite 
straightforward to perform the de-interleaving of the pulses from these emitters

In contrast the architecture of the MxPC was not suited to distinguish signal 
s5, which cause a considerable damage to the segregation of s3 However, if s3 is 
correctly identified by the following slow processing stages, then it is easy to 
distinguish that some other emission may be mixed up with s3 typically after t=115 
processing cycles.

The output S - ,  to which there is no associated emission has most degree of 
belief peaks smaller than 2, and all smaller than 25 Thus, it is easy to verify, and to 
assume, that there is no pulses to be allocated to such unexisting emitter

Fig 6.27 shows the "friend x Foe” response provided by the Fuzzy Classifier 
subsystem

FRIEND X FOE BY FUZZY INFERENCE ENGINE CLASSIFIER

Q z  
LU cc

LUo

1

0 rn

0 5

1

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
TIME (processing cycles)

Fig 6.27 - “Friend x Foe” response of the fuzzy classifier to environment 1

This output has the mission of making the early warning alarm. Here si, s2 and 
s5 are considered friendly, while s4 is neutral and s3 and s6 are dangerous 

The response of the fuzzy analyser is shown in Figs 6.28 to 6.32.
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RADAR ENVIRONMENT BY FUZZY INFERENCE ENGINE CLASSIFIER
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Fig 6 28 - The radar environment as sensed by the fuzzy classifier
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Fig 6.29 - Detail of the response of the fuzzy classifier. SI is represented in black, 
while s3 is in magenta, s4 in blue, and s6 in cyan
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RADAR ENVIRONMENT BY FUZZY INFERENCE ENGINE CLASSIFIER
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Fig 6.30 - Detail of the response of the fuzzy classifier. S2 is represented in green
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Fig 6.31 - Detail of the response of the fuzzy classifier. S5 is represented in red
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RADAR ENVIRONMENT BY FUZZY INFERENCE ENGINE CLASSIFIER
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Fig 6.32 - Detail of the response of the fuzzy classifier

Once more signal s5 is the most difficult to be identified However, it can be 
noted that most o f the times it was disturbed by s6 Moreover, even when the degrees 
o f belief o f the received pulses are low in absolute value, they are relatively higher than 
the other options. That is, if the following processing stages process these pulses and 
verify their behaviour in terms of PRI, it is possible to ID s5

Therefore, making use of the segregation capability shown in Fig 6.17, the 
fuzzy classifier indicates the results that are pictured at Figs 6 33 to 6.38

These figures present an interesting de-interleave capability Signals s i, s2 and 
s6 are quite regular Signal s4, which was one of the best at the MxPC has became 
noisy, although its pattern is reasonable distinguishable. Signal s5, by its turn presents 
very low degrees o f belief, however its pattern is quite clean and distinguishable

At this point, it becomes clear that it is very important to acquire a good 
knowledge o f the PRI o f the target radars. This information by itself can finalise the 
identification provided by the fuzzy classifier One way to do such processing is to 
open a window around the time in which it is expected to happen a pulse from the 
emission under analysis. Any segregated pulse falling within this window will have 
then its degree o f belief notably increased
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RADAR 1 I D BY FUZZY INFERENCE ENGINE CLASSIFIER
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Fig. 6.33 - Segregation of radar si by the fuzzy classifier
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Fig. 6.34 - Segregation of radar s2 by the fuzzy classifier
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RADAR 3 I D BY FUZZY INFERENCE ENGINE CLASSIFIER
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Fig. 6.35 - Segregation of radar s3 by the fuzzy classifier
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Fig. 6.36 - Segregation of radar s4 by the fuzzy classifier
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Fig. 6.37 - Segregation of radar s5 by the fuzzy classifier
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Fig. 6.38 - Segregation of radar s6 by the fuzzy classifier
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6.8 RESPONSE OF THE ATR TO ENVIRONMENT 2

The second environment was assembled with signals si, s2, s5 and s7 The 
strengths of these signals were re-ordered such that s5>sl>s2>s7 The constants that 
describe the radar environment are

ptl=30. (PRI of si)
tol=17; (initial time of si)
pt2=30. (PRI of s2)
to2=69, (initial time of s2)
pt5=10. (l* P R Io fs5 )
pt55=15. (2"‘‘ PRI ofs5)
to5=2. (initial time of s5)
pt7=5. (PRI ofs7)
to7=20. (1®* initial time of s7)
tf7=55; (E* final time of s7)
too7=140. (2"*̂  initial time of s7)
tff7=179. (2"̂ * final time of s7)

Thus, the Electromagnetic environment is the one shown in Figs 6.39 and 6.40.
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Fig 6.39 - The radars of environment 2
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Fig 6.40 - Interleaved pulses in environment 2
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Fig 6.41 - Response from mixed parameter classifier to environment 2

First, the response of the Mixed Parameter Classifier is investigated. This 
response is shown in Figs 6.41 to 6.45. It is easy to note that signal 1 was ruled out by 
the strongest signal 5 In addition, radar 5 was correctly outputted at output 3. Note 
also that the classification o f radar 7 was disturbed during its first operation cycle and 
only some small spikes at output 6 are noted At the second operation cycle radar 7 is 
classified sometimes at output 6 and also at output “s-” Finally, radar 2 is very well 
discriminated The figures show that the MxPC turns quite confusing when the 
discriminators are few and imprecise.
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Fig 6.42 - Detail of the response of the mixed parameter classifier to environment
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Fig 6.43 - Detail of the response of the mixed parameter classifier to environment
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Fig 6.44 - Detail of the response of the mixed parameter classifier to environment
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Fig 6.45 - Detail of the response of the mixed parameter classifier to environment
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Concerning to the Fuzzy Classifier, first it is assumed that it has exactly the 
same architecture that was examined in item 6 6 Such fuzzy inference engine was built 
taking in mind only signals si to s6, thus it is unadapted to the actual situation The 
aim is to observe the response of the system when it faces an unknown signal, once the 
inclusion o f s7 may generate some unwanted responses The “Friend x Foe” output o f 
such unadapted ATR subsystem is shown in Fig 6.46 while the response provided by 
the possibilistic outputs is shown in Figs 6.47 to 6.51

FRIEND X FOE BY UNADAPTED FUZZY INFERENCE ENGINE CLASSIFIER

UJ
cn

LUO

0 5

0

-0 5

20 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 2 0 040
TIME (processing cycles)

Fig 6.46 - “Friend x Foe” output from the Fuzzy Classifier

Again, it is clear that radar 1 has no indication at all, as it is completelly 
masked by radar 5 Moreover, it can be observed that radar 5 is now observed with a 
relatively high accuracy, however it has a quite variable degree o f belief This is a point 
were the fuzzy theory significantly differs from the probabilistic theory: a low degree 
o f belief indicates the lack o f evidence that radar 5 is emitting, but does not indicate 
that probably radar 5 is not emitting In fact, the evidence that radar 5 is emitting is 
larger than the evidence that any other one is emitting at that moment This problem 
can be easily solved with a belief intensifier based on the expected PRI

Another interesting observation is relative to radars s7 and s6, which are very 
similar (they differ only by having the opposite circular polarisation from one another). 
They could be taken to be the same, but what is observed is drastically the opposite. 
False indications that radar 6 is present occurs mostly when radar s7 is out Radar 2 is 
also not perfectly defined Radars 3 and 4 are correctly given a small degree o f belief 
Hence, a PRI based belief intesifier is able to verify if the scarce evidence indicating 
these emitters are misleading or not. Figs 6.52 to 6.57 presents the segregation 
capability provided by this unadapted fuzzy inference engine
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Fig 6.47 - Radar environment as sensed by the unadapted fuzzy classifier
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Fig 6.48 - Detail of the response from the unadapted fuzzy classifier to 
environment 2. The colour representation is the same as before for environment

1
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R E S P O N S E  FROM U N A D A P T E D  FUZZY IN F E R E N C E  ENGINE CLASSIFIER
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Fig 6.49 - Detail of the response from the unadapted fuzzy classifier to
environment 2.
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Fig 6.50- Detail of the response from the unadapted fuzzy classifier to
environment 2
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Fig 6.51- Detail of the response from the unadapted fuzzy classifier to
environment 2
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Fig 6.52 - Segregation of radar 1 by the unadapted fuzzy classifier
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R adar 2 FROM UNADAPTED FUZZY INFERENCE ENGINE
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Fig 6.53 - Segregation of radar 2 by the unadapted fuzzy classifier
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Fig 6.54 - Segregation of radar 3 by the unadapted fuzzy classifier
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Radar 4 FROM UNADAPTED FUZZY INFERENCE ENGINE
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Fig 6.55 - Segregation of radar 4 by the unadapted fuzzy classifier
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Fig 6.56 - Segregation of radar 5 by the unadapted fuzzy classifier
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Radar 6 FROM U N A D A PT E D  FUZZY INFERENCE ENGINE
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Fig 6.57- Segregation of radar 6 by the unadapted fuzzy classifier

It seems that s7 has caused perturbations in the responses for all the known six 
radars. This indicates that the performance of the fuzzy classifier is quite dependent on 
the information it has about the expected environment However, the solution is to 
introduce extra aptitudes to the system through its meta-knowledge One very simple 
feature to be introduced is to insert a belief intensifier as commented before. 
Furthermore, for a given radar pub% there are evidence suggesting more than one 
emission (confusion in evidence), but there is a reasonably well defined pattern for 
each momentaneous set of evidence In other words, for two given pulse trains the 
evidence may point, in both cases, to emiters A, B and U for example, but in one case

and for the other This is what
happens for such unadapted inference engine with the emissions in environment 2 for 
signals 2 and 7 For the first one, the system indictes ^el(2)>^el(3)>*Bel{4), while for 
the last one the response is ^el(2)>*Be((4)>*Bel(3) Sometimes, even more subtle 
situations could take place, and the system could distinguish a pattern between the 
proportion of the degrees of belief trigffed by specific emitters. Also note that the 
frequency parameter changes randomly within the limits imposed to each signal and 
this sometimes may induce the evidence to change.

It is important to emphasise that the microwave fuzzy classifiers are not 
intended to perform the complete identification of the signals all by themselves. Their 
great advantage is to combine into an uni-dimensional inference space information 
about frequency, polarisation and bearing [Cox.94]. The inference engine must use 
other dimensions (PW, PRI, or bearing and frequency alone) to compose the final 
degree of belief that indicates which of the expected emitters are active
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Next, the basic fuzzy inference engine is adapted to signal s7. The knowledge
base of the fuzzy classifier is enhanced and now includes a FIT with s7 as reference 
The response of the system to environment 2 becomes as shown in Figs 6.58 to 6.62.
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Fig 6.58 - Radar environment as sensed from adapted fuzzy classifier (s7 in cyan)
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Fig 6.59 - Detail of the response from the adapted fuzzy classifier to environment
2.
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Fig 6.60 - Detail of the response from the adapted fuzzy classifier to environment
2.
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Fig 6.61 - Detail of the response from the adapted fuzzy classifier to environment
2.

T he know ledge about the signals PRI can be used to enhance not only the next pulse identification, 
but if  the prev ious responses are properly saved in a histogram , they can be also co rrected  after the IE 
gets confiden t about the presence o f  som e signals.
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Fig 6.62 - Detail of the response from the adapted fuzzy classifier to environment
2.

The situation has changed considerably for this new fuzzy classifier. Radar 1 is 
yet hidden by radar 5, nevertheless, the classifications of all other emissions are very 
accurate as presented in Figs 6,63 to 6.69. Moreover, there is no more false 
indications of radar 6
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Fig 6.63 - Segregation of radar 1 by the adapted fuzzy classifier
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Fig 6.64 - Segregation of radar 2 by the adapted fuzzy classifier
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Fig 6.65 - Segregation of radar 3 by the adapted fuzzy classifier
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Fig 6.66 - Segregation of radar 4 by the adapted fuzzy classifier
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Fig 6.67 - Segregation of radar 5 by the adapted fuzzy classifier
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Fig 6.68 - Segregation of radar 6 by the adapted fuzzy classifier
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Fig 6.69 - Segregation of radar 7 by the adapted fuzzy classifier
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6.9 RESPONSE TO SIGNALS ARRIVING FROM DIFFERENT 
DIRECTIONS

Finally, it is necessary to investigate the response of the fuzzy classifier to 
signals incoming from directions other than the boresight As commented before, the 
microwave fuzzy classifier provides an output that is a function of the frequency, 
polarisation and the angle of arrival (AOA) of the incoming signal In certain cases, 
bearing can be a crucial discriminating factor, and thus, most of the classification will 
then rely on the response to this individual factor. The most elementary solution to 
AGA variations is to place in the systems knowledge-base references that are as well 
displaced from the boresight. Therefore, the FIFs can be related to 3-uples (f, pol, 
AO A) Furthermore, the system meta-knowledge should incorporate the ability to 
examine the responses from different sets of fuzzy classifiers with different lines-of- 
sights references, and guess from which direction the emission is arriving. This feature 
could be based on other signal characteristics as amplitude and phase at the antennas 

Figs 6 70 presents the response provided by the fuzzy classifier to signal si for 
a FIF constructed around signal si from boresight (0=0, (j)=7c/2), FIF[sl(0,7r/2)].

Degree of i 
Belief

Fig 6.70 - Response to signal si from FIF[sI(0, %H)\.

The response to an emission si incoming from different directions provided by 
FIFs constructed around si with different AOA are shown in Figs 6.71 to 6.74
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Degree 
of Belief

-2 ♦
Fig 6.73 - Response from FIF[ sl( - tc/3, -3 tc/2)] to signal si.

6 = -X/3, ♦ = -lC/3

Degree 
of Belief 1

-2 -2 *
Fig 6.74 - Response from F1F[ sl( -Ji/3, -7C/3)] to signal si.

The same responses for the other signals are presented in Fig. 6.75 to 6.91
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Fig 6.75 - Response from FIF[ s2(0, tc/2)] to signal s2
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Fig 6.76 - Response from FIF[ s2( - tc/3, - 3 jc/2)] to signal s2
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Fig 6.77 - Response from FTF[ s2( -3 tc/2, -3 tc/2)] to signal s2
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Fig 6.78 - Response from FIF[ s2( - 3 ti/2, -7t/3)] to signal s2
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Fig 6.83 - Response from FIF[ s3( -3 ti/2, - ti/3)] and from FIF[ s3( - tc/3,
7C/3)] to signal s3
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Fig 6.84 - Response from FEF[ s4(0, nl2)\ to signal s4
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Fig 6.85 - Response from FIF[s4(0, <|))| to signal s4
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Fig 6.86 - Response from FIF[ s5(0,7i/2)] to signal s5
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Fig 6.87 - Response from FIF[ s5( 0, )̂] to signal s5
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Fig 6.88 - Response from FIF[s6(0, tc/2)] to signal s6
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Fig 6.89 - Response from FIF[ s6( 0, <|>)J to signal s6
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Fig 6.90 - Response from FIF[ s7( 0 ,7t/2)| to signal s7
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DegreeDegree
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Fig 6.91 - Response from FIF[ s7( 0, (j))| to signal s7

It can be seen from the above figures that the responses o f the FIFs get 
somewhat distorted as the reference moves considerably away from the boresight. 
However, these responses follow a reasonably well behaved pattern. Thus, it is 
possible to use this knowledge to infer the signal orientation if the system makes use of 
more than one set o f FIFs with different lines-of-sight. Moreover, for small variations 
o f AOA, up to 10 deg, it was verified that there is no significant change in the 
response o f FIF [ sN(0, nil)].

Another important investigation is to verify the response of each FIF to the 
other expected signals This is shown in Figs 6.92 to 6,98. It can be seen that the FIF’s 
are quite selective. The degree o f belief o f the correct signal is not always large 
according to the AOA, however, it is always low for the incorrect signals.

Therefore, a suitable selection of FIFs can cover the entire range around the 
line-of-sight. In addition, the individual microwave phase classifiers may be optimised 
to achieve the desired angular performance. In fact, this kind of architecture permits 
many subtle ways to control the system performance.
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Fig 6.92 - Response from FIF[sl( 0, nl2)\ to all signals
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Fig 6.93 - Response from FIF[ s2( 0, tc/2)| to all signals
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Fig 6.94 - Response from FIF[s3(0, nl2)\ to all signals
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Fig 6.95 - Response from FIF[s4( 0 ,7c/2)j to all signals
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Fig 6.96 - Response from FIF[s5( 0 ,7c/2)J to all signals
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6.10 - CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has introduced the concepts used in the modernization of an old 
ES system, taken as the “backbone” for this new architecture.

First, it has described the main guidelines that were chosen for the 
development of new military systems in developing countries. Next it gave a brief 
introduction of how the chosen backbone system operates. Finally it analysed the 
architectures that were suggested to increment the backbone system.

Despite all efforts, the work to build a new ES system is still unfinished. 
However, some good results have already been achieved. The first of the backbone 
systems is now being enhanced by means of a device named HAC2\1X. The impact of 
this improvement over the system architecture is shown in Fig 6.98. The memory 
plugged into the ID module are EPROMS and they map the measuring X=(PW, PRI) 
space into a gradual membership function p(X). Because of the actual hardware 
limitations, the HAC2\1X is only useful against a restriclB/?5t of target radars, however 
the outcomes were quite promis ing [Mac. 96]. Part of the TRF receiver, which can be 
replaced in the future by a superheterodyne receiver, brings a strong benefit to the 
system. It will be used to filter the fuzzy output of the classifier, providing the other 
dimension to the inference space.
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LPDAjjray

switch and 
fuzzy classifier 

hardware

one selected 
DF channel

fuzzy 
memory 

comparator
exoUc arrays 
In place of the 
usual frequency 
array

by-paœsmart-search 
processor

Fuzzy 
Classifier

>DF

|X„(PW,PRI)

Fig 6.98 - HAC2/IX system update

After analysing the graphs shown from Figs. 6,70 to 6.91, one concludes 
that FIF’s do not seem to be a good solution for DF indication. In this case, the 
best is the ES system to have an independent DF receiver, which could be a 
homogeneous sub-array inside the full inhomogeneous one, and then, based on 
that DF indication, to choose the proper sub-panel to feed the several FIF’s.
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
FOR FUTURE WORK

This final chapter intends to emphasise the most significant contributions of this thesis, 
and to discuss the author’s idea of which are the following steps to proceed with this 
work.

7.1 SUMMARY OF THE MAIN TOPICS AND MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS 
OF THIS THESIS

The objective of this thesis was to discuss novel architectures for ES systems 
applying cognitive methods. Moreover, while in modern war scenarios the reaction 
time becomes a critical problem, the processing of more and more information is 
required. Thus, if the system designer does not take the sufficient care, the overload of 
the system processors is quite inevitable. This thesis proposed solutions where part of 
this processing is done in real time, at the front-end, by networks of microwave 
components. The microwave artificial neuron and the fuzzy classifiers, that are the 
main topics of this work, are in fact extensions of the linear combiners and antenna 
array feeding structures. Therefore, this work involved several different areas as EW, 
cognitive processing such as neural networks and fuzzy logic, and microwave circuits.

The first three chapters expose the basic theory, while Chapters 4 to 6 describe 
the new ES designs.

Chapter 1 presented an insight into the concepts of EW. It compared the 
traditional EW architectures with the fully integrated architecture which is foreseen for 
future systems. It was seen that the environment is very complex and the ES system 
must be adaptable to each specific scenario.

Chapter 2 was dedicated to study of classification of generic data. It introduced 
the mathematical foundations of fuzzy measures and similarities. As a sequence, 
Chapter 3 presented the same topic, but by the light of both predicate logic and 
approximate reasoning. In order to achieve this task it described some concepts related 
to possibilistic theory such as fuzzy numbers and fuzzy aggregation connectives. These 
chapters show that fuzzy logic makes ES systems more flexible, and consequentially, 
enables them to outperform their traditional ocounterparts.

Chapter 4 introduces the phase neural networks. This is a new paradigm of 
artificial neural networks (ANN). In contrast to usual ANN, the processed information 
is placed in the phase of the output signal and not in its amplitude. Many of the 
theoretical notions used to define the phase neuron are not new, but the author has 
found no reference of a network of this kind in open literature. Some particularities of 
these networks are also examined such as: phase reference neurons, and multi class 
clustering. Furthermore, it was shown that the phase neurons can be assembled by
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means of microwave components such as attenuators, amplifiers, Wilkinson power 
dividers/combiners and fixed phase shifters. The simulations of some very simple 
networks called here the single (1 neuron), the pyramid (3 neurons) and the fish (6 
neurons) showed that they are useful to classify incoming radar signals. Currently, the 
main problem with these microwave neural networks is the bulkiness of their 
implementation and the complicated training if it is supposed to classify several kinds 
of threats. This last drawback concerning the training was overcomed with the fuzzy 
classifiers in Chapter 5. The main adavantages are, however, clear: they can classify 
incoming signals in real time, save digital processing and monitor signals withouth the 
direct help of the main processor.

Chapter 5 initially discusses the problems concerning to data-fusion. It analyses 
the differences between hard and soft decision contributors. Next, it examines the 
demands of automatic target recognitors (ATR). At this point, it makes use of the 
explained concepts to consider the data fusion capability of the artificial neuron 
structure, which now defines a fuzzy classifier. The fuzzy classifiers are similar to the 
microwave neurons, but they are left untrained. Although, they are not able to classify 
the incoming signals so accurately as the trained microwave neurons. The system can 
fuse the output of a set of such classifiers to obtain a suitable response. The modules 
that combine the information coming from the all the fuzzy classifiers were named 
“fuzzy identification filters” (FIF). An ES system of this kind, which operates based on 
the evidences provided by each individual classifier is known as an epistemic system. It 
was also shown that fuzzy classifiers are very sensitive to polarisation, which is a 
concerning drawback. Nevertheless, this can be useful for polarisation measurement 
purposes. It was seen as well that the choice of the FIF’s discriminating functions is a 
compromise between the sharpness of the discrimination and the absolute degrees of 
belief in the wrong hypothesis.

Chapter 6 discusses some points of the experimental design currently being 
conducted at the Brazilian Navy. The goal is to upgrade an old but reliable and easily 
maintainable ES system into a modem epistemic ES. The uncertainties related to the 
obsolete measurement blocks are not scratched out but are instead taken into account 
by the new fuzzy inference engine. Moreover, one new block to be added is the 
microwave fuzzy classifiers. Finally some simulations of hypothetical systems are 
present as an illustration and analysed. It is noteworthy to point that the PRI knowledge 
can be used to modify the degree of belief of, not only, the future pulses, but also from 
the previous recorded ones. Moreover, it was demonstrated throgh the graphs presented 
from Figs 6.70 to 6.91 that the FIFS were not sucsseful to discriminate AOA.

7.2 COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORKS

This thesis introduced several new concepts and described some aspects of 
fuzzy (or flexible) logic to the members of the EW community. Some of these novel 
concepts are being progressively introduced in experimental systems. The HAC2-1X 
will still be subject of several improvements for some time. Many of the points 
discussed in Chapter 6 about designing new systems with short budgets and using 
“backbone” were recently been the subject of ref [Fle.96]. Another related subject was 
discussed in [Bro.95] is “modernisation by cannibalisation”. This last study describes 
how taking still-effective components and systems from existing warships, overhauling
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and/or upgrading them as necessary, and then reinstalling them on a new hull can save 
costs and time in low income situations. Thus the introduction of cognitive techniques 
into the operation scheme of obsolete systems can give them a considerable extra life 
cycle time.

The sequence of this work in the author’s opinion asks for some practical 
experiments and the proposed architectures must face real world situations. 
Unfortunately, the author could not carry out some of the planned activities.

As suggestions for future work, the author wishes to provide the following list 
of activities:

a) Simulation of the microwave neurons and fuzzy classifiers using a 
microwave CAD/CAM as, for example. Touchstone or Martins.

b) Investigate the response of Wilds fixed phase-shifters [Wil 79]. The 
author is currently working at CETUC with some simple implementations of 
this device. The responses for a prototype for 90° phase shift were very 
promising and may be published soon. The author also recommends further 
research to be conducted for arbitrary phase shifts and making use of 
exponential lines and radial stubs.

c) Investigate lens-like structures to perform the neuron or fuzzy 
classifying instead of beam shaping. These components may have exotic curved 
edges and may be printed over non-isotropic substrates. If ferrite is used, for 
example, magnets could be suitably placed to control the signal paths.

d) Continue the investigation with the magnetic vivaldi antennas 
(MAGVrV), built over ferrite substrates [Mac 93c], in which the phase 
response could be provided at the antenna element.

e) Train new phase neurons with frequency dependent phase shifters. This 
structures could be assembled using simple phase-trimmers or line lengths

f) Investigate in detail the use of EWAMs (extended window addressable
memories) to perform fuzzy comparisons.

g) Perform practical experiments with very simple neurons, or fuzzy 
classifiers in an anecoic chamber.

h) Study the use of microwave neurons in radar receivers to identify targets 
by polarimetric response.

I) Study the applications of microwave neurons to calibration of
measurement set-ups and for maintenance purposes.
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GLOSSARY

A - logical assumption 

ABW - Antenna Beamwidth 

A.I - Artificial Intelligence 

AIES - Artificial Intelligence ES 

ANN - Artificial Neural Network 

ARM - Anti-Radiation Missile 

ARP - Antenna Rotation Period

CETUC - Telecommunications Centre of the Catholic University of Rio de 
Janeiro

COMINT - Communications Intelligence 

COSRO - Conical Scan on Receive Only 

CP - logical conditional proof 

CPM - Conditional Probability Matrix

danger level - is the amplitude level of an intercepted radar signal from which a 
given platform may considered to be detected

vE - logical OR elimination

EA - Electronic Attack

ECM - Electronic Countermeasures

ECCM Electronic Counter-Countermeasures

ED - Electronic Destruction

EDA - Electronic Destruction Avoidance

EP - Electronic Protection

ELINT - Electronic Intelligence
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Glossary

ES - Electronic Support 

ESM -Electronic Support Measures 

EW - Electronic Warfare 

f  - frequency

DN - logical double negation

FIS - Foreign Instrumentation Intelligence

Fuzzy Logic - it is a method of modelling (formalization) imprecise reasoning 
operating on imprecise concepts, more specifically inexact predicates and truth- 

functional terms

hardkill - defence actions applying weapons, such as anti-missile missiles 
(Patriot, for example)

HÜMINT - Human Intelligence

aI - logical AND introduction

v l  - logical OR introduction

IE - Inference Engine

IPqM - Brazilian Navy Research Institute

LHCF - Left Handed Circular Polarisation

LORO - Lobe switching on Receive Only

LOS - Line-of- Sight

LPI radar - Low Probability of Intercept radar

meta-knowledge - in an AI system, this is the knowledge that the system has
about how to process the different kinds of information it will 
work with.

MMI - Man-Machine-Interface

MNN - Microwave Neural Network 
MOP - Modulation On Pulse

MSE - Mean Square Error

MPP - Modus Ponnendo Ponens (see Chapter 3 )
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M PT - Modus Ponnendo Tollens (see Chapter 3 )

MTF - Modus Tollendo Ponens (see Chapter 3 )

MTT - Modus Tollendo Tollens (see Cahpter 3 )

OPTELEVT - Optical Intelligence

OTH radar - Over-the-Horizon radar

GWA - Ordered Weighted Average (see pag 77 )

paradigm - the organiztion and the ‘‘modus operandV  ̂of a neural network

PDW - Pulse Description Word

pe - processing element

PNN - Phase Neural Network

PRF - Pulse Repetition Frequency = 1/(PRI)

PRI - Pulse Repetition Interval = 1/(PRF)

PW - Pulse Width

PV - Parameter Vector

RAA - Reductio Ad Absurdum (see pag 68 )

RCS - Radar Cross Section

REC - Radio Electronic Combat, this is the Russian term for EW, altough 
“maskirovka’’ is also used

RHCP - Right Handed Circular Polarisation

RINT - j^diation Intelligence

RML - Radar Mode Library

SIGINT - Signal Intelligence

softkill - defence actions applying EW

Techelint - Technological Intelligence

TI - Track Indication or designation to the combat system

UCL - University College London
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Glossary

UHF - Ultra-High Frequencies 

VHF - Very High Frequencies
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